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Foreword
About the Series
These case studies in cultural anthropology are designed to bring to students, in
beginning and intermediate courses in the social sciences, insights into the richness and
complexity of human life as it is lived in different ways and in different places. They are
written by men and women who have lived in the societies they write about and who are
professionally trained as observers and interpreters of human behavior. The authors are
also teachers, and in writing their books they have kept the students who will read them
foremost in their minds. It is our belief that when an understanding of ways of life very
different from one's own is gained, abstractions and generalizations about social structure, cultural values, subsistence techniques, and the other universal categories of human
social behavior become meaningful.

About the Author
Napoleon Chagnon was born che second of twelve children in Port Austin,
Michigan, in 1938. He is married and has two children. At present he is an Assistant
Professor of Anthropology and holds a joint appoincment às Research Associate in the
Department of Human Genetics, University of Michigan Medical School. This department has developed a long-term project for the study of the Y 'lnomamõ from a medicalgenetics viewpoint in ateam approach involving specialists in severa! fields. Dr. Chagnon
is the ethnological !Dember of the ceam. He began his academic training in the Michigan
College of Mining and Technology, but switched to anthropology, receiving a B.A. in
anthropology at the University of Michigan in 1961, an M.A. in 1%3, and a Ph.D. in
1966. He has spent nineteen months in direcr concacc with the Y~omamõ of Venezuela
and Brazil, studying demography, social organization, and warfare, and abouc one month
with the Carib-speaking Makiritare of Brazil and Venezuela, studying social organization.
He has published severa! articles in Natural. Hi.rtory and Proceedings of the National AcaJ.
emy of Science and has presented papers at meetings of the American Anthropological
Association and the Nacional Academy of Science. He plans to return to the Y~omamõ
in severa! field trips over the next three years, having completed two cooperative trips
with members of the Instituto Venezolano de lnvestigaciones Científicas.

About the Book
This is indeed a book about a fierce people. Y 'lnomamõ cukure, in its major focus,
· reverses the meanings of ((good" and <<desirable" as phra5ed in the ideal postulares of
the Judaic-Christian tradition. A high capacity for rage, a quick flash point; and a willVll
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ingness to use violence to obtain one's ends are considered desirable traits. Much of the
behavior of the Y~nomamo can be described as brutal, cruel, treacherous, in the valueladened terms of our own vocabulary. The Y~omamo themselves, however, as Napoleon
Chagnon carne to intimately know them in the year and a half he lived with them, do
not all appear to be mean and treacherous. As individuais, they seem to be people playing
their own cultural game, with interna! feelings that at times may be quite divergent from
the demands placed upon them by their culture. This case study fumishes valuable data
for phrasing questions about the relationship between the individual and his culture.
The Y ~omamo appear to be constandy on the verge of extranormal behavior,
as we define it, and their almost daily use of hallucinogenic drugs reinforces these drives
to what might seem to the outside observ'er to be the limits of human capacity. Llfe in
their villages is noisy, punctuated by outbursts of violence, threatened by destruction by
enemies. To the ethnographer it is frightening, frustrating, disgusting, exciting, and
rewarding, and in this case study the ethnographer lets the reader know how he feels.
His honest reactions help us, as interested outsiders, to know the Y ~omamo.
This is a srudy of a fierce people who engage in chronic warfare. It is also a study
of a system of controls that usually hold in check the drive toward annihilation. Conflict
among the Y~omamo is regulated through a series of graded escalations, from chestpounding and side-slapping duels, through club fighting, spear throwing, to raiding in a
state of war, to the ultimate-the nomohoni-massacre by treachery. The processes of
avoidance, setdement, or escalation of disputes are discussed in det-ail in this case study.
There are implications that range beyond the Y~omamo, and beyond primitive peoples,
to the ."civilized" world in which we live, for we too live in a state of chronic warfare
and are threatened by annihilation.
The Y~omamo goad each other, within their own villages, to the brink of an
explosion (and they goaded the ethnographer in the sarne way). This hostility is
projected on a larger scale in the negotiating of alliances between villages. Each principal must establish the credibility of his own threats, as well as discover the point at
which the opposite party's bluffing will dissolve into action. lt is, as the author says, a
policies of brinksmanship, all too familiar to us.
The study is, however, not confined to a description of regulated violence. Dr.
Chagnon provides us with an unusually clear chapter on social organization, with the
genealogical details of kinship. The models he produces in his analysis are case in sharper
relief because he also discusses deviations from these models in actual behavior. He links
social organization with the processes of fission that produce new villages and the alliances that are created in response to the threat of annihilation, reinforced and validated
by the mutual ceding of women between villages. Social organization is presented not as
an abstraction but as a dynamic process interrelated with other significant dimensions of
life. The anthropological novice will find the analysis of social organization detailed but,
with dose attention, entirely understandable. The more experienced anthropological
reader will grasp the full theoretical implications of the analysis and will find the author's
references to various debates in the anthropological literature stimulating.
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This case study is given fuller treatment in respect to both the nurnber of photographs and diagrams and text length than is typical in the case study series, due to the
unusual nature of the material.
GEORGE AND LoUISE SPINDLER

General F.ditors
Phlox, Wisconsin
May 1968
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Visitors waiting in village circle for hosts to invite them rrhome" (described in Chapter 4).
Shaman (carrying club) chanting to Hekura ( demons) while curing a patient ( man sitting in
fareground). Patient later died of malaria ( described in Chapter 2).
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Clays pots and banana (plantain) peelings; preparations for a feast ( described in Chapter 4).
Note quantities o/plantains hanging up and on the ground.
Monou-teri men shooting ata woodm dummy (in hammock) in a mock raid They left on the
actual raid the next day ( described in Chapter 5).

1
Doing Fieldwork among the
Yílnomamo

T

live in southern Venezuela and the adjacent portions
of northern Brazil (see frontispiece map, p. iv). Some 125 widely scattered villages have populations ranging from 40 to 250 inhabitants, with 75 to 80 people
the most usual number. ln total numbers their population probably approaches 10,000
people, but this is merely a guess. Many of the villages have not yet been contacted by
outsiders, and nobody knows for sure exactly how many uncontacted villages there are,
or how many people live in them. By comparison to African or Melanesian cribes, the
Y ~nomamõ population is small. Still, they are one of the largest unacculturàted tribes
left in all of South America.
But they h~ve a significance apart from tribal size and cultural purity: the Y ~
nomamõ are still actively conducting warfare. lt is in the nature of manto fight, according
to one of their myths, because the blood of "Moon" spilled on this layer of the cosmos,
causing men to become fierce. 1 describe the Y ~nomamõ as "the fierce people" because
that is the mosc accurate single phrase that describes them. That is how they conceive
themselves to be, and chat is how they would like others to chink of them.
1 spent nineteen months with the Y~omamo, 2 during which time 1 acquired some
proficiency in their language and, up to a point, submerged myself in their culture and
HB Yi\NOMAMõl INDIANS

word Y~omamõ is nasalizcd through its entice lcmgth, indicated by the diacritical mark [~). When
this mark appcars on a word, the emire word is nasalized. Tbe terminal vowel [-ó) represents a sound that does
not occur in the English languagc. lt corresponds to thc phone (t] of linguistic orthography. ln normal conversation, Y~nomamõ is pronounced like "Yah-no-mama," cxcept that it is nasalized. Finally, thc words having
thc (-a] vowel are pronounced at that vowel with the "uh" sound of "duck." Thus, thc namc ~obawa would
be pronounced "cow-ba-wuh," again nasalized.
21 spent a total of twency-three months in South America of which nincteen were spent among the Y~omamõ
on three separate ficld trips. The first trip, November 1964 through February 1966, was to Venezuela. During this
cime 1 spent thircccn months in direct contact with the Y~nomamó, using my periodic trips back to Caracas to
visit my family and to collatc thc genealogical data 1 had collected up to rhat point. On my sccond trip, January
through March 1967, I spent two months among Brazilian Y~omamõ and one more month with the Venezuelan
Y~omamõ. Finally, 1 rerumed to Venezuela for three more months among the Y~omamõ, January through
April 1968.
1The

1

.

'

Fig. 1-1. Members o/ altied villages engaged in a chest-pounding duel which followed a ftast.

1

way of life. The thing that impressed me most was the imporcance of aggression in their
culrure. I had the opporcunity to witness a good many incidencs that expressed individual
vindicciveness on che one hand and colleccive bellicosity on the ocher. These ranged in
seriousness from the ordinary incidents of wife beacing and chesc pounding to dueling and
organized raiding by parties chat sec out wich the intention of ambushing and killing
men from enemy villages (Fig. 1-1). One of the villages discussed in the chapters that
follow was raided approximacely cwenry-five times while 1 conducted the fieldwork, six
rimes by the group 1 lived among.
2
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The fact that the Y ~omamõ live in a state of chronic warfare is reflected in their
mythology, values, settlement pattern, political behavior, and marriage practices. Accordingly, I have organized this case study in such a way that students can appreciate the
effects of warfare on Y~amamõ culture in general and on rheir social organization and
policies in particular (Fig. 1-2).
I collecred the data under somewhat trying circumstances, some of which 1 will
describe in order to give the student a rough idea of what is generally meant when
anthropologists speak of ((culture shock" and ('fieldwork." lt should be borne in mind,
however, that each field situation is in many respects unique, so that the problems 1
encountered do not necessarily exhaust the range of possible problems other anthropologists have confronted in other areas. There are a few problems, however, that seem to be
nearly universal among anthropological fieldworkers, parcicularly those having to do
with eating, bathing, sleeping, lack of privacy and, loneliness, or discovering that primitive man is not always as noble as you originally thought.
This is not to state that primitive man everywhere is unpleasant. By way of contrast, 1 have also clone limited fieldwork among the Y~nomamõ's northern neighbors,
the Carib-speaking Makiritare Indians. This group was very pleasant and charming, all

Fig. 1-2. One way that warfare affects other aspects of Yq.nomamô' social organization is in the
great significance of interviflage affiances. Here members of an affied vitlage dance excitedfy in
their hosts' viffage in anticipation of the ftast and chest-pounding duet that wiff foffow.
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of them anxious to help me and honor bound to show any visitor the numerous courtesies
of their system of etiquette. ln short, they approached the image of primitive man that
1 had conjured up, and it was sheer pleasure to work with them. The recent work by
Colin Tumbull (1966) brings out dramatically the contrast in personal characteristics
of two African peoples he has studied.
Hence, what 1 say about some of my experiences is probably equally true of the
experiences of many other fieldworkers. 1 write about my own experiences because there is
a conspicuous lack of fieldwork descriptions available to potencial fieldworkers. 1 think l
could 4ave profited by reading about the private misfortunes of my own teachers; at least
l might have been able to avoid some of the more stupid errors l made. ln this regard
there are a number of recent contributions by fieldworkers describing some of the discomforts and misfortunes they themselves sustained.3 Students planning to conduct
fieldwork are urged to consult them.
My first day in the field illustrated to me what my teachers meant when they
spoke of "culture shock." l had traveled in a small, aluminum rowboat propelled by a
large oud:x:>ard motor for two anda half days. This took me from the Territorial capital,
a small town on the Orinoco River, deep into Y4nomamo country. On the moming of
the third day we reached a small mission settlement, the field ''headquarters" of a group
of Aqiericans who were working in two Y 4fiOmamo viÍlages. The missionaries had
come out of these villages to hold their annual conference on the progress of their
mission work, and were conducting their meetings when I arrived. W e picked up a
passenger at the mission station, James P. Barker, the first non-Y4nomamo to make
a sustained, permanent contact with the tribe (in 1950). He had just returned from
a year's furlough in the United States, where l had earlier visited him before leaving for
Venezuela. He agreed to accompany me to the village 1 had selected for my base of
operations to introduce me to the lndians. This village was also his own home base,
but he had not been there for over a year and did not plan to join me for another three
months. Mr. Barker had been living with this particular group about five years.
We arrived at the village, Bisaasi-teri, about 2 :00 PM and docked the boat along
the muddy bank ac che cerminus of the path used by the Indians ·to fecch their drinking
water. lt was hoc and muggy, and my clothing was soaked with perspiration. lt clung
uncomfortably to my body, as it did thereafrer for the remainder of the work. The small,
bicing gnats were out in astronomical numbers, for it was the beginning of the dry
season. My face and hands were swollen from t.h e venom of their numerous stings. ln
just a few moments l was to meet my first Y4nomamo, my first primitive man. What
would it be like? 1 had visions of entering che village and seeing 1i5 social facts running
about calling each other kinship terms and sharing food, each waicing and anxious to
have me collect his genealogy. l would wear them out in turn. Would they like me ?
This was important to me; l wanced them to be so fond of me that they would adopt
me into their kinship system and way of life, because 1 had heard that successful anthropologists always gec adopted by cheir people. 1 had learned during my seven years of
3Maybury-Lewis

1967, "lntroduction," and 1965b; Tu.rnbull, 1966; 1. Bohannan, 1964. Perhaps the most intimate
account of the tribulations of a fieldworker is found in the posthumous diary of Bronislaw Malinowski (1967).
Since the diary was not written for publication, it contains many intimate, very personal details about the writers'
anxieties and hardships.
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anthropological training at the University of Michigan that kinship was equivalent to
society in primitive tribes and that it was a moral way of life, "moral" being something
''good" and "desirable." I was determined to work my way into their moral system of
kinship and become a member of their society.
My heart began to pound as we approached the village and heard the buzz of
activity within the circular compound. Mr. Barker commented that he was anxious to
see if any changes had taken place while he was away and wondered how many of them
had died during his absence. 1 felt into my back pocket to make sure that my notebook
was still there and felt personally !Ilore secure when 1 touched it. Otherwise, I would
not have known what to do with my hands.
The entrance to the village was covered over with brush and dry palro leaves. W e
pushed them aside to expose the low opening to the village. The excitement of meeting
my fust Indians was almost unbearable as 1 duck-waddled through the low passage into
the village clearing.
I looked up and gasped when I saw a dozen burly, naked, filthy, hideous men
staring at us down the shafts of their drawn arrows ! Immense wads of green tobacco
were stuck between their lower teeth and lips making them look even more hideous,
and strands of dark-green slime dripped or hung from their noses. We arrived at the ·.
village while the men were blowing a hallucinogenic drug up their noses. One of the
side effects of the drug is a runny nose. The mucus is always saturated with the green
powder and the Indians usually let it run freely from their nostrils. My next discovery
was that there were a dozen or so vicious, underfed dogs snapping at my legs, circling
me as if I were going to be their next meal. 1 just stood there holding my notebook,
helpless and pathetic. Then the stench of the decaying vegetation and filth struck me
and 1 almost got sick. I was horrified. What sort of a welcome was this for the person
who carne here to live with you and leam your way of life, to become friends with you?
They put their weaponsldown when they recognized Barker and returned to their chanting, keeping a nervous eye on the village entrances.
We had arrived just after a serious fight. Seven women had been abducted the
day before by a neighboring group, and the local men and their guests had just that
morning recovered five of them in a brutal club fight that nearly ended in a shooting
war. The abductors, angry because they lost five of the seven captives, vowed to raid the
Bisaasi-teri. When we arrived and entered the village unexpectedly, the Indians feared
that we were the raiders. On several occasions during the next two hours the men in the
village jumped to their feet, armed themselves, and waited nervously for the noise outside
the village to be identified. My enthusiasm for collecting ethnographic curiosities diminished in proportion to the number of times such an alarm was raised. ln fact, 1 was
relieved when Mr. Barker suggested that we sleep across the river for the evening. It
would be safer over there.
As we walked down the path to the boat, 1 pondered the wisdom of having decided to spend a year and a half with this tribe before I had even seen what they were
like. 1 am not ashamed to admit, either, that had there been a diplomatic way out, I
would have ended my fieldwork then and there. I did not look forward to the next day
when 1 would be left alone with the Indians; I did not speak a word of their language,
and they were decidedly different from what I had imagined them to be. The whole
situation was depressing, and 1 wondered why I ever decided to switch from civil en\

6
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gineering to anthropology in the first place. I had not eaten all day, I was soaking wet
from perspiration, the gnats were biting me, and I was covered with red pigment, the
result of a dozen or so complete examinations I had been given by as many burly Indians.
These examinations capped an otherwise grim day. The Indians would blow their noses
into their hands, flick as much of the mucus off that would separate in a snap of the
wrist, wipe the residue into their hair, and then carefully examine my face, arms, legs,
hair, and the contents of my pockets. 1 asked Mr. Barker how to say ttYour hands are
dirty"; my comments were met by the Indians in the following way: They would ttclean"
their hands by spitcing a quantity of slimy tobacco juice into them, rub them together,
and then proceed with the examination.
Mr. Barker and 1 crossed the river and slung our hammocks. When he pulled his
hammock ouc of a rubber bag, a heavy, disagreeable odor of mildewed cotcon carne with
it. ttEven the missionaries are filthy," I chought to myself. Within two weeks, everything
I owned smelled che sarne way, and 1 lived with that odor for the remainder of the
fieldwork. My own habits of personal cleanliness reached such levels that I didn't even
mind being examined by the .Indians, as I was not much cleaner than they were after
I had adjusted to the circumstances.
So much for my discovery thac primitive man is not the picture of nobility and
sanitation I had conceived him to be. I soon discovered that it was an enormously timeconsuming task to maintain my own body in the manner to which it had grown accuscomed in the relatively anriseptic environment of the northern United States. Either
1 could be relatively well fed and relatively comforcable in a fresh change of clothes and
do very little fieldwork, or, 1 could do considerably more fieldwork and be less well fed
and less comfortable.
Ic is appalling how complicaced it can be to make oatmeal in the jungle. First,
I had to make two trips to the river to haul the water. Nexc, I had to prime my kerosene
stove with alcohol and get it burning, a tricky procedure when you are trying to mix
powdered milk and fill a coffee por at the sarne rime: the alcohol prime always burned
out before I could turn the kerosene on, and I would have to start all over. Or, I would
turn the kerosene º!°1• hoping that the element was still hot enough to vaporize the fuel,
and start a small fire in my palm-thatched hut as the liquid kerosene squirted all over
the table and walls and ignited. lt was safer to start over with the alcohol. Then I had to
boil the oatmeal and pick the bugs out of it. All my supplies, of course, were carefully
scored in Indian-proof, rat-proof, moisture-proof, and insect-proof containers, not one
of which ever served its purpose adequately. Just taking things out of the multiplicity of
containers and repacking them afterward was a minor project in itsel( By the time 1
had hauled the water to cook with, unpacked my food, prepared the oatmeal, milk, and
coffee, heated water for dishes, washed and dried the dishes, repacked the food in the
containers, scored che containers in locked trunks and cleaned up my mess, the ceremony
of preparing breakfast had brought me almost up to lunch rime!
Eacing three meals a day was out of the question. I solved the problem by eating
a single meal that could be prepared in a single container, or, at most, in two containers,
washed my dishes only when there were no clean ones left, using cold river water, and
wore each change of clothing at least a week to cut down on my laundry problem, a
courageous undertaking in the reopies. I was also less concerned about sharing my provisions with the rats, insects, Indians, and the elements, thereby eliminating the need

..
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for my complicated storage process. 1 was able to last most of the day on café con feche,
heavily sugared espresso coffee diluted about five to one with hot milk. 1 would prepare
this in the evening and store it in a thermos. Frequently, my single meal was no more
complicated than a can of sardines and a package of crackers. But at least two or three
times a week 1 would do something sophisticated, like make oatmeal or boil rice and
add a can of tuna fish or tomato paste to it. 1 even saved time by devising a water system
tha~ obviated the trips to the river. 1 had a few sheets of zinc roofing brought in and
made a rain-water trap; 1 caught the water on the zinc surface, funneled it into an empty
gasoline drum, and then ran a plastic hose from the drum to my hut. When the drum
was exhausted in the dry season, 1 hired the Indians to fill it with water from the
nver.
1 ate much less when 1 traveled with the Indians to visit other villages. Most of
the time my trave! diet consisted of roasted or boiled green plantains (see Glossary) that
1 obtained from the Indians, but 1 always carried a few caos of sardines with me in case
1 got lost or stayed away longer than I had planned. 1 found peanut butter and crackers
a very nourishing food, and a simple one to prepare on trips. lt was nutritious and
portable, and only one tool was required to prepare the meal, a hunting knife that could
be cleaned by wiping the blade on a lea.f. More importantly, it was one of the few foods
the Indians would let me eat in relative peace. lt looked too much like animal feces to
them to excite their appetites.
1 once referred to the peanut butter as the dung of catde. They found this quite
\repugnant. They did not know what "catde" were, but were generally aware that 1 ate
several canned products of such an animal. 1 perpetrated this myth, if for no )ther reason
than to have some peace of mind while 1 ate. Fieldworkers develop strange defense
mechanisms, and this was one of my own forms of adaptation. On another occasion I was
eating a can of frankfurters and growing very weary of the demands of one of my guests
for a share in my meal. When he asked me what 1 was eating, 1 replied: uBeef." He then
1
asked, ''What part of the animal are you eating?" to which I replied, uGuess!" He
stopped asking for tl share.
Meals were a problem in another way. Food sharing is important to the Y~no
mamo in the context of displaying friendship. "1 am hungry,'' is almost a form of greeting with them. 1 could not possibly have brought enough food with me to feed the
entire village, yet they seemed not to understand this. All they_could see was that 1 did
not share my food with them at each and every meal. Nor could 1 enter into their system
of reciprocities with respect to food; every time one of them gave me something "freely,"
he would dog me for months to pay him back, not with food, but with steel tools. Thus,
if 1 accepted ª· plantain from someone in a different village while 1 was on a visit, he
would most likely visit me in the future and demand a machete as payment for the time
that he "fed" me. 1 usually reacted to these kinds of demands by giving a banana, the
customary reciprocity in their culture.- food for food-but this would be a disappointment for the individual who had visions ~f that single plantain growing into a machete
over time.
Despite the fact that most of them knew 1 would not share my food with them
at their request, some of them always showed up at my hut during mealtime. 1 gradually
became accustomed to this and learned to ignore their persistent demands while 1 ate.
Some of them would get angry because 1 failed to give in, but most of them accepted

~
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it as just a peculiarity of the subhuman foreigner. When I did give in, my hut quickly
.filled with Indians, each demanding a sample of the food that I had given one of them.
If I did not give all a share, I was that much more despicable in their eyes.
A few of them went out of their way to make my meals unpleasant, to spite me
for not sharing; for example, one man arrived and watched me eat a cracker with honey
on it. He immediately recognized the honey, a particularly esteemed Y~nomamo food.
He knew that I would not share my tiny bottle and that it would be futile to ask. Instead,
he glared at me and queried icily, "Shaki!4 What kind of animal semen are you eating
on that cracker?" His question had the desired effect, and my meal ended.
Finally, there was the problem of being lonely and separated from your own kind,
especially your family. 1 tried to overcome this by seeking personal friendships among
the Indians. This only complicated the matter because all my friends simply used my
confidence to gain privileged access to my cache of steel tools and trade goods, and looted
me. I would be bitterly disappointed that my "friend" thought no more of me than to
.finesse our relationship exclusively with the intention of getting at my locked up possessions, and my depression would hit new lows every rime I discovered this. The loss of
the possession bothered me much less than the shock that 1 was, as far as most of them
were concerned, nothing more than a source of desirable items; no holds were barred in
relieving me of these, since I was considered something subhuman, a non-Y~nomamo.
The thing that bothered me most was the incessant, passioned, and aggressive
demands the Indians made. It would become so unbearable that I would have to lock
myself in my mud hut every once in a while just to escape from it: Privacy is one of
Western culture's greatest achievements. But 1 did not w~t privacy for its own sake;
rather, I simply had to get away from the begging. Day and night for the entire time I
lived with the Y ~omamo I was plagued by such demands as: "Give me a knife, I am
poor!"; "lf you don't take me with you on your next trip to Widokaiya-teri I'll chop a
hole in your canoe!"; "Don't point your camera at me or I'll hit you!"; ••share your
food with me!"; "Take me across the river in your canoe and be quick about it!"; "Give
me a cooking pot!"; "Loan me your flashlight so I can go hunting tonight!"; "Give me
medicine ... I itch ali over!"; "Take us on a week-long ~unting trip with your shotgun!"; and "Give me an axe or I'll break into your hut when you are away visiting and
steal one!" And so 1 was bombarded by such demands day after day, months on end, until
1 could not bear to see an Indian.
lt was not as difficult to become calloused to the incessant begging as it was to
ignore the sense of urgency, the impassioned tone of voice, or the intimidation and aggression with which the demands were made. lt was likewise difficult to adjust to the
fact that the Y~nomamo refused to accept ..no" for an answer until or unless it seethed
with passion and intimidation-which it did after six months. Giving in to a demand
always established a new threshold; the next demand would be for a bigger item or
favor, and the anger of the Indians even greater if the demand was not met. 1 soon learned
4"Sbaki," or, rather, "Shakiwa," is the name they gave me because they could not pronounce "Chagnon."
They like to name people for some distincrive fearure when possible. Shaki is the nam.e of a species of noisome
bec; they accumulate in large numbers around ripening bananas and make peses of themselves by eating into the
fi:uit, showering the people below with tbe debris. They probably .adopted this name for me because 1 was also
a nuisance, continuously prying into theic business, taking pictures of them, and, in general, being where they
did not want me.

..
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that 1 had to become very much like the Y~nomamõ to be able to get along with them
on their terms: sly, aggressive, and intimidating.
Had 1 failed to adjusc in this fashion I would have lost six months of supplies
to them in à single day or would have spent most of my time ferrying them around in
mr canoe or hunting for chem. As it was, 1 did spend a considerable amount of time
doing these things and did succumb to cheir outrageous demands for axes and macheces,
at leasc ac first. More importantly, had 1 failed to demonscrate that 1 could not be pushed
around beyond a certain poinc, I would have been che subject of far more ridicule, chefe,
and practical jokes chan was che accual case. ln short, 1 had to acquire a cercain proficiency
in their kind of interpersonal policies and to learn how to imply subtly that certain potentially undesirable consequences mighc follow if they did such and such to me. They do
chis to each other in order to establish precisely the point at which they cannot goad
an individual any further wichout precipitacing reraliation. As soon as 1 caught on to
this and realized thac much of their aggression was scimulared by cheir desire to discover
my flash point, 1 got along much better with them and regained some lost ground. lt
was sort of like a political game chat everyone played, but one in which each individual
sooner or later had to display some sign that his bluffs and implied threats could be
backed up. 1 suspect that the frequency of wife beating is a component of this syndrome.
since men can display their ferociry and show orhers that they are capable of violence.
Beating a wife with a club is considered to be an acceptable way of displaying ferocity
and one chat does not expose the male co much danger. The important thing is that
the man has displayed his potencial for violence and che implication is that other men
better treat him with respect and caution.
After six monchs, the level of demand was tolerable in che village 1 used for
my headquarters. The Indians and 1 adjusted to each other and knew what to expect
with regard to demands on their part for goods, favors, and services. Had 1 confined my
fieldwork to just rhat village alone, the field experience would have been far more enjoyable. But, as 1 was interested in che demographic pattern and social organization of a
much larger area, Lmade regular trips to some dozen different villages in order to collect
genealogies or to recheck those 1 already had. Hence, the intensity of begging and intimidation was fairly conscant for the duration of che fieldwork. 1 had to establish my position in some sort of pecking order of ferocity at each and every village.
For the most part, my own ((fierceness" took the form of shouting back at the
Y ~nomamõ as loudly and as passionately as they shouted at me, especially at fust, when 1
did not know much of their language. As I became more proficient in their language and
learned more about their political tactics, I became more sophisticated in che are of
bluffing. For example, 1 paid one young man a machete to cut palm trees and make boards
from the wood. 1 used these to fashion a platform in the bottom of my dugout canoe
to keep my possessions dry when 1 traveled by river. That afremoon 1 was doing informanc work in the village; the long-awaiced mission supply boat arrived, and most of
the Indians ran out of the village to beg goods from the crew. 1 conrinued to work in the
village for another hour or so and went down to the river to say uhello" to che men on
the supply boat. I was angry when I discovered that the Indians had chopped up all my
palm boards and used them to paddle their own canoes5 across the river. I knew that if
5The canoes were obcained from missionaries, who, in

tum,

got them from a differenc cribe.
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1 overlooked this incident 1 would have invited them to take even greater liberties with
my goods in the furure. 1 crossed the river, docked amidst their dugouts, and shouted for

the Indians to come out and see me. A few of the culprits appeared, mischievous grins
on their faces. 1 gave a spirited lecture about how hard 1 had worked to put those boards
in my canoe, how I had paid a machete for the wood, ·and how angry 1 was that they destroyed my work in their haste to cross the river. I then pulled out my hunting knife and,
while their grins disappeared, cut each of their canoes loose, set it into the current, and
let them float away. 1 left without further ado and without looking back.
They managed to borrow another canoe and, after some effort, recovered their
dugouts. The headman of the village later told me with an approving chuckle that 1 had
clone the correct thing. Everyone in the village, except, of course, the culprits, supported
and defended my action. This raised my status.
Whenever 1 took such action and defended my rights, 1 got along much better with
the Y <lflOmamo. A good deal of their behavior toward me was directed with the forethought of establishing the point at which 1 would react defensively. Many of them later
reminisced about the early days of my work when 1 was "timid" and a little afraid of
them, and they could bully me into giving goo~ away.
Theft was the most persistent situation that required me to take some sort of
defensive action. 1 simply could not keep everything I owned locked in trunks, and the
Indians carne into my hut and left at will. 1 developed a very effective means for recovering almost all the stolen items. 1 would simply ask a child who to0k the item and then
take that person's hammock when he was not around, giving a spirited lecture to the
others as 1 marched away in a faked rage with the thiePs hammock. Nobody ever attempted to stop me from doing this, and almost ali of them told me that my technique
for recovering my possessions was admirable. By nightfall the thief would either
appear with the stolen object or send it along with someone else to make an exchange. The others would heckle him for getting caught and being forced to return
the ·item.
With respect to collecting the data I sought, there was a very frustrating problem.
Primitive social organization is kinship organization, and to understand the Y ª'nomamõ
way of life 1 had to collect extensive genealogies. 1 could not have deliberately picked
a more difficult group to work with in this regard: They have very stringent name taboos.
They attempt to name people in such a way that when the person dies and they can no
longer use his name, the loss of the word in the language is not inconvenient. Hence,
they name people for specific and minute pares of things, such as «toenail of some rodent," thereby being able to retain the words «toenail" and «(specific) rodent," but not
being able to refer directly to the toenail of that rodent. The taboo is maintained even
for the living: One mark of prestige is the courtesy others show you by not using your
name. The sanctions behind the taboo seem to be an unusual combination of fear and
respect.
1 tried to use kinship terms to collect genealogies at first, but the kinship terms
were so ambiguous that 1 ultimately had to resort to names. They were quick to grasp
that 1 was bound to learn everybody's name and reacted, without my knowing it, by
inventing false names for everybody in the village. After having spent severa! months
collecting names and learning them, this carne as a disappointment to me: 1 could not
cross-check the genealogies with other informan ts from distant villages.

..
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They en joyed watching me learn these names. I assumed, wrongl y, that I would
get the truth to each question and that I would get the besr information by working in
public. This ser rhe stp.ge for converting a serious project into a farce. Each informant
rried to outdo his peers by inventing a name even more ridiculous than what I had been
given earlier, or by asserting that the individual about whom I inquired was married
to his morher or daughter, and the like. I would have the informant whisper the name
of the individual in my ear, noring that he was the farher of such and such a child.
Everybody would then insist rhat I repeat the name aloud, roaring in hysterics as I
dumsily pronounced the name. I assumed that the laughter was in response to the violation of che name taboo or to my pronunciation. This was a reasonable interpreration,
since the individual whose name I said aloud invariably became angry. After I learned
what some of the names meant, I began to understand what the laughter was all about.
A few of rhe more colorful examples are: "hairy vagina," "long penis," "feces of the
harpy eagle," and "dirty rectum." No wonder the victims were angry.
I was forced to do my genealogy work in private because of the horseplay and
nonsense. Once I did so, my informants began to agree with each other and I managed
to leam a few new names, real names. I could then tese any new informant by collecting
a genealogy from him that I knew to be accurate. I was able to weed out the more mischievous informants this way. Little by litde I extended the genealogies and learned the
real names. Still, I was unable to get the names of the dead and extend the genealogies
back in time, and even my best informants continued to deceive me about their own
dose relatives. Most of rhem gave me the name of a living man as the father of some
individual in order to avoid mentioning that the actual father was dead.
The quality of a genealogy depends in pare on the number of generations it embraces, and the name taboo prevented me from getting any substantial information about
deceased ancestors. Without this informacion, I could noc decect marriage patterns
through rime. I had to rely on older informants for this information, but these were the
most reluctant of all. fl.s I became more proficienc in the language and more skilled at
deteccing lies, my i!]formants became better at lying. One of them in particular was so
cunning and persuasive that I was shocked to discover that he had been inventing his
information. He specialized in making a ceremony out of telling me false names. He
would look around to make sure nobody was listening outside my hut, enjoin me to
never mention the name again, act very nervous and spooky, and then grab me by the
head to whisper the name very softly into my ear. I was always elated after an informant
session with him, because I had several generations of dead ancestors for the li ving
people. The others refused to give me this information. To show my gratitude, I paid him
quadruple the rate I had given the others. When word got around that I had increased
the pay, volunteers began pouring in to give me genealogies.
I discovered that the old man was lying quite by accident. A club fight broke
out in the village one day, the result of a dispute over the possession of a woman. She
had been promised to Rerebawa, a particularly aggressive young man who had married
into the village. Rerebawa had already been given her older sister and was enraged when
the younger girl began having an affair with another man in the village, making no attempt to conceal it from him. He challenged the young man to a duo fight, but was so
abusive in his challenge that the opponent's father took offense and entered the village
circle with his son, wielding a long club. Rerebawa swaggered out to the duel and
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hurled insults at both of them, trying to goad them into striking him on the head with
their clubs. This would have given him the opportunity to strike them on the head. His
opponents refused to hit him, and the fight ended. Rerebawa had won a moral victory
because his opponents were afraid to hit him. Thereafter, he swaggered around and insulted the two men behind their backs. He was genuinely angry with them, to the point .
of calling the older man by the name of bis dead father. 1 quickly seized on this as an
opportunity to collect an accurate genealogy and pumped him about his adversary's
ancestors. Rerebawa had been particularly nasty to me up to this point, but we became
staunch allies: We were both outsiders in the local village. 1 then asked about other
dead ancestors and got immediate replies. He was angry with the whole group and not
afraid to tell me the names of the dead. When 1 compareci his version of the genealogies
to that of the old man, it was obvious that one of them was lying. 1 challenged his information, and he explained that everybody knew that the old man was deceiving me
and bragging about it in the village. The names the old man had given me were the
dead ancestors of the members of a village so far away that he thought 1 would never
have occasion to inquire about them. As it turned out, Rerebawa knew most of the
people in that village and recognized the names:.
1 then went over the complete genealogical records with Rerebawa, genealogies 1
had presumed to be in final form. I had to revise them all because of the numerous
lies and falsifications they contained. Thus, after five months of almost constant work
on the genealogies of just one group, 1 had to begin almost from scr.-atch!
Discouraging as it was to start over, it was still the first real turning point in my
fieldwork. Thereafter, 1 began taking advantage of local arguments and animosities in
selecting my informants, and used more extensively individuais who had married into the
group. I began traveling to other villages to check the genealogies, picking villages
that were on strained terms with the people about whom 1 wanted information. I would
then return to my base camp and check with local informants the accuracy of the new
information. If the informants became angry when 1 mentioned the new names 1 acquired from the unfriendly group, I was almost certain that the inform~tion was accurate. For this kind of checking I had to use informants whose genealogies 1 knew rather
well: they had to be distandy enough related to the dead person that they would not
go into a rage when 1 mentioned the name, but not so remotely related that they would
be uncertain of the accuracy of the information. Thus, 1 had to make a list of names
that I dared not use in the presence of each and every informant. Despite the precautions,
1 occasionally hit a name that put the informant into a rage, such as that of a dead
brother or sister that other informants had not reported. This always terminated the
day's work with that informant, for he would be too touchy to continue any further,
and I would be reluctant to take a chance on accidentally discovering another dead.
kinsman so soon after the fust.
These were always unpleasant experiences, and occasionally dangerous ones, depending on the temperament of the informant. On one occasion 1 was planning to visit
a village that had been raided about a week earlier. A woman whose name 1 had on my
list had been killed by the raiders. I planned co check each individual on the list one
by one to estimate ages, and 1 wanted to remove her name so that 1 would not say it
aloud in the village. 1 knew that 1 would be in considerable difficulty if 1 said this name
aloud so soon after her death. 1 called on my original informanc and asked him to tell
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me the name of the woman who had been killed. He refused, explaining that she was a _
dose relative of his. I then asked him if he would become angry if 1 read off all the
names on the list. This way he did not have to say her name and could merely nod when
1 mentioned the right one. He was a fairly good friend of mine, and 1 thought 1 could
predict his reaction. He assured me that this would be a good way of doing it. We were
alone in my hut so that nobody could overhear us. 1 read the names softly, continuing
to rhe next when he gave a negative reply. When 1 finally spoke the name ·of the dead
woman he flew out of his chair', raised his arm to strike me, and shouted: uYou son-of-a_.
bitch!6 If you ever say that name again, 1'11 kill you!" He was shaking with rage, but
left my ~ut quietly. 1 shudder to think what might have happened if 1 had said the name
unknowingly in the woman's village. 1 had other, similar experiences in different villages,
but luckily the dead 'person had been dead for some rime and was not closely related to
the individual into whose ear 1 whispered the name. 1 was mer.ely cautioned to desist
from saying any more names, lest 1 get people angry with me.
1 had been working on the geq.ealogies for nearly a year when another individual
carne to my aid. lt was K~obawa, the headman of Upper Bisaasi-teri, the group in which
1 spent most of my rime. He visited me one day after the others had left the hut and
volunteered to help me on the genealogies. He was poor, he explained, and needed a
machete. He would work only on the condition that 1 did not ask him about his own
parencs and· other very dose kinsmen who were dead. He also added that he would not
lie to me as the others had done in the past. This was perhaps the most important single
event in my fieldwork, for out of this meeting evolved a very warm friendship anda
very profitable informant-fieldworker relationship.
K~obawa's familiarity with his group's history and his candidness were remarkable. His knowledge of details was almost encyclopedic. More than that, he was enthusiastic and encouraged me to learn details that 1 might otherwise have ignored. If
there were things he did not know intimately' he would advise me to wait until he could
check things out with someone in the village. This he would do clandesrinely, giving
me a report the n~xt day. As I was constrained by my part of the bargain to avoid discussing his dose dead kinsmen, 1 had to rely on Rerebawa for this information. 1 got
Rerebawa's genealogy from K~obawa.
Once again 1 went over the genealogies with K~obawa to recheck them, a considerable task by this time: they included about cwo thousand names, representing
severa! generations of individuais from four different villages. Rerebawa's information
was very accurate, and K~obawa's contribution enabled me to trace the genealogies
further back in rime. Thus, after nearly a year of constant work on genealogies, Y~no
mamõ demography and social organization began to fall into a pattern. Only then could
1 see how kin groups formed and exchanged women with each other over rime, and
only then did the fissioning of larger villages into smaller ones show a distinct partem.
At this point 1 was able to begin formulating more intelligent questions because there
was now some sort of pattern to work with. Without the help of Rerebawa and K~o- .
bawa 1 could not have made very much sense of the plethora of details 1 had collected
from dozens of other informants.
6This is the dosest English translation of his actual statement, the literal translation of which would be non·
sensical in our language.

Fig. 1-3. Kqobawii, the
wise leader, listem to
identify a strange noise
in the jungle.

I spent a good deal of time with these two men and their families and got to know
them well. They frequently gave their information in a way which related themselves
to the copie under discussion. W e became very dose friends. I will speak of them frequen tl y in the following chapters, using them as ''typical" Y4nomamo, if, indeed, one
may speak of typical anything. I will briefly comment on what these men are like and
their respective statuses in the village.
K4obawa is about 40 years old (Fig. 1-3). I say (tabout" because the Y4nomamo
numeration system has only three numbers: one, two, and more-than-two. Heis the headman of Upper Bisaasi-teri. He has had five or six wives so far and temporary affairs with
as many more women, one of which resulted in a child. At the present time he has just
two wives, Bahimi and Koamashima. He has had a daughter and a son by Bahimi, his
eldest and favorite wife. Koamashima, about 20 years old, recently had her first child, a
boy (Fig. 1-4). K4obawa may give Koamashima to his youngest brother. Even now the
brother shares in her sexual services. K4obawa recendy gave his third wife to another of
his brothers because she was beshi: "horny." ln fact, this girl had been married to two
14
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other men, both of whom discarded ·her because of her infidelicy. Kiobawa had one
daughter by her; she _is being raised by his brocher.
K~bawa's eldest wife, Bahimi, ·is about thirty-five years old. She is his first crosscousin (see Glossary). Bahimi was pregnant when I began my fieldwork, but she killed
the new baby, a boy, at birth, explaining cearfully that ic would have compeced wich
Ariwari, her nursing son, for milk. Rather chan expose Ariwari to the dangers and uncertainty of an early weaning, she killed che new child inscead. By Yinomamo standards,
she and Kiobawa have a very cranquil household. He only beacs her once _in a while, and
never very hard. She never has affairs with ocher men.
K~bawa is quiet, incense, wise, and unobcrusive. He leads more by example chan
by threats and coercion. He cari afford to be this way as he established his reputation

I

Fig. 1-4. Koamashima,
~bawa~
youngest
wife, ptaying with her
son, who is holding a
tree frog.
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for being fierce long ago, and other men respect him. He also has five mature brothers
who support him, and he has given a number of his sisters to other men in the village,
thereby putting them under some obligation to him. ln short, his "natural" following
(kinsmen) is large, and he does not have to constantly display his ferocity. People already
. respect him and take his suggestions seriously.
Rerebawa is much younger, only about twenty-two years old (See Fig. 1-5). He
has just one wife by whom he has had three children. He is from Karohi-teri, one of the
villages to which K~obawa's is allied. Rerebawa left his village to seek a wife in
~obawa's group because there were no eligible women there for him to mury.
Rerebawa is perhaps more typical than K~bawa in the sense that he is concerned about his reputation for ferocity and goes out of his way to act tough. He is,
however, much braver than the other men his age and backs up his threats with action.
Moreover, he is concerned about politics and knows the details of intervillage relationships over a large area. ln this respect he shows all the attributes of a headman, although
he is srill too young and has too many competent older brothers in his own village to
expect to move easily into the position of leadership there.
He does not intend to stay in K~oba'Ya's group and ~s not made a garden. He
feels that he has adequately discharged his obligations to his wife's parents by providing
them with fresh game for three years. They should ler him take the wife and retum to
his own village with her, but they refuse and try to entice him to remain permanently
in Bisaasi-teri to provide them with game when they are old. They have even promised
to give him their second daughter if he will stay permanently.
Although he has displayed his ferocity in many ways, one incident in particular
shows what his character is like. Before he left his own village to ~eek a wife, he had an
affair with the wife of an older brother. When he was discovered, his brother attacked
him with a club. Rerebawa was infuriated so he grabbed an axe and drove his brother
out of the village after soundly beating him with the flat of the blade. The brother was
so afraid that he did not retum to the village for severa! days. 1 recently visited his village
with him. He made a point to introduce me to this brother. Rerebawa dragged him out
of his hammock by the arm a.nd told me, "This is the brother whose wife r had an affair
with," a deadly insult. His brother did nothing and slunk back into his hammock,
shamed, but relieved to have Rerebawa release the vise-grip on his arm.
Despite the fact that he admires K~obawa, he has a low opinion of the others in
Bisaasi-teri. He admitted confidentially that he thought Bisaasi-teri was an abominable
group: ((This is a terrible neighborhood! All the young men are lazy and cowards and
everybody is committing incest! 1'11 be glad to get back home." He also admired K~
bawa's brother, the headman of Monou-teri. This man was killed by raiders while 1
was doing my fieldwork. Rerebawa was disgusted that the others did not chase the
raiders when they discovered the shooting: "He was the only fierce one in the whole
group; he was my d ose friend. The cowardly Monou-teri hid like women in the jungle
and didn't even chase the raiders!"
Even though Rerebawa is fierce and capable of being quite nasty, he has a good
side as well. He has a very biting sense of humor and can entertain the group for hours
on end with jokes and witty corrunents. And, he is one of few Y~omamo that 1 feel
1 can trust. When 1 retumed to Bisaasi-teri after having been away for a year, Rerebawa
was in his own village visiting his kinsmen. Word reached him that 1 had returned, and
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he unmediately carne to see me. He greeted me with an immense bear hug and exclaimed,
«Shaki! Why did you stay away so long? Did you know that my will was so cold while
you were gone that at rimes·1 could not eat for want of seeing you?" 1 had to admit that
1 missed him, too.
Of all the Y:inomarnõ 1 know, heis the most genuine and the most devoted to his
culture's ways and values. 1 admire him for that, although 1 can't say that 1 subscribe to
or endorse these sarne values. By contrast, K:iobawa is older and wiser. He sees his own
culture in a different light and criticizes aspects of it he does not like. While many of
his peers accept some of the superstitions and explanatory myths as truth andas the way
things ought to be, K:iobawa questions them and privacely pokes fun at some of chem.
Probably, more of the Y;inomamo are like Rerebawa, or ac leasc try to be.

Fig. 1-5. Rerebawã during an ebene session siÚing on the sidelines in an hallucinogenic stupor.

2
Adaptation

T

to their physical, social, and intellectual environments is dealt with in this chapter.
HE Yi\NOMAMO ADAPTATION

,

T he Physical Environment
K~obawa's

villagel is Upper Bisaasi-teri, locared_ar rhe confluence of rhe Mavaca
and Orinoco Rivers. Like most of the villages in this area, it lies at an altitude of about
450 feet. While some villages in Brazil reach 3000 feet in altitude, most Y~nomamo villages are located at much lower elevations (Fig. 2-1).
The general area around K~obawa's village is a low, flat plain interrupted occasionally by gendy rolling hills and, more rarely, by a few low mountain ridges. The land
is entirely covered with jungle, even the tops of the mountain ridges.
The jungle is relatively dense and characterized by numerous species of palm and
hardwood trees. The forest canopy keeps the sunlight from penetrating to rhe ground,
but scrub brush and vines manage to grow in relatively great abundance in most places,
making it difficult to walk along the trails. Thorny brush is especially heavy along the
banks of srreams, where adequate sunlight and a constant supply of water provide ideal
circumstances for its growth.
map, Fig. 2-8. Villages other than ~obawa's have been induded because thcy are discussed in this
and aJso in a later chapter. Presendy occupied villages are indicated in upper-case lettering and by shading. The
area shown in this map is unexplored, except for the zone immediately adjacent to the Orinoco River. The map
is, therefore, largely calculated guesswórk. To establish dates of occupacion 1 estimated ages of individuals and
obcained their scated places of birth. Distance and geographical location were determined by compass rcadings
and measurcd in slceps required co rcach the location from a given point. I also visited many of the locations
shown. While 1 was in Brazil in 1967, I checked the map locations with informancs there, being encouraged by the
face chat chey independently gave approximately the sarne information. Fig. 2-8 is a simplified version of the more
detailed map e in my doctoral thesis (Chagnon 1966). For more information regarding the cechniques used in
making the map, consult the thesis.
1 See
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Fig. 2-1 . A Yqnomamii village and plantain garden, aerial view (Toototobi River, Brazil).
TRAILS AND TRAVEL T rails lead out from che village in several direcrions. Some
of chem rerminate in che gardens thar surround the village, but a few of them continue
on into the jungle and lead evenrually to other villages. The unexperienced eye would
not recognize them as trails, as they are hardly more than winding paths chrough brush,
over or around logs, through screams and swamps, and up hills. The Y ~nomamo take
the most direcc route to cheir desrination, regardless of rhe rerrain. A foreigner learns
how to recognize a crail only afcer considerable experience. The most telltale signs are
rhe numerous broken rwigs at about knee height left by Y 'lnotnamo travelers who
compulsively keep their hands occupied snapping off brush and twigs as rhey walk.
Another sign is the occasional log rhar is worn smoorh from the tread of numerous
travelers who prefer to walk along a log rather than go around it.
The most commonly used crail from K<iobawa's village leads to the rwo Shamatari
villages, J_leyabobowei-ceri and MÇmaribowei-teri, southwest of Upper Bisaasi-teri.
Hardly a week goes by in the dry season without a few individuais making a trip from
one of these villages to Bisaasi-teri or vice versa. A group of young men can make this
trip in one day if they walk rapidly and leave early in the morning. Older men, women,
and children must plan on a rwo day journey, as they walk more slowly and rest more
frequendy. There are a number of temporary shelters along the trail built by previous
visitors, so the traveler does not have to spend much time putting one of chese into repair
should he decide to camp overnight.
19
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The jungle provides a number of hazards to the barefoot traveler in that most
species of palm have long, sharp spine~ protruding from their trunks or leaf stems. The
most common and recurrent injury the Y ~omamo sustain is thorns in the feet. A party
of ten men can rarely travei an hour without one of the1n stopping to excract a thorn
from his foot. This is always accompanied by hisses and clicks of pain on the pare of the
victim, who gouges the thorn out with either an arrow point or another thom. Their
feet have thick calluses on them, but because che trails frequently ·cross streams and
swamps, the calluses soften and are easily pierced by thorns.
Anorher, but rarer, hazard is snakes. 2 There are always a few cases of snake bite
in each village every year, alrhough few of them are fatal. Most snake-bite victims
recover from the wound with no ill side effects. I treated two cases of snake bite that
were like this. But a few bites are severe enough to cause the loss of a limb. One of my
better acquaintances, a young man of some thirty years, lost a leg because of a snake bite
when he was about fifteen years old, and will spend the rest of his life hopping on one leg,
a form of locomotion he has mastered so thoroughly that he almost manages to keep
up with the group when they visit other villages.
Most of the intervillage traveling is clone from September through April, the dry
season. For the remainder of the year the trails, or substancial portions of them, are
. '
underwater. At this time the rains are frequent and heavy, and the small streams that
can be easily crossed on foot in the dry season become impassable torrents. Small lak~s
replace the marshy low ground, and communication becween villages all but ceases. As the
Y~nomamo are an inland people and avoid locating their villages near large strea~s, all
trave! is clone on foor, and each village becomes an isolated entity ar rhe peak of the wet
season (June).3 If the group musr rravel, it will make simple vine and pole bridges over
the smaller srreams. A pair of slender poles is sruck inro rhe river and crossed to form an
X-frame. Vines are used to lash rhe poles rogether where they intersect, and another pole
is laid from the bank to the X-frame, also secured by vines. Then another pair of poles is
stuck into the stream and lashed to form another X-frame. The long pole is then extended
our furrher from rhe ban~, and so on, until the stream is bridged. A vine railing is
arrached ro rhe prorruding members of rhe X-frames. The bridges usually ·last _only a
short rime. The firsr heavy rain will swell rhe stream and rhe current will wash it away.
TECHNOLOGY Much of Y~nomamo technology is like the pole-a:nd-vine bridge:
crude, but very effecrive, and nor destined to last for any grear period of time. The only
durable arrifact produced is a crude, poorly fired clay pot. It is nearly an inch thick
ar rhe bottom and tapers to almost nothing at the brim. Consequently, it breaks very
easily. For this reason, women, regarded as clumsy, are rarely allowed ro touch or handle
them. When the clay pots are used, the m.en do rhe cooking, as, for example, during
feasts. The pot is made by rhe coil technique: The untempered clay is kneaded to the
proper consistency by hand, rolled inro long, slender ropes, and these, in turn, placed on
top of each orher ro form a continuous rope of clay. The coils are then scraped fiar so
that rhe interior and exterior of the pot are smooth. The conical-shaped pot is allowed
to dry in the shade, then fired by placing brush and wood over it. The end product is
2Two

percent of ali adult deaths are due to snake bite; 54 percent are due to inalaria, and ocher epidemie diseascs
(Chagnon 1966) and 24 percent of adult males die in warfare.
3The Y~omamõ began moving their villages out to navigable rivers after 1955. Up to that time there was
only one village, Mahekodo-teri, located. on a navigable portion of che Orinoco River.
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bladç, heavy, and very brirde. Ir breaks easily, but rhe pieces are used by rhe men as
grinding surfaces for their drug manufacrure, or as baking dishes when the women make
cassava bread. As we shall see below, only a few villages make the clay pots and rrade
them to the members of orher groups.
The most distinctive feature of Y~omamõ rechnology is that it is very direct.4 No
tool or technique is complicared en9ugh to require specialized labor or raw materiais.
Each village, therefore, can produce evçry item of material culture it requires from the
jungle resources immediately around it. Thar is, the simplicity of the tools, the processes
of manufacture, and the distribution . of resources are such thar each village can exist
independently of its neighbors as far as 'rechnological requirements are concerned.
Nevertheless, some specialization in trade and manufacturifl.g does occur, bur it seems
to be more c:losely related to the development of political alliances and is therefore discussed in a later chapter. 1 will describe rhe material culture at this point and relate i t
to the over-all adapration later in rhis and following chapters.
WEAPONS W ood for bows is obtained from two species of palm tree, one that
grows wild and one that is cultivated. 5 The bow is very heavy because palm wood is
extran~ly dense. One cannot, for example, drive a nail into palm wood. The fibers that
go into the thick .bowstring come from the inner bark of a tree; these are twisred into
a cord by rolling them with the palm of the hand against the thigh. The cord is so strong
when it is new that ir can be used as a hammock rope, but it deteriorares wirh age and
must be replaced periodically. The bow itself is shaped with the lower jaw of a large,
wild pig. The canine teeth in the pig's lower mandible are worn to razor-sharp edges
by chewing and make magnifitent cutting tools; rhe bow stave is held vertically and the
mandible is planed up and down the surface, each upward srroke shaving off a fine layer
of wood. After much labor and patience, the bow is completed. lt has a circular or oval
cross section and is very difficult to draw. Most Y ~omamõ bows would compare favorably to our best huntin~ bows in strength.
Palm wood is also used for one type of arrow point. A splinter of palm wood
about 15 inches long is smoothed down to a fine point, and severa! lateral grooves are
cut into it along its length. This is clone so that the point will break off in the body of
the target. This type of point is covered with curare poison, which slowly dissolves in the
animal (or man) after rhe point has broken off. This point is used most frequendy for
monkey hunting, as monkeys tend to grab hold of branches and tree trunks when they
are wounded. The curare relaxes their muscles, and the monkeys sooner or later fall to
the ground. Unless the point were coated with curare, the animal might die high in the
treetops and could not be easily recovered. The Y~nomamõ also carry large supplies of
extra palm points in their bamboo quivers since these points break whether or not the
arrow strikes the intended target. This type of point is manufactured in large quantities in
several villages and is traded to other groups.
The curare vine is also collected wild from the jungle. Ir is soaked in hor water
to leach out the active ingredient. The water conraining the poison is then painted onto
the palm-wood points over glowing coais; the water evaporares, leaving a brown, sticky
more dctails on Y~omamo material culture than are given here, see Becber (1960) and Zerries (1964).
5Tue cultivated palm, pijiguao, produces a desirable fruit. lt is cultivated for the fruic, but the wood of dead
palms is used in bow manufaccuring.
4 For
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layer of poison. Sometimes other ingredients are added to the poison to make it stickier
and less soluble. Without these ingredients, the poison would be washed off by the rain.
As an extra precaution against this, some men wrap a leaf around the curare point after
it has been attached to the arrow.
.
.
Arrow-point quivers are made from 2-inch bamboo sections of about 18 inches.
The quiver is essentially a tube of wood with a natural joint serving as the bottom of the
case. The bamboo grows wild in large stands, and some villages specialize in collecting
it, making quivers, and trading them to other groups. A piece of monkey, snake, or jaguar
skin, molded to fit over the top prevents water from getting into the tube. lt usually
contains a dozen or so extra arrow·points, fibers for fastening the points to the arrow shaft,
a ball of resin used as adhesive, a few splinters of bone used to tip one kind of arrow
point, and, occasionally, a magicai charm. A fiber or cotton string is tied around the
bamboo tube near its top, and a loop is fashioned so that the rube can be worn around
the neck. It hangs down the middle of the back.
The Y~nomamõ attach their fire drills and a pair of agouti-tooth knives to the
outside of the bamboo quiver. The fue drill is made from the wood of the cocoa tree
and consists of one or two 20-inch long, slender shafts, circular in cross section, and a
12-inch long lanceolate-shaped piece of cocoa wood into which have been worn severa!
holes. The latter piece of wood is placed on the ground and held firmly in place by the
foot. The tip of the slender shafr is placed into one of the holes, ,...and the shaft is twirled
rapidly with the palm of the hands; the heat of the friction· ignites the wood dust that
results from the spinning tip; and this is immediately transferred to some cotton tinder.
The men usually work in pairs to start a fire, as the dust cools off by the time a single
man can get his hands backup to the top of the_slender shafr to begin .another downward
twirling motion.
The agouti-tooth knives are manufactured from the lower incisor of the agouti
rodent. The incisors are long, slender, gently curved, and very sharp. The tip of the
incisor is shaped like a wedge and is frequently indented. The exterior pare of the tooth
is much harder than the pith so that a very sharp edge protrudes slighdy above the
sofrer, decayed dentine. The Y ~nomamo keep the dentine worn down by periodically
"sharpening" the tooth; this is accomplished by cutting into a particular kind of reed,
which apparendy contains a corrosive ingredient that attacks the dentine but does not
affect the enamel of the tooth. The base of the tooth is fastened in a short piece of wood
by a resin adhesive and a fiber wrappiog. The completed knife is as sharp as any steel
chisel, but because of its small size, its usefulness is limíted. lt is primarily used to whittle
lanceolate arrow points from bamboo, a very time-consuming job.
The jungle also provides another kind of poison used by the Y ~omamõ to kill
fish. The men select a small stream, dam it up, and put the juice of a vine into the water.
This stuns the small fish, which then float to the surface where they are scooped up by
the women either by handfuls or with loosely woven, shallow baskets (see Fig. 2-2). If
the woman is in the middle of the stream, she empties the ~ontents of her basket into
her hand and then stores the handful of squirming fish in her mouth until both the basket
and her mouth are full. If larger fish are caught, the women bite rhem behind their heads
to kill them and toss them out on the bank. The fust one in che scream takes a chance
on locating an eleccric eel; if she is shocked,' the others try to locate the eel with sticks
and kill it.
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t<Razor grass"-a reed-also grows wild in rhe jungle. Ir is used by the Y~nbmarno
to cut their hair and to keep their tonsures cleanly shaved. A sliver of this reed is wrapped
around the index finger in such a way that rhe sharp edge is exposed. The practiced hand
can shave a head bald in a matter of minutes and 'with no more pain than would come
from using a dull steel razor blade. This grass is also found around some of the villages,
but appears not to be cultivated.
HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS Another useful plant provided by the jungle is rhe
ebene tree. The inner bark of this tree is used in the manufacrure of one kind of hallucinogenic drug. The bark is scraped from the trunk after the exterior layer of bark is removed,
or is scraped from the inside of the bark surface itself This material, which is fairly
moist, is then mixed with wood ashes and kneaded between the palms of the hands.
Additional moisture is provided by spitting periodically into the pliable wad of drug.
When the drug has been thoroughly mixed with saliva and ashes, ir is placed on a hot
piece · of broken clay pot and the moisrure driven our with heat. It is ground into a

Fig. 2-2. Women fishing in a dammed stream that has been poisoned by the juice o/ a wild liana.
The poison is introduced upstream by the men, and the stunned fish are collected in baskets by the
women.
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powder as it dries, the flat side of a stone axe6 serving as the grinding pestle. The dried,
green powder, no more than severa! tablespoons full, is then swept onto a leaf with a
stiff feather. The men then gather around the leaf containing the drug, usually in the
late aftemoon, and take it by blowing the powder into each other's nostrils (see Fig.
2- 3). A small quantity of the powder is introduced into the end of a hollow cane tube
some 3 feet long. The tube is then flicked with the forefinger to scatter the powder along
its length. One end of the tube is put into the nostril of the man taking the drug, and his
helper then blows a strong blast of air through the other end, emitting his breath in such
a fashion that he climaxes the delivery with a hard burst of air. Both the recipient and
•
the blower squat on their haunches to do this. The man who had the drug blown into
his nostrils grimaces, groans, chokes, coughs, holds his head from the pain of the air
blast, and duck-waddles off to some leaning post. He usually receives two doses of the
drug, one in each nostril. The recipient usually vomits, gets watery eyes, and develops
a runny nose. Much of the drug comes back out in the nasal mucus that begins to run
freely after the drug has been administered. Within minutes after the drug has been
blown into a man's nose, he begins having difjiculties focusing his eyes and starts to act
intoxicated. The drug allegedly produces colored visions, especially around the periphery
of the visual field, and permits the user to enter into contact with his particular hekura,
miniature demons that dwell under rocks and on mountains. The man begins to chant
to the hekura when the drug takes effect, inviting them to come and live in his chest.
The Y~nomamo also cultivate a tree, hisioma, that prodt.Jces hallucinogenic seeds.
These are prepared in exacd y the sarne manner as the noncultivated drug.
TROUGHS AND CANOES The Y ~nomamo use the bark of another kind of tree
to make a trough and a crude canoe, both of which are nearly identical in shape, size,
and method of construcrion. The tree is beaten with clubs to loosen the bark. The bark
is then removed in one piece and hauled back to the village. The ends are heated in a
fire to make them pliable and folded back to make the ends of the container. They are
held firrn by lashing two sticks together, pinching the folded bark into a flat-nosed basin.
The interior bark surface becomes the exterior surface of the soup container. If the container is to be used as a canoe, a crude framework of sticks is added to the inside, giving
it more stability. The craft is so crude and heavy that the Y ~omamo generally do not
use it for any purpose other than the trip for which it was intended, usually a downstream trip, since it would be almost impossible to move against a current in this rough
craft. It is easier to walk than to try to pole the canoe upstream. The canoe, hence, is
usually discarded after it makes its maiden voyage. Another will be made when it is
needed.
The container is pinioned to the ground with scakes if it is to be used as a soup
trough. Each cime a feast is held, one or more of these bark containers is made in front
of the headman's house, filled with the boiled . ripe plantain soup, and frequented by
the hungry guests, who dip out the soup with gourd spoons. The trough is thrown on
the village rubbage heap afcer the feast is over.
6They find the stone axes when they make new gardens, explaining that the spirits left them behlnd for the
Y~omamõ co use. This are2 was occupied in the distam past by tribes whose relationship to the presem Y~o
mamõ is uncertain.

Fig. 2-3. Men blowing ebene, a IJattucrnogenu; arug, inw eacn otlJer's nostrils by means of a
hollotp tube.
All ~ouse materials likewise come from rhe jungle: poles, vines, and
leaves. The Y 1nomamo permanent house-shabono-is probably the most sophisticated
manufacture produéed by these people. lts construction requires considerable cooperation,
planning, labor, and patience. Unfortunately, the shabono only lasrs one or rwo years
because the leaves begin to leak, or the entire village is burned to the ground in order
to destroy the cockroaches, scorpions, _spiders, and other vermin that infesr the house.
These can become such a nuisance that the roof is lirerally alive ·with bugs. K1obawa's
house was so badly infested at one point that rhe noise of thousands of scurrying roaches
produced a consrant, noticeable din in the village. Whenever someone got out of hís
hammock, the roof just above bis head would suddenly come alive wich roaches, disturbed
by the movement below. As they scurried to safery, many of them would fall off, producing a shower of bugs on the occupants below. There were so many bugs thac the increased activity above the moving person also increased the din, as if a sudden gust of
wind had disturbed the dried leaves.
Each individual builds his own section of the shabono. The man usually does
ali the heavy work of locating and fetching poles for the frame, placing them into the
ground or tying them overhead, and weaving the numerous leaves into the roof thatch.
The wife helps by gathering rhe leaves and vines used in the construccion.
The first step in building a new shabono is the selection of the site. This is usually
SHELTER
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some well-drained portion of the garden, such as a slight rise or hump. The four main
poses of the individual house are then sunk into the ground, two short ones about 5 feet
high at the back, and two longer ones abour 10 feer high ar rhe front (see Fig. 2-4, a
and e). The rear posrs are placed abour 8 or 9 feet away from the front poses, and
both pairs are approximately the sarne distance from each other as well. After these
have been tamped securely into che holes, cross poles are lashed to the tops of them ,
and then long, slender saplings some 20 to 30 feet long are laid about a foot apart
from each other on top of the cross poles and secured with vine lashings. Since the
two rear posts are only about half as high as those at the front, the long roof poles
protrude upward at an angle of 25 to 30 degrees toward the village clearing. A vine is
then scrung along che bottom of the long, prorruding saplings, looped around each pole,
and run the entire lengrh of the house. The leaves used in the thatch have a long stem;
the individual leaves are bent over the vine where the stem joins the leaf, and the first
row of thatching goes on. 'Xí'hen this row is completed, anocher vine, about 8 inches
above the first one, is again strung along che encire length of che house and secured to
each of the long saplings where it crosses them. The next row of thatch is then put in
place; che leaf is inserted into che thacch of the first row of leaves and benc over che
second vine. It overlaps the first row of leaves when it is bent down (see Fig. 2-5). The
leaves are placed about an inch apare, resulting in a choroughly impermeable roof. When
che rows of leaves reach che two front main poses, a scaffolding is erected, and the roofing
is extended to complecely cover the entire length of the 30 foot "'saplings. A fringe of
palm leaves is then hung from che top of che roof, adding a little decoracion co the
scructure. An upright pole from the scaffolding is left to supporr the overhang, since
the weight of the leaves might break the slender poles. These uprighcs, some 20 feet
high, ·are spaced every 15 feet or so around che village.
At this point the village looks like a series of individual houses arranged in a
more or less neac circle, a gap of about 3 feet separating the individual houses from
each other. T hese gaps are roofed over by the men whose houses are adjacent to them,
and the village then looks like a continuous roof surrouncling an open plaza. Some of
che gaps are not completely roofed over in order to leave additional exits; the roofing
is started ac the lower crossbeams, giving an exic about 3 to 5 feet high.
Small houses in some areas are simply round scructures wirh a smoke hole at
the top, such as the firsc house shown in Fig. 2-4a. The Y ªnomarno shabono appears to
have developed from such a scruccure by simply pulling the roof away from the center
uncil the srnoke hole grew so large thac it, in effect, became a cencer plaza. Fig. 2- 4a
shows chree house types thac are found in Y<!l1ornamo country. They are noc so much
discinct types as different sizes of a single type, che size being a funccion of the number
of people the house shelters.
Where the village is located ar a relatively high elevacion, palm fronds or banana
leaves are placed in fronc of the house to keep the smoke, and , hence, che heat, in the
house. At lower elevations chese palm fronds are usually found only at the east end of
the shabono; chey are used to keep the bright rays of rhe aftemoon sun out of che house.
A new shabono is very attractive; it smells of freshly cuc leaves, looks clean and
tidy, and is cooled by che breeze as it drops down into this riny hole in the otherwise
uninterrupted canopy of the foresc.
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Fig. 2-5. Thatching a
new roo/ with leaves.

The Indians do not like the wind because it blows the leaves off the roof. They
do not tie the leaves down, depending on age and the rain to pack them into a homogeneous layer. They sometimes throw long sticks and brush on the roof to keep the
wind from blowing the leaves away, but their major defense is magic: when a strong
breeze comes up, the shamans rush to the center of the village, wave their arms frantically, and shout incantations to Wadoriwa, the spirit of the wind, enjoining him to
stop blowing the leaves off the roof.
The Y~nomamo make another kind of shelter when they trave!. lt can be erected
in less than a half-hour. A long front pole is selected and joined to two shorter back
poles with two sticks. The roof structure thus fashioned is triangular in shape, about
28
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4 feet off the ground at the rear and 6 feet off the ground at the front. Shorter sticks are
then laid crossways on the major roof poles and these, in curn, covered with severa!
layers of long, broad, wild "banana" leaves (see Glossary, under «Banana, wild"). lt is
quite small, but can sleep three individuais. Frequently, the traveler finds the remains
of one of these houses and has merely to put a new layer of leaves on the roof to make
it waterproof; occasionally, he takes a chance that it won't rain that night and does not
improve the hut at ali.
When the Y4nomamõ setde a new area, they erect temporary villages of these
crude huts and live in them until they can build a shabono. They also live in huts like
these while they are re-roofing the old shabono.
The permanent village is complete when the palisade of logs is erected around its
circumference. This is placed some 3 or 4 feet behind the roof, allowing space for a path
around the village inside the palisade. The palisade itself is about 10 feet high and
usually made of a mixture of palm and hardwood logs. It is kept in repair only when
there is some reason to suspect raiders. Otherwise, people pilfer logs from it for use as
firewood. The entrance to the village, as well as the palisade entrance, is covered with
brush and logs at night to keep out intruders. Anyone trying to enter will inevitably
make the brush move and alarm rhe village dogs.
Fooo AND ITS GATHERING The jungle provides numerous varieries of food,
both animal and vegerable. The mosr commonly raken game includes several species of
monkeys, two varieries of wild «turkey," rwo species of wild pig, armadillos, anteaters,
rapir, deer, a small alligator, small rodenrs, and several species of smaller birds. Wild
vegetable foods commonly exploited by the Y4nomamõ are: palm fruits of severa! species,
hardwood fruits, brazil nuts, tubers, and the seed pods of the feral banana. Of rhese, the
palm fruirs are by far the most significant.
These occur seasonally and, for brief periods of time, produce large quantiries
of fruits. Unfortunately, there is very lirtle edible substance in each fruir, so rhat
in order to ~get filled, one must eat the edible portion of enormous quantities of
fruir. The Y~omamõ extensively exploit two closely related palms, yei and kareshi.
The yei fruits are about the size of small hen's eggs and occur in large clusters, weighing
80 pounds and more, near che tops of the palm crees. The kareshi fruirs are about half
that si ze. The exterior portion of the fruir is a leathery shell which is peeled with che
teeth. Inside there is a thin layer of very bitcer, white ftesh. This is chewed and sucked
off. The taste resembles that of a poor grade of bath soap. Of the cwo, I found kareshi
the more repugnant. My throat burned when I ate them.
Another commonly exploited palm is the ediweshi. lt is cangerine red in color
and covered with a leather-like skin chac consiscs of hundreds of small scales. They are
about the size of large hen's eggs and resemble small hand grenades. When the fruit is
dry, as, for example, when it is first cuc from the tree, it is almost impossible to get the
leathery scales off. The Y~omamõ overcome this diffi.culty by throwing the fruir bunches
into warer and letting chem soak for several days, after which the scales can be easily
scraped off with the fingemails, exposing a rhin layer of yellowish, soft ftesh rhat tastes
very much like cheese. The fruics begin to fermenc after they have soaked, producing a
slightly pungent taste. I enjoyed eating ediweshi with the Y4nomamo; che fruit was good,
and the rechnique of earing ic was very sociable. We wouJd wade into che swamp where
the fruit had been submerged and grope around in the murky water to locate it. After
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we had each accwnulated a half bushel or so, we would then proceed to eat them. ln
general, it takes a lot of work to get filled up on palm fruits.
The Y~nomamo also collect wild honey in considerable quantities. Nothing
excites them more than locating a dead tree in which a swarm of bees has built a nest.
T hey will halt everything and, if need be, spend the entire day chopping the tree down
ro gerar rhe honey. When I began my fieldwork I hired about a dozen men to cut trees
for me so rhat I could build a mud hut. They would be gone all day and return with just
a few poles, demanding a full day's pay for their efforts. I decided to accompany them
one day to see what they were up to. W e spent the entire day wandering through the
jungle, eyes glued ro the tree tops above. Each time I spotted a suitable tree, they talked
me our of cutting ir down because ((it would rot" or «ir is too far away from the river."
By mid-afrernoon we liad not cut a single tree,. but had walked over a large area of jungle.
Finally, one of rhe·men shoured for the rest of us to come. All the.men descended on the
large, dead tree he had locared, and set about chopping it down with the axes I had provided. It took about an hour to get it down. They then spent another hour chopping
holes along the length of the tree trunk to get at the honey inside. When it was exposed,
they gleefully tore the combs out, dunked them-into the amber liquid, and gorged themselves on rhe larvae-filled combs. After they had eaten their fill of this, they collected a
large piJe of leaves and made a crude bowl. Then they stuck handfuls of leaves into the
honey and squeezed rhem out into rhe leaf bowl. When chey had /gotten all che honey
they could reach, rhey scoured the nest with leaves and licked them off after each plunge
of the hand inro the bowels of the trunk. They borrowed the al.uminum kettle I had
broughc along and used to cook our lunch in. As we were some distance from the river
and they were imparient, one of rhem filled che kettle with muddy water he found in
a swamp a short distance away. Some of the honey from the bowl was poured into the
ketrle, along with dead adule bees, twigs, leaves, dirt, and several dozen larvae. They
passed this around among themselves, each man drinking about a quart or so of the
mead after blowing the d~bris off the surface in order to expose the water. The remainder
of the honey was wrapped up in irs leaf bowl, tightly bound with vines, and carried back
to the village. On the way back to the ~anoe we cut a few light trees for my mud hut.
They had gorten what they were looking for all day, and I managed to get a few logs.
They demanded a full day's pay when we reached home. Thereafter, I paid them by the
log rather than by the day.
. Finally, severa! varieries of insects are colleaed. Perhaps the most desirable food
in this category is rhe grub of an insect that lays its eggs in the decaying pith of dead
palm trees. The Yª11omamo come very dose to practicing "animal domestication" in
their techniques of exploiting this food. They deliberately cut the palm tree down in
order to provide fodder for the i.nsect. When they cut the tree, they also eat the heart
of the palm, a ver:y delicious, crunchy vegetable that slightly resembles the taste of celery
hearts. One palm we cut yielded an edible heart of about 50 pounds. After the pith has
been allowed to decay for several months, it contains nwnerous large, fat, white grubs.
The pith is dug out of che tree wirh sticks, broken open by hand, and the grubs extracted. Each grub is bicten behind his squirming head, and the head and intestines
removed simply by pulling the body away from the teeth. If a grub gets damaged in
the process of extracting ir, the pares are eaten raw on the spot. A fair-sized palm tree
will yield three or four pounds of grubs, some of them as lar~e as a mouse. The grubs
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Fig. 2-6. Rerebawa cl~mbing a rasha tree to collect the palm fruit. The tree has many sharp spines
on it, and the Y t;nrmzamô' use an ingenious device made of crossed'poles to climb the tree. The
climber stands on one pair ofpoles and lifts the other pair up the tree. Then he climbs to the upper
pair and lifts the bottrmz pair up. ln this way the tree is slowly ascended, and no thorns get stuck
in the body.
are wrapped in small packages of leaves and placed in the hot coals to roast. They- render
down in the heat, yielding some liquid fat, which is licked off the leaves, and a soft,
white body. I could never bring myself around to eat one, but an experienced missionary
told me they tasted very much like bacon. But then I suppose that anything cooked in
a smoky fi.re tastes like bacon.
The discarded seeds of palro fruits also get infected with much smaller grubs.
The Y~nomamõ break the hard seeds open with a rock, extract the grub, and prepare
it in the above inanner.
Some species of caterpillar are also eaten. They are not cleaned before cooking;
the squirming insects are simply wrapped in leaves and thrown into the coals to roast.
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They have much less fat on them than grubs, and become dry and crunchy during the
cooking, having a texture and form like cheese pone when prepared.
Large spiders are also collected; they are simply placed directly on the hot coals
and roasted alive. The legs and thorax are eaten.
Another common insect food is the larvae of a species of large ant. Only the head
of the squirming larvae is eaten. Ir is very crunchy and has a nutty taste, but one must
exercise caution in eating them since they are equipped with sharp pincers and can inftict
a painful wound on the tongue or lip.
The game animais are all shot with arrows. The curare palm points are usually
used for monkey hunting, while the lanceolate bamboo points are used for large game,
such as deer, tapir, and wild pigs. A third kind of point is used for birds. lt consists of a
long, slender stick to the end of which has been bound a splinter of gently curved monkey
bone. This serves as the penetrating point and the barb; it is difficult to extract the point
once the barb enters the animal.
The Y~nomamo also fashion a fourth kind of arrow point as they need it. It is
simply a stick that has numerous twigs branching in a dose cluster. The twigs are cut
off an inch or so from the main branch, and the scem is inserted into the end of the arrow
shafc chat usually contains the curare-tipped point. This fourth type of point is used to
kill small birds whose feathers are desired for decoration purposes. On one occasion I saw
a young man fashion one of these points in a few seconds. He saw a small bird, located
a shrub a few feet away, bit off a branch with bis teech, bit the twigs off, and stuck the
point into his arrow shaft-without taking his eyes off the small bird for a second. This
type of point is discarded after it serves its temporary purpose.
The Y~omamo do not employ traps or compounds when hunting. They frequently use dogs to run tapir, pigs, and deer, but most hunting is merely the individual
stalking and shooting whatever game is available. As men always carry their weapons
with them when they leave the village, they are, in effect, hunting continuously. A
communal type of bunting trip invariably precedes a feast; this is described in Chapter 4.
The technique for capturing armadillos is very interesting. Armadillos live in
burrows deep underground, and the Y~nomamo are always investigating the entrances
of these burrows to see if any signs of recent occupacion can be found. If the burrow is
occupied, the hunters quickly cover the entrance with combustible materiais and start a
fire. After the fire is blazing strongly, they find a dried termite nest, which produces
large quanticies of smoke, and put it onto the fire. When this is ignited, they fan the
smoke into the burrow, cover che fire with sand, and look for other openings to che
armadillo den. These are quickly spotted when smoke begins to emerge from them and
covered with sand to keep the smoke in. Then the men crawl arou~d with their ears
held to che ground. The armadillo will sometimes scart burrowing in order to escape the
smoke; when he does, he is heard and his location immediately established. A stick is
used to dig into the ground and find the animal, usually 2 or 3 feet below the surface.
On one occasion the men had difficulty locating the animal and dug severa! boles without
hitting the burrow. One of them then uncovered che entrance, obtained a chick vine
from a nearby tree, and tied a knot in the end of it. He then introduced the knot into the
burrow by spinning the vine rapidly between his hands, pushing it in gencly as it twirled.
When he could not get che vine to go any further, the men listened on the ground to
locate the spinning knoc. When they found it, they marked the spot. The vine was
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removed and laid along the ground in the direction of the burrow to measure the distance
from the entrance. The men began digging at the end of the vine and located the asphyxiated armadillo on the first attempt.
The jungle provides many ocher kinds of foods and products too numerous to
mencion. Some, like vines and lianas, are very useful and commonly employed in basketmaking; others, such as edible mushrooms, crabs, pigments, and decorative plane products, are less significanc, and exploited only sporadically. Despite che amazing variety of ·
food produccs to be found in che jungle, however, che Y~nomamo could noc exist for
any substancial period of time on collecced foods only: they rely heavily on cheir
culcivated crops. The tropical foresc is much less productive and reliable chan one would
imagine. The mosc abundant foods, palm fruics, are seasonal-a group of people could
only rely on them for a few months of the year, during which time some 80 group members would have to forage over a wide area to obtain sufficient palm fruics to keep everybody well fed.
Game animais are not abundant, and an area is rapidly hunted ouc, so chat a
group must keep constantly on the move. Furthermore, hunting depends as much on luck
as it does on skill and is not a very reliable way to supply nourishment. 1 have gone on
five-day huncing trips with the Y~omamo in areas that had not been hunted for decades,
and had we not brought cultivaced foods along, we would have been extremely hungry
ac the end of this time-we did not collect even enough meat to feed ourselves. On ocher
trips, we often managed to collect enough game in one day to feed che entire village.
GARDENING Although che Y~omamo spend almosc as much cime huncing as
they do gardening, the bulk of their diet comes from foods chac are cultivaced. Perhaps
85 percent or more of the diet consists of domescicated rather than wild foods-plancains
are by far the mosc important food in che diet.
The Y~omamo are conscancly looking for potencial garden sites. When 1 hunced
wich them, the copie of conversation thac evening would evencually drift over to che
merits of che area as a possible site for a new garden. Mosc new garden sites are, in face,
discovered by huncers.
The land for a new site should not be heavily covered wich brush, which is difficult
to remove. The larger crees should not be too numerous eicher, as it takes a good deal of
work to chop them down. Ideally, the new site should have very light jungle cover,
should be well drained, near a source of drinking water, and relacively free of chorny
underbrush. The Y~nomamo call a garden hikari tàka; jungle thac has the potential of
being a good garden is likewise called hikari tàka.
The firsc operation in making a new garden is to cut che smaller trees and brush;
the bigger crees, kayaba hi, are left standing until the underbrush is removed. Then the
big trees are felled with axes and left lying on che ground to dry out in the sun.
M y older informants claimed that they did not have steel tools when they were
younger and had to kill the big trees by cucting a ring of bark off around che base of the
sturnp, using a crude stone axe, piling brush around them, and burning them. The crees
rarely fell, but the fire usually killed them, and their leaves dropped off, permitting the
sunlighc to reach the ground.
They also claimed that making a garden was more arduous in those days ·because
a large area would have to be searched for the necessary quancicies of kindling used to
kill the big trees. Today, however, steel cools are quite common, being provided by che
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several missionaries who have recently located posts at a number of locations in Y~no
mamo territory. The tools that they give to their local people are eventually traded inland
co more remoce villages so that all the Y~nomamo, even those who have not yet had
any direcc contact with outsiders, now have steel tools. 7 Before the missionaries arrived,
che Y~nomamo occasionally obcained sceel tools from the Carib-speaking Makiritare
Indians, who have long been in contact with civilization. Some of the Makiritare made
periodic canoe trips in the lasr century as far easr as Georgerown in order to obrain rhese
cools. K'lobawa cold me thar when he was a young man, his village had a single piece
of steel, a portion of a broken machere rhac carne ultimacely from che Makiritare Indians
by way of several intermediace Yílnomamo villages. Everybody in che village used chis
tool when they made their gardens. lt was hafted on a split stick and used as an axe.
I have seen broken machetes used in this fashion in the more remore, steel-poor villages.
The Yílnomamo usually fell the big rrees toward the end of the wet season, although 1 have seen them do it at all times of the year. ln general, the clearing of the
land cends to be an activity of rhe wet season while the burning is done during the dry
season, but rhis schedule is by no means rigorous. An adequate burning can be achieved
at rhe peak of che rainy season, provided that chere are rwo days of sunshine in succession. The dead brush and the leaves of the .large trees dry out rathêr quickly in che sun, ·
provided that they have been lying on che ground for a sufficiendy long period of time.
The rrunks of the large crees are never burned, so chac a newly deared garden is strewn
with logs lying helcer-skel ter all over the deared patch. These serve as boundaries berween individual gardens, as che crops belong to the person wlio plants them.
Each man clears his own land. Brochers will usually clear adjacenc porcions of land
and, if their father is still living, his garden will be among theirs. The headman of the
village generally has rhe largest garden, as he must produce larger quancities of food;
he is obliged to give food away at feasts. He can frequendy enlisc the aid of other men
to help him make a large garden. K;iobawa, for example, is helped by a younger brocher,
a brorher-in-law, and the latter's son. Once in a while one of his sisters who lives in a
different village visics for a long strecch of rime, and her son-in-law also helps K~obawa
work in the garden during these visits.
After the brush has dried out and the larger trees felled, the portable rimber and
brush is gatbered up into piles and burned, each man having severa! fires going in bis
own pacch, co which he ~auls che brush as he gathers it up. Usually, che fires are built
under or next to one of the larger logs. ln this way the logs dry out even more completely
and can be easily chopped up by the women for firewood. The ashes are not scatteFed
to improve soil fertility.
If the new site is a great distance from tbe previous garden, the men will have to
make numerous trips between che rwo sites in order to transporc the planrain cuttings.
lf an ally's village is doser to the new garden site, some cuttings can be borrowed from
bis gardens, thereby reducing the transporcation labor. Each mature plantain or banana
plant sends ouc suckers which sprout a few feet away from the adult stalk. When the
Y'lnomamo cut the bunch of plantains or bananas from the producing plane, they also cur
che entire plane down ro permit the younger suckers co receive the sunlight. The larger

.

70nc missionary told me thar he has given thc residents of his village approximarely 3000 machetes over the
past eight years! These are traded inland to more remore Y;inomamõ. .
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a newly planted sucker, the more quickly it will bear fruit. Hence, if the Y~nomamo
wish to establish a garden that will produce a crop in che shortesc period of time, chey
must plant large cuccings. These can weigh up .to 10 pounds each, and transportation of
the cuccings becomes a tremendous task.
As will be made clear later, most long moves are usually stimulaced by warfare,
and the group is under some pressure to establish a new garden as quickly as possible.
The Y~nomamõ can speed up their schedule of abandoning an area by taking cemporary
refuge in the village of an ally, by planting crops other than plantains that mature quickly
and produce high yields, or by anticipating a serious war and geccing an early starc on
their new garden. When K~obawa's group was forced to abandon one of its locations
because of a war, the group took refuge with an ally and established its new garden near
the ally's village. One of the consequences of these factors is that newly established
gardens produce their crops in cycles so that there will be periods of plenty incerrupted by
periods of hunger. After a few years, che garden will marure and produce constandy. The
periods of hunger are eased by planting rapidly developing crops such as maize and by
working constandy at transplanting the secondary plantain shoots as they appear. Thus,
gardening activities vary largely with the relative marurity of the garden and the length
of time the people have been living at that site. Once the plantains are producing constantly, other crops are not cultivated as intensively as before. But whatever the Y~no
mamo are eating in a given village, they are scriving to get their gardens to produce
a constant supply of plantains. The face that a given village may be relying very heavily
on maize at some point in time may reflect no more than the face that the garden is
relatively new and che plantains have not yet begun producing constandy.
After a site has been occupied a few years, gardening activities take on a more
regular pattern. The Hrectum" (bei ka: bosi) of the garden is gradually abandoned, and a
new "nose" (bei ka hushibô) is added by clearing adjacent land and rransplanting crops.
Thus, a garden has a djrection-it moves, little by little. Sometimes there will be as
many as three or four discrete gardens around a village, all of them producing more or
less continuously. Th~ older ones are gradually abandoned because ic is simply easier to
clear new land than to attempt to weed the thorny underbrush out of the old site. If you
have ever attempted to clear prickly brush without wearing protective clothing, you
should immediately see che wisdom of the Yª1lomamo choice.
ln an established garden site, labor foll ows a more regular pattern. The dry season
is usually the time for feasting, visiting, trading, and warfare. Gardening activities are at
a minimum at this rime of year, but the ambitious will try to work a few hours each day
at weeding, transplanting, and burning brush. Most of the heavy labor of felling large
trees is restricted to the wet season, when it is cloudy and generally cooler, and the
demands of feasting and dancing do not interfere with the work. Still, practical considerations are more important than a fixed schedule of work, and if the gardens are producing
insufficient quantities of food, the Y~nomamo will expand their gardens at any rime
of the year.
GARDEN PRODUCTS Each man's garden contains three or four varieties of both
plantains and bananas. The larger portion of the cultivated land will contain plantains,
as they produce a higher yield than bananas. The garden will also have a sizeable patch
of sweet manioc, a root crop that is boiled or refined into a rough flour by grinding it
on a rock and then converting the flour into thick, round cakes of baked cassava bread.
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Many of rhe Y4nomamo villages have recently obtained bitter manioc, a poisonous
variety that must be leached of its toxic ingredient before ir can be eaten. This variety is
grown in large quantities by the Carib-speaking Makiritare Indians-and by rural Venezuelans-and most of it has been introduced to the Y~omamo recently by missionaries.
Where the Y4nomamo are in direct concact wich che Makiritare, chey have, of course,
adopted the crop without the intervention of the missionaries.
Next in importance are three other root crops: taro, sweet potatoes, and mapuey.
All of these resemble potatoes; chey are usually boiled, but occasionally they are roasted
direccly over the coals.
The Y4nomamo also cultivace a species of palm tree that produces a large crop
of fruir each February and a much smaller crop in June. Each tree is owned by the individual who planted it, and his rights to the fruir continue even after the garden has been
abandoned. lt takes about six or seven years for a newly planted tree to produce its first
crop, so the Y4nomamo are quite reluctant to move very far away from sites where they
possess producing groves of these trees. When they do move, they return each year to
collect the peach-palm fruit. They rry, as well, to move to an abandoned garden that
still has producing peach palms. If thieves have been raiding che unguarded crop, the
Y 4nomamo may cut the trees down, keeping the wood to make bows. They would
sooner destroy an item of personal property than permit others to exploit it without
perm1ss1on.
.
Maize is probably next in importance, but in a special sense. It appears to be culti vated as an emergency crop because its seeds are light and easily transported. A group
thac must move its garden a long disrance can carry large quantities of maize seed and
produce a substancial crop in a relatively short period of rime. Maize does not, however,
under normal circumstances, figure prominently in the daily diet of the Y~nomamo.
Cane for arrow manufacturing is also grown. The mature plane consists of a long,
slender, pithy cane that has no joinrs o r branches and is ideally suired for arrow shafts.
The Y:inomamo use the cane just as they harvest it. Their arrows are over 6 feet long.
Wing feathers from che larger species of wild turkey are used ·to fletch the arrow. On
each side of the shaft, one feather is tied with finely spun cotton fibers, being attached
in such a way that the arrow will spin when ir is released; its accuracy is thus improved
in the way a bullet's accuracy is improved by rifling in a gun barrei. A nock is carved
from wood with an agouti-tooth knife; it looks very much like a golf-ball tee when
finished, except that it is grooved at the large end where it will be fitted to the bowstring.
The nock is inserted in che narrow end of che cane and held fase with pitch adhesive and
a cight wrapping of fine cotton chread. The large end of the cane is not alcered if it is
to take a curare cip, since it tapers to a fine poinc and, therefore, blends into che thin
curare point. If the poinc to be mounted is of che lanceolace cype, the cip of che cane
is cut off ac ics maximum diameter, wrapped with heavy cord, and che point jammed
inro che cane pith with considerable force. The fiber wrapping prevents the cane from
spliccing while the poinc is being mounted. The finished product is a very handsome
piece of work, and the Y4nomamo are proud of their arrows. They decorare the bamboo
poincs by painting chem red and adding black designs, and they attach a few colorful
feathers co the fletched end. A seasoned arrow is a prized possession, in high demand in
che trading necwork.
~
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Another important cultivated plant is tobacco. Since men, women, and children
all chew tobacco, the patch of ground devoted to its cultivation is quite large. Each
family grows its own supply and jealously guards it. It is one of the most-commonly
stolen crops and, therefore, frequently has a conspicuous stick fence around it to draw
the thief's attention to the fact that its owner shows a strong concern for its welfare. A
man will even put a fence between bis own tobacco and that of his father, should the
two crops be planted side by side, and neither man can take a plant belonging to the
other without permission. 1 also saw a young man place a number of sharpened bones
in the ground near his tobacco patch so that a thief might suffer a serious foot wound
should he trespass.
Cotton is the last plant to which major significance can be attached. The fibers
are separated by hand from the seeds and spun into thread with a stick whorl, then
several threads are twisted into a thick yam. The yarn is rolled into balls about the size
of a grapefruit and stored until enough has been accumulated to make a hammock. Frequently the balls of yarn are traded to the members of other villages.
The hammocks are manufactured on a crude frame consisting of two upright poles
located about 6 feet from each other. The yarn is wrapped around and around the two
poles until the desired width of the hammock is reached, usually about a yard, perhaps
a little more. About a dozen vertical seams are braided into the horizontal scrands of
yarn; the poles are removed after che ends of che hammock have been tied with a few
strands of cotton string, and the new hammock is completed (see Fig. 2- 7). The women
also use the yarn to make a short waistband, armband, and halter, and the men use
it to make fat, round belts. All ages and sexes use ic as a wrist, ankle, knee, and
chest cord, and the men make a waist cord of the string, to which chey tie their penis
foreskins.
Numerous other 1plants are cultivated in the gardens, but are not as significant
in everyday life as those discussed. They include leaf fibers, bixa pigment, avocados, drugs,
water gourds and gourds.for making spoons and ladles, a kind of squash whose seeds are
eacen and whose yellow flowers are used by the young girls as decorations, sugar cane,
cashew trees, papaya fruit, hot peppers, and a host of magica! plants.
Mosc of the magicai plants are associated with benevolent or ac leasc nonmischievous functions. <t Female charms" (sua hiiró), for example, are used by men to make
women more recepti ve to sexual advances. The dried leaves of the magicai plant are
mixed wich a fragrant wood, and the resulting powder is said to be able to make a reluctant female hunger for sex. Most men carry a small packet of this at ali times. The powder
is held inche palm of the hand, which is then held firmly against the nose of the female:
She is forced to breathe it into her lungs. After she has clone this, she becomes very
receptive, and can thereafter be easil y seduced by the man who charmed her. Another
magical plant is cultivated by the women. Its leaves are thrown on the men when they
have club fights because ic allegedly keeps their tempers under control and prevents the
fight from escalating to shooting. Still other plants are cultivated to insure that male
or female children grow up to be healthy adults, a different plant being associated with
each sex.
Some of the plants are cultivated for malevolent purposes, such as causing the
women in enemy villages to have miscarriages or pains in the back when they are preg-
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Fig. 2-7. Orasimi, Krtobawi:i's brother's daughter, making a hammock for trade with atlies.

nant, while other planes allegedly cure the sarne evils. K4obawa's followers do not cultivate many of these malevolent magica! plants; they claim, however, that the "Waikas"8
use them extensively and blow harmful charms at their enemies through hollow tubes.
The failure of K~obawa's group to use magica! planes in this fashion is cited as a distin8 The

Y;inomamõ are sometimes referred to in the literature by such designations as Shiriana, Xiriana, Guahari!1bo, and Waika. Thc first three terms are foreign words meaning "howler monkey" and have been applied to
the Y:inomamõ by cheir northern neighbors, the Carib-speaking Makiritare lndians. A good deal of the early
information carne from the quite unreliable accounts cravelers obcained from che Makiricare. The cenn " Waika,"
however, from the verb waikaô; is a Y:inomamõ word meaning "to kill an animal (or man) that is already dying
from a wound." Zerries (1964) used the term "Waika" in much the sarne sense that Iam using die term "Y~o
mamõ.'! Waika, however, is very ambiguous and imprecise. For example, members of village "A" will assere that
members of village "B" are "Waikas." If you ask members of village ".B" if chey are Waikas, however, they will
deny ir and say they are Y:inomamõ, adding rhat the members of village "C" are Waikas. When you question
members of village "C," you will gec the sarne answer: The Waikas live in the next village, only Y~omamõ .
live here. Neverthdess, the term does have currency in the villages near the headwaters of the Orinoco River. One
of my informants claimed that the blood of "Moon" (see che third section of this chapter) changed inro Waikas,
buc they became extinct because they were so fierce. He also asserted that the Waikas were Y:inomamõ.
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guishing feature that sets it aside from other groups of Y ªnomamo. Many wild plants
are also said to have magica! properties.
CONCLUSION The Y4nomamo have adapted to their jungle environment with a
very simple technology. Exploiting both the naturally occurríng foods and domesticated
crops is relatively easy with this technology, and the resources of both the jungle and
the garden provide the people with the two basíc necessities of life: food and shelter.
Although the resources are extremely varied and numerous, the diet is largely dominated
by one food item: plantains. Techniques of manufacturing are so simple and direct that
each individual can produce any item he needs from the resources immediately around
him. The material aspect of the culture is decidedly rudimentary by comparison with
other tropic:LJ forest tribes; the Y<inomamo appear to deliberately limit their possessions
to an amount that can be easily transported in case the group is obliged to abandon its
site on short notice.

Adaptation to the Sociopolitical Environment
The adaptation of the Y4nomamo to , their environment can be only partially
expressed fu terms of how they make a living in the tropical forest with · specific kinds
of tools, plants, and techniques, for the forest is only one aspect of the externa! world
to which they must adjusr. Their adaptation also takes place in a social and political
environment. This likewise affects the way in which the Y:}nomamo are distributed over
the land, how their villages are moved from one location to another, and the kínds of
relationships each village has with its neighbors. ln short, the Yí!nomamo must relate
themselves to each other as well as to nature.
ALLIANCES AND VILLAGE SIZE 1 spoke of the considerations that must ~ met
when a riew garden sit~ is selected. However, the area wichin which the new site is
selected is determined..almosc exclusively by political factors. A Y4nomamo group would
remain indefinitely in che area it setded were it not for the chreat of raids from warring
neighbors. To be sure, the group would move its garden litde by little each year, but
the general area would be abandoned only if che people were driven out by stronger
groups around them. Again, ·dissident factions of the village might leave the area if a
particula.çly serious fight developed within the group, but because a garden is necessary
for the group to survive as a group, the Yílflomamo abandon them only when faced with
disaster. To establish a new garden ac a great discance from the old one, a Herculean
effort is required just to transport the necessary plancain cuttings and seed, not to mention carrying provisions for eating while the work of clearing the garden and plancing
the crops progresses. Then, since a new garden produces sporadically for rhe firsc year,
.the people are frequently faced wich food shortage. They are, therefore, reluctant to
sacrifice the prediccabi,lity of subsiscence at the established garden for insecuricy, periods
of hunger, and hard work at some distant ' locacion.
Insçead, they develop policical alliances with neighboring villages, thereby adjusting to their social environment. The nacure of these alliances is discussed in ·detail in
Chapter 4, but ac this point 1 will make some general statements about tl:ie relacionships
between villages to show why, on the one hand, che social environmenc calls forth the
alliances, aÓ.d ~hy on the other hand, when alliances fail, a group must abandon ics area.
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Village size is an iniportant factor in determining the degree to which a Y~o
mamõ group must depend on its neighbors for military support in the face of raids. Small
villages must make alliances to survive. Village size, as 1 mentioned in Chapter 1, ranges
from 40 to 250 inhabitants. Approximately one-third of the village consists of males who
are able to participate in the raiding, that is, men who are between 17 and 40 years old.
The tactics of warfare are such that_a village must be able to field a raiding party of
approximately 10 men in order to be able to raid effectively. ln addition, when the
raiders are away, there must always be a few men at home to protect the women and
children. Thus, the military requirements alone seem to demand that a village have at
least 15 able-bodied men. As these represent about a third of the group, the m.inimum
village size required by the raiding techniques is 40 to 50 people. 1 have never seen a
village fall below this size in an area where raiding is active, and virtually every village
split 1 investigated took place only when each of the resulting groups contained 40 or
more people.
The upper limit to village size is also determined in large measure by the intensity
of warfare. The village of Patanowa-teri, for example, has over 200 people. It was being
raided actively by about a dozen different groups while 1 conducted my fieldwork, groups
that raided it about twenty-five times in a period of fifteen months. The Patanowa-teri
at one rime had split into three groups of about equal size, but raids from their enemies
forced thcm to reunite for common defense. ln general, a village will fission afrer it
reaches a population of about 150 because internai feuds and figfits are so frequent that
peace can only be maintained with grea't difficulty. A village bf 100 individuais, for example, can fission to produce two militarily viable groups of about 50 people each. Ónly
the threat of raids from powerful neighbors will, as in the case of the Patanowa-teri,
inhibit the fissioning, and frequently the fission groups will reunite in a single village
to fend off the raids of their enemies.
But a small group of 40 to 50 people is not as viable as a group twice that size.
Consequendy, it enters into alliances with its neighbors.
F1ss10N ANO SETTLEMENT There is a tendency for the group to attempt to
maximize its size after it becomes an independent entity. This is clone by trying to keep
all marriages within the group so that there is very little migration of young men and
women to other villages after marriage. A small group also welcomes the addition of
funilies from other villages, families that have gotten into fights in their own group and
who prefer to leave rather than attempt to patch up their grievances with their kinsmen.
Finally, the group tries to attract young men and women from other villages, encouraging thcm to settle permanently in the group. Rerebawa, for example, is under considerable pressure to remain permanently in K~obawa's group.
As the village grows in size and varies in composition, it becomes increasingly
difficult to keep order and peace. Extramarital sexual liaisons are more frequent in larger
villages, because the probability is lower that the affairs wiJl be discovered. When the
Monou-teri rejoined K~obawa's group to avoid the raids of their enemies, a bloody club
fi.ght developed between two men of that village over an affair one of them had with the
other's wife. The culprit waited until the group joined K~obawa's village before
. approaching the woman, thinking that with so many people in one village he would
not be caught.
By the time a village approaches 100 to 150 people, such fights over women are
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so frequent that the group elects to fission rather than attempt to keep an uneasy internai
peace. Although a larger village has an advantage in terms of its capacity to raid orher
groups and is better able to defend itself from raids, the internai fights often lead to
killings within the group. Then, there is no alternative but for one of the factions to
leave. Its members may anticipate a situation like this and begin making a new garden
long before the fighting becomes violent enough to lead to deaths, or a fight can develop unexpectedly and resulc immediately in bloodshed. The guilty faction must then
seek refuge in the village of an ally until it can establish its own garden. Usually, however,
the larger group fissions while its members are on relatively peaceable terms, and the
two resulting villages remain in the sarne general area so that they can reunite when
raids threaten them. This is the sicuation that prevails becween Upper and Lower Bisaasiteri and Monou-teri; all three have a common history as a single village, but the members
of each live in separate villages because of the nwnerous fights that rook place wichin
the group while they were still a single village. They continue, however, to rely on each
other for protection when raids threaten. The Monou-teri (see Fig. 2-8), in fact, spent
about a third of their time in either Lower Bisaasi-teri or in K4obawa's group while 1
conducted my fieldwork. They were being raided by the Patanowa-teri and had not
completed the new garden they were making. The Patanowa-teri forced them to abandon
their producing site and move west.
The Patanowa-teri themselves were forced to establish a new garden because of
the inc:essant raids by a number of villages. ln addition to keeping always on the move
becween their two gardens, they also sought periodic refuge in the village of one of their
own allies, a village cwo days travel to the south of their primary garden.
The raids· against the Patanowa-teri by about a dozen villages illustrate a cardinal
strategy of Y4nomamo warfare: attack a group when it is beleaguered and weakened by
other enemies. When I first arrived, the Patanowa-teri were fighting only three groups.
The Monou-teri then entered into the conftict by abducting a number of women from
them, an act that ultimately led to raiding and killing. When the Monou-teri entered
the conflict, they also persuaded their own allies to participate, bringing four other
villages into the war. These, in turn, were joined by some of their allies so that the total
nwnber of belligerent villages rapidly grew to about a dozen. Many of them joined the
hostilities because they knew that the Patanowa-teri could not defend themselves against
a host of enemies. The new belligerents, therefore, stood a good chance of abducting
women while being relatively immune to punitive raids. They could also discharge obligations to their allies by supporcing their raids against the Patanowa-teri without exposing themselves to great danger.
ln Fig. 2- 8 the movements of K4obawa's village over the past seventy-five years
is swnmarized. The village originated at the site of Konata, occupied prior to 1900 by
K4obawa's grandfather. This site was abandoned because several villages (not indicated
on the map) began raiding the people with such frequency that they were forced to ftee
south, cross the Orinocó River, and take refuge with allies at a place called Wan~ta.
Similarly, Wareta was abandoned because of new wars, so the group again crossed the
Orinoco River and settled at Namowei. Here, their old enemies again drove them out of
the area, so the group migrated to H4hoyaoba. K4obawa was born at this location, some
forty years ago. This site was abandoned because the soil in that area was very poor; even
to this day, there are no Y4nomamo villages located in that general area.
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The group then crossed the Orinoco for the rhird rime and settled, sometime
around 1925 or 1930, at Patanowa. By this time their numbers had increased to such a
levei that interna! feuds were frequent. As the result of many fights, the group split into
rwo villages in abouc 1940, and evenrually entered inro hosriliries. The patt of rhe village
that remained behind took the name Patanowa-reri and has remained to the presenc at
that site. K;iobawa's group fled to Shihota, but was driven from there to Kreibõwei by the
Patanowa-teri. They occupied this site in 1950- 1951, when they were massacred during a
feast by the members of rwo Shamatari villages to their sourh. This led them to take
temporary refuge in the village of Mahekodo-teri on che Orinoco River, as they had
noc had rime to make a new garden. Their site ar Kobou was esrablished while they
lived with the Mahekodo-teri. lt was only a vanrage point from which they could establish gardens in more suitable areas, areas that were too far removed from Mahekodo-teri
to permit the establishment ofthe gardens iria single move. Thus, Kobou was abandoned
after only a few years' occupation there. .
K;iobawa's group split in the process of abandoning the Kobou garden in 1954,
a part of them taking the name Monou-teri. The Monou-teri still live ar the site they
escablished in 1954, but they were in che process of abandoning it in 1966 because of
renewed raids from rhe Pacanowa-teri. K;iobawa's group moved to the Orinoco again,
to the site called Barauwa. By 1959 foreigners had finally reached this area, so K4obawa
and his followers moved down the Orinoco to rhe mouth of che Mavaca River to establish conracc there with a government malaria pose. They hoped to obtain steel tools from
the family of foreigners at the pose. They split into rwo facrions after setding, half of
them moving to the opposite bank of the Mavaca River. Thus, Bisaasi-teri has an upscream and a downstream sertlement, and the members of these rwo groups refer to themselves as the Upper and Lower Bisaasi-teri, respectively, Bisaasi being the name of a grass
commonly found around gardens.
Similarly, the Shamatari villages, indicared as circles in Fig. 2- 8, have a sectlement
pattern characterized by internai village disputes leading to fissioning, gardens being
abandoned because of warfare, and a general movement to the south and wesc away
from the Orinoco headwaters. The history of the Shamatari villages is a little more
complicared chan che history of K;iobawa's group, since village fissioning began much
earlier in their moves and produced many more villages. This was probably due to the
fact that their original locarion had more inhabitants. The ,history of the villages marked
as hexagons on the map, Fig. 2-8, is nearly idenrical in ics over-all pattern to the above
rwo groups of villages.
K41obawa's group and the rwo Shamatari villages of MQmaribowei-teri and Reyabobõwei-teri (see Fig. 2-8) have, together, made some sixteen major moves during the
past seventy-five years (Chagnon 1966, Chap. V). Only one of them was stimulated by
poor soil conditions; one additional move was the result of the coming of foreigners. The
remaining fourteen major moves resulted from either raids emanating from hostile neighbors, or interna! village feuds that led to bloodshed and caused a splic in the local group.9
This should suffice to demonstrate that the political and military relationships between
91his figure does not include the moves that took place while 1 lived with the Y~nomamo. See Chapter 5 for a
discussion of these.
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villages have a profound effect on the nature of the setdement pattern of Y~nomamõ
villages, and that this sarne milieu influences the rate at which larger villages fission into
smaller, vulnerable groups.
Finally, 1 emphasize the importance of cultivation in this pattern of village movement and relocation, particularly in the context of relying on allies. Twice during the
history of K4obawa's group they were obliged to take refuge in the village of an ally. All
during my fiddwork the Monou-teri also relied on hospitality of this sort from K~o
bawa's group, as they were beleaguered by raids from the Patanowa-teri and had not yet
completed their new garden. ln short, the fact thar the Y~omamõ rely heavily on cultivated food has led to specific obligations berween members of allied villages: a gÇ>Od ally
is 01:ie who will take you in when you are driven from your gardens by enemy raids. The
essence of political life, rherefore, is to develop stable alliances with neighboring villages
so as to create a social network that potentially allows a local group to rely for long
periods of time on the gardens of neighboring villages. 1 will describe the policies of
alliance formation in Chapter 4, as it intimately bound up with feasting, trading, and
marnage.

ln tellectual Environment
The comparative poverty of Y:inomamõ material culture is more than compensated for by the richness and complexity of rheir theological concepts, myths, and
legends.
One of the distinctive features of Y:inomamõ cosmology and theology is the opporrunity it provides for inventiveness. Individuals can and do modify concepts, embellish ·
them, improve on them and, in general, use their imaginations when trafficking in myths
or concepts of the soul and afterlife. ln short, there is room for thinkers in Y:inomamõ
culture.
The result of this is that many variants of the sarne basic myth can be found over
a relatively small area. lndeed, each village will contain people who tell the myth a
slighdy different way; the basic elements remain the sarne each rime, but personal views
are interjected and reflect the idiosyncracies of the narrator. The Y:inomamõ appear to
enjoy these intellecrual exercises, for in myth anâ cosmology rhey are able to demonstrate
their personal abilíties as users of their language, the true language of man.
THE COSMOS The Y4nomamõ conceive of the externa! world as having an origin,
boundaries, supernatural beings, and a specific nature.
The cosmos is comprised of four parallel layers, lying horizontally and located ~ne
on top of the other (see Fig. 2-4b). They are like inverted platters: gendy curved, thin,
circular, rigid, and having rwo surfaces, top and bottom.
The uppermost layer is the ((tender" plane: duku ka misi. At the present time, it is
«empty'' or ''void" (broke), but some things had their origins there in the distant past.
These moved down to other layers. Today, the uppermost layer is sometimes described as
being Han old woman" (sua pata), a phrase used to describe an abandoned garden or a
female who is no longer capable of producing offspring. This layer does not figure prominently in rhe everyday life of the Y:inomamõ; it is merely something that is there and
once had a function.
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The next layer is called hedu kii misi: sky layer.' lt is rnade of earth on the top surface
and provides the eternal horne for the souls of the departed. A complete replica of life on
earth is to be found on top of hedu, except that the inhabitants are spirits of rnen, not
real rnen. They garden, rnake witchcraft, hunt, eat, and in general do what living rnan
does. Everything that exists on earth has a counterpart on hedu, a sort of rnirror irnage,
although the activities of the two groups of objects and beings are independent of each
other.
The bottorn surface of hedu is the visible portion of the sky. The celestial beings
are attached to this surface and move across it. lt is not thought to be very far above the
earth, since rnany of rny informants asked me if I had crashed into it when 1 flew in an
airplane.
Man dwells below the sky on ((this layer": hei kii misi. lt originated when a piece
of hedu broke off and fell to a lower levei. This layer is a vast jungle, sprinkled with innurnerable Y~ornamõ villages. These are conceived to be located on earth, as shown
in Fig. 2-4c. Even foreigners are thought to live in a type of house that resembles the
Y~ornarnõ dwelling; after aU, foreigners derived frorn the Y~nomarnõ by a process of
degeneration.
Finally, the plane underneath this layer is almost barren. A single village of spiritrnen is found here, che Amahiri-teri. A long rime ago, after the earth layer was formed
by a piece of hedu, another chunk of hedu fell down and crashed through earth. lt hit
earrh at a place where the Amahiri-teri lived, carrying their village down to the bottorn
layer. Unfortunately, only their shabono and gardens were carried with the piece of hedu.
Hence, the Arnahiri-teri have no neighborhood (ufihi) in which to hunt for game, and so
they send their spirits up to earth to capture the souls of living children and eat them.
There is a constant struggle between t~e evil spirits of Amahiri-teri sharnans and the evil
spirits of sharnans on this layer, earth: They send rnalevolent demons against each other
and preoccupy thernselves with defending their respective villages from evil spirits.
The Arnahiri-teri people lived at the tirne of the no hadabó~ the first men. These
original Y~nornarnõ we1e distinct from living rnan in that they were pare spirit (jai) and
part hurnan. When they died, they becarne yai, spirits. No badahó' rneans, literally, ('those
who are now dead"; in a cosmological context, it refers to the rime of the first beings.
THE FIRST BEINGS The first beings cannot be accounted for. The Y~nomamõ
sirnply presume that che cosmos originated with these people. Most of them, and there
were rnany, had a speàfic function, such as creating a useful plane or object. They figure
prorninendy in rnythology. Many of them bear the narnes of planes and animais that are
irnportant in the Y~omarnõ economy, and the first beings are considered to be the spirits
of these. I will relate a few specific tales about sorne of these fust beings, retaining where
possible the Y~nornarnõ narrative style.
One of the fust beings was· called Boreawa, or sirnply Bore. He was the first to
acquire plantains, the staple of the Y~nornamõ diet. Because he had plantains first, he was
the headrnan <pata dodihiwa) of the first beings. Boreawa did not cell the others that he
had plantains, as he did not want to share them. At that time, the firsc beings ate only
dirt and animais, as there was no domesticated food. One day anocher of che firsc beings,
Horonarna, goc caughc in a rain so he took refuge in a shelcered place in the jungle. He
was lost and did not know whose neighborhood he was in. By luck, he took refuge in the
very place where Boreawa had hidden his cultivated plancains. Horonama, a dirt eater,
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wo11dered what kind of strange vegetable food this was, so he stole some. At first he just
peeled them and examined them, afraid to eat one. Horonama then sought out Boreawa
and asked him how to produce these strange planes and what to do with them after they
grew. Boreawa then instructed him. in . their use, the techniques of cutting jungle with
·stone axes, burning the fallen logs and brush, and planting the shoots of the young
plants. Thus, because Horonama stole the plant from Boreawa, the others learned how
to make gardens and no longer had to eac dirt.
Boreawa had a monopoly on many other cultivated crops, but one by one these
were taken over by the others until all of the first beings were familiar wich their use.
Today, when the Y~nomamõ find stone axes in the jungle, as they usually do when they
. clea~ a new site for cultivation, they explain the axes as something that the first beings,
· Boreawa in particular, 'left behind for· present man to discover and use.
Another of the first beings was lwa (alligator). He and hi~ wife, Bruwaheiyoma,
. were accustomed to go hunting together in the jungle. This was in the days before fire
was known to Y~omamõ. lwa, however, knew about fire and kept ~orne hidden in his
mouth. He refused to give fire to the others, so they had to eat their meat and insects raw.
.Only lwa and his wife cooked their food in those days. The others decided to make lwa
· laugh so that they could steal the fire when he opened his mouth. They made prank~ to
get Iwa to laugh, but he would not be amused. ~inally, Dohomamoriwa did something
funny and caused 1wa to laugh. When he opened his mouth, Kanaboriwa, a bird, flew
into his mouth, snatched the fire, and rook it up with him into ã tree, After that, everybody had fire.
Haya (deer) also lived among the first beings. His daughter was married to Aiyakorari. One day Haya sent Aiyakorari out of the village to fetch him .some manaca fruit
from the jungle. Haya was at that rime the only one who ate this fruit. He did not know,
however, that Aiyakorari had a grove of peach palm, which he cultivated. Thus, Aiyakorari fetched some of his own fruir instead of che manaca. His father-in-law, Haya, was
very a~gry over this, so he inhaled a pinch of snuff and began pulling che flesh from his
calves·up to his thighs. After chis had been accomplished, he pulled che flesh of his forearms up co his shoulders and cransformed himself into a deer. His wife did the sarne
ching, as this was a propitious moment. Haya's daughcer started to do the sarne thing, but
Aiyakorari grabbed her by che hair and prevented her from doing so. Haya and his wife
the~· bounded off into che jungle and became deer.
Omauwa is one of eh~ first beings who figures prominendy in a number of Y~no
mamõ mychs. He and his brother Y oawa lived when Õra (jaguar) lived. Õra had a young
son who was unable to speak. One day Aiyakorari's mother, Mamokoriyoma, cooked
some of her son's peach-palm fruit and fed it to Õra's child. He got sick from eating the
fruit and died. After he died, a sister of Omauwa t hen asked Mamokoriyoma if she could
eat the dead child. "Mother-in-law, should I eat che dead child?" she asked. Mamokoriyoma then said, " Eat him." She took the body of the child, pulled a ·leaf out of the roof
. of the house, and used it for a dish on which to consume the child's body. When Õra discovered this, he was angry. As he himself was hungry for meat, he in turn ate Moyeinaiyoma, the mother of Omauwa and Yoawa, to get revenge. After he had clone so, Y oawa
" ·
· shot him with an arrow and killed him.
Soon after tha.t, the daughter of Raharariyoma went to fetch water at the river
where Omauwa and Yoawa were accustomed to catch fish. The two brothers found her
1

•
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rhere, so they copulared with her. After rhey quenched their desire for sex, Omauwa
caused rhe girls vagina to be changed into a mouth wirh teerh. 1 Howashiriwa, another of
rhe first beings, was sitting on the trai} at this time, very hungry for sex. When Raharariyoma's daughter walked by, he seduced her, but in so doing, lost his penis: her vagina
bit it off. It was when this happened that Omauwa's son became very thirsty. Both
Omauwa and Y oawa began digging a hole to find water to quench the boy's thirst. They
dug the hole so deep that when water did gush forth, it caused a large lake to form and
covered he jungle. Then some of the first beings cut down trees, and floated on them to
escape the flood. &cause this was such a strange thing to do, they changed into foreigners and floated away. Their language also changed into the tongue of foreigners, and
gradually became unintelligible to the Y~nomamo. This is why foreigners have canoes
and cannot be understood.
Many of the first beings were drowned in this flood. Those who managed to escape
and remain Y~omamo did so by climbing mountains. They climbed Maiyo, Howashi~a,
and Homahewa mountains to escape the flood, Maiyo being a peak near the area where
K~obawa's village had its origin. Then Raharariyoma, the mother of the girl whose
vagina was changed into a mouth, 1 1 took a piece of red pigment and painted does all
over her own body. After she was completely covered with red dots, she plunged into the
lake and caused it to recede. Omauwa then caused her to be changed into a rahara, a
snake-like monster that lives in large rivers. After that, she caused Y~nomamo to drown
when they tried to cross large rivers, either by eating them or by splashing large waves
\
on them. Omauwa then went downstream and became an enemy to the Yílnomamo.
Today he sends hiccups, sickness, and epidemies to the Y~nomamo.
lt is because the foreigners refused to climb the mountains to escape rhe flood
rhat rhey became enemies to the Yílnomamo. The foreigners tried to make friends with
the Y~nomamo after the flood, but because their language was so different, the Y~o
mamo refused to be friends. Today, however, rhe Y~nomamo are becoming friends
1
with foreigners.
After the flood,"'there were very few original beings left. Periboriwa (Spirit of the
Moon ) was one of the few who remained. He had a habit of coming down to earth to eat
the soul pares of children. On his fust descent, he are one child, placing his soul berween
two pieces of cassava bread and eating ir. He rerurned a second rime to eat another child,
also with cassava bread. Finally, on his third trip, Uhudima and Suhirina, two brothers,
became angry and decided to shoot him. Uhudima, the poorer shot of the two, began
letting his arrows fly. He shot at Periboriwa many rimes as he ascended to hedu, but
missed. People say he was a very poor shot. Then Suhirina took one bamboo-tipped
arrow (rahaka) and shot ar Periboriwa when he was directly overheaci, hitting him in
the abdomen. The tip of the arrow barely penetrated Periboriwa's flesh, but the wound
bled profusely. Blood spilled to earrh in the viciniry of a village called Hoõ-teri, near
the mountain called Maiyo. The blood changed into men as it hit the earch, causing a
large popularion to be born. All of them were males; rhe blood of Periboriwa did not _
change into females. Most of rhe Y~nomamo who are alive today are descended from rhe

º

some variants of this myth she put piranha fish in her vagina. These fish bit off Howashiriwa's penis.
llThere are many linguistk parallels berween eating and copulating in the Y~nomamõ language. The verb "to
eat" also means "to copulate", the verb "to eat like a pig" also means "to copulate excessively", the adjeccive
meaning "satiated, full" also means "to be pregnant." The concext of che statemenc decides the meaning.
lOJn
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blood of Periboriwa. &cause they have their origin in blood, they are fterce and are continuously
making war on each other. This myth seems to be the ''charter" of Y~omamõ society. 1t
is the only one they repeatedly told me without my asking about ir.
Where his blood was çhickesr, in rhe areas directly underneath the spot where
Periboriwa was shot, the wars were so intense that the Y ~omarnõ in that area exterminated themseives. Where rhe blood had an opportuniry to thin our, the Y ~nomamõ
were less fierce and therefore did not become extinct, although they, too, fought continuously.
After this, there were only men. One of the men, a descendant of the blood of
Periboriwa, was called Kanaboroma, not to be éonfused with Kanabororiwa, the bird
who srole fire from Alligator's (Iwa's) mouth. One day his legs became pregnant. Women carne out of the left leg, and men out of the right. These Y ~omamõ were very
kirii (docile, afraid) when compared to the ones who were derived from the blood. They
rapidly multiplied and also contributed to the present population of Y~omarnõ. All the
present Y~omarnõ carne from the blood of Periboriwa or from the leg of Kanaboroma,
or from a combination of both. The original beings all changed into yai: spirits.
THE SOUL Y~omamõ concepts of the soul are eiaborate and complicated. The
rr:ue or real portion of living man is his "will" or "seif" (buhii) . At death, this changes
into a no borebô. and traveis from this layer to hedu, the place above where the souls of the
departed continue to exist in an ethereal state, much in the sarne fashion as do the people
on earth: gardening; hunting, and practicing magic.
ç
The trail along which the no borebôº travei forks after iv reaches hedu. Sometimes,
the Y~omarnõ will point to the sky and explain that such and such a cloud is the no
borebô· of a Y~omamõ who is just reaching hedu. After the soul reaches the fork in the
trai!, a spirit, the son of Thunder (Y~ru), Wadawadariwa, asks the no borebô' if it had
been generous during its life on earth. If it had been stingy, Wadawadariwa directs the
soul along t:he path that leads to shobari waka, a place on hedu where souls of stingy
Y~nomamõ burn eternally. Most of the Y~nomamõ 1 questioned on this asserted that
they planned to lie to Wadawadariwa and avoid going to shobari waka. ln general, they
did not fear this place and were convinced that they would not be sent there. They expect
Wadawadariwa to direct them to rhe trail that leads into hedu proper.
Another portion of the soul, the no uhudi or bore, is released ar cremation. This
part of the so~ remains on· earth and wanders about in the jungle. The children who die
always change into this, as they do not have the no borebô' portion that goes to hedu: lt
must be acquired. The reason that children do not change into no borebô' is that their
"wills" (buhii) are ignorant or innocent (mohode).- Thus, one has a character only after
a certain amount of knowledge and experience are gained; with this, one develops a
knowledgeable "will" and can expect to enter hedu in the form of a no borebô". Apart from
this, one is born with an uhudi (bore), which is invariably released at cremation and wanders ecernally in the jungle after death. Some of these wandering uhudi are malevolent
and attack travelers in the jungle at night. When they do so, they use sticks and clubs.
The Y~nomarnõ usually use the name bore when describing the attacks of these malevolent spirits, although this is just an alternate name for the no uhudi.
NoRESHI Finally, each individual has a noreshi. This is a dual concept: One has
a nore.shi within his being, a sort of spirit or portion of the soul, and, in addition, an animal that lives in the jungle and corresponds to this soul. The noreshi animais are inher-
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ited patrilineally for men and matrilineally for women. 1 2 K~obawa, for example, inherited
his noreshi animal, the black monkey, from bis father and transmitted it to his son. Ali
bis male kinsmen have the black monkey as rheir noreshi. Bahimi, K~obawa's wife, has
the dog for her noreshi animal, as does her mother and her daughter by K~obawa.
The noreshi animal of a woman always traveis on the ground below the animal of the
husband.
Noreshi animais duplicate the behavior of the person to whom they correspond.
When K~obawa goes hunting, so does his noreshi animal. When he is sick, so is bis
noreshi animal. If he takes a journey of two days, the animal likewise traveis an equal
distance, and so forth.
The noreshi animal and the person to whom it corresponds are always in complementary distribution. That is, they never come dose to each other, fo.r if they should see
each other, they would both die. Their mutual existences are coextensive and coterminous: One lives only as long as the other, and ooth die at precisely the sarne instant.
If a hunter should shoot K~obawa's noreshi animal and kill it, K~obawa would also be
shot and would die. Similarly, if K~obawa is shot by raiders and killed, his noreshi
animal would suffer the sarne face.
The soul aspect of the noreshi, however, can leave the human body at will and
wander. Skkness results when the noreshi has left the body; unless it is brought back
soon, the person will die. The noreshi is the vulnerable portion of the complete being,
the part that is the target of witchcraft and harmful magic. The sharnans (shabori) wage
constant war against the evil demons (hekura) of enemy groups who have been sent to
capture the noreshi parts of children. They, in turn, send their own hekura to capture the
noreshi of enemy children; the wars that take place between men who raid to kill are
likewise carried over into the domain of the supernatural
When sickness is deemed to be the result of soul loss, the people who are dosely
related to the sick person hunt for his noreshi. 1 participated in one of these soul hunts.
K~obawa's group had set up a temporary carnp across the river from its main village
site, as they suspected raiders would attack them. Wbile they were camped in their temporary village, one of the children became ili, and her malady was thought to be caused
by soul loss. When the threat of raiders passed, the temporary carnp was abandoned and
the group moved back into the main village.
The child's condition worsened, soa group of women and children returned to the
temporary carnp, suspecting that the noreshi had remained there. 1 went along and, with
the others, cut a branch from a shrub and began sweeping the site and c~lling for the
noreshi to return. W e swept the entire area and converged at one point. Everybody was
convinced that the noreshi had been herded into this central point. W e then lured the
noreshi back across the river and into the body of the sick child.
The vulnerability of the noreshi to magicai spells is best examplified by the face
that the sharnans of every village spend most of their time chanting to the hekura (demons) with the intention of persuading them either to attack the noreshi of other (enemy)
children or to drive off the hekura sent by enemy shamans. Again, the Y~nomamõ used
two of their concepts of the soul to describe photographs and tape recordings. They were
very hosrile to me when 1 attempted to take photographs, especially of children, because
12The inheritance of these "alter-ego" animals has nothing to do with marriage rules and patrilineage exogamy.
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1, in effect, was capturing the noreshi of the child: A photograph was called noreshi.13
Tape recordings, in contrast, were not considered to be harmful. If anything, they enjoyed
having me record their music and discussions, and always demanded that 1 play them
back for everyone to hear. The word used to descri be a recording was no uhudibii, the part
of the soul that wanders in the jungle after the body is cremated. ln short, only the
noreshi aspect of the soul is vulnerable.
TRE.ATMENT OF THE DE.AD If a person dies in an epidemie, bis body, along with
those of the others who died, is placed on a tree platform and allowed to decay. After
severa! months, an old man is appointed to strip the remaining decayed flesh from the
bones and the bones are then cremated. The Y~nomamõ fear the smoke that is produced
when a body is cremated, and since epidemies are feared, they do not take a chance on
contaminating the houses, implements, and persons with the smoke produced by the
burning bodies.
Under normal circumstances, the body of the deceased is placed on a pyre of logs,
covered with additional wood, and allowed to bum until nothing but the large bones
are left. The burning takes place in the village, usually in the afrernoon. The children and
women leave, as they are susceptible to contamination by the smoke. They all bathe
carefully to wash off any possible contamination. Even the weapons are washed.
After the coais are cool enough to handle, the relatives sift the ashes meticulously
with shallow, loosdy woven baskets, collecting every bit of bone they can find. The
charcoal of the wood is bumed, lest a small piece of bone be mfxed in with it. The accumulated bones are then ground in a log mortar, hollowed out by means of alternate
burning and chopping. These logs are about 4 feet long and 6 to 8 inches in diameter.
For grinding the bones of a male, white buzzard down is usually attached around the
circumference of the mortar, and curved lines painted on the mortar with red pigment.
The mortars used for females are not decorated as elaborately, but usually have decorative
fibers of a palm tree, the kind used by women to decorate their perforated ears. Circles
and dots are painted on the mortars of females.
The charred bones of the dead are placed, a few at a time, into the mortar and a
long, slender pole is used as the pestle. These poles are about 6 feet long, 2 or 3 inches
in diameter, and bear painted decorations. The bones are crushed into a black powder
by a young man, while the relatives of the deceased sit around the mortar and weep profusely. The ground ashes are then transferred to hollow gourds through a small hole and
sealed with wax and buzzard down. A little is left in the morcar and eaten, mixed with
boiled plantain soup, on the day of the ceremony. The mortar is always burned after a
ceremony.
About a year later, the rest of the ashes are eaten during a feast, again mixed with
boiled plantain soup. Occasionally, they will deliberately save some of the ashes, especially ashes of those who were killed in raids, making use of them for a number of ceremonies. Before each attempt at getting revenge, the raiders eat the ashes of their slain
kinsman. This puts them into the appropriate state of rage for the business of killing
enenues.
13Many informants gave a more pragmatic explanation of cheir fear of the camera. They did not want to be
reminded of their dead kinsman, and if I had a photograph of che person, rhis would be an extremely offensive
remindcr to his relatives thac their loved one was dead.
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Fig. 2-9. Three shamans in a drug-induced chanting to their hekura-demons.
The ashes of che deceased are consumed in order that the living will see their
deparced friends and relatives in hedu. Members of allied villages show their friendship
to each other by sharing, in the ashes of particularly important people, in a very incimate
acc. Endocannibalism, to the Y~nomamo, is che supreme form of displaying friendship
and solidarity.
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The nature of the relationship between man and spirit is largely one
of hosrility. The shamans, by and large, spend most of their ti.me casting charms on
enemies and enjoining their own personal demons to prevent harm from befalling the
local people. Magic and curing are intimately bound up in shamanism, the practitioner
devoting his efforts alternatively to causing and curing sickness.
The demons that the shamans contact are hekura, very tiny humanoid beings that
dwell on rodes and mountains. Particularly successful shamans can control these demons
to such an extent that the hekura will come and live inside the chest of the shaman. Each
shaman solicits the aid of numerous hekura and attempts to lure them into his body.
Men who want to become shamans (shabori) go through a simple rite of fasting
and chastity. They sit before their houses, use only a few trails, eat very litde, and spend
most of their time in a contemplative stupor brought about by hunger and drugs. After
severa! days of this, the initiate has entered the world of the shabori, and can practice his
skill. Each village has as many shabori as there are meri who wish to enter this status:
probably half of the men in each village are shamans.
Rerebawa told me that he was going to become a shabori, as he enjoyed taking
the drugs and making contact with the spirir world. He decided to do this because his
wife is still nursing their youngest child so that he cannot have sexual relationships with
her anyway; the obligatory chastity associated with becoming a shaman will not be as
difficult now as it would be when bis wife weans the child. No hekura will dwell in the
chest of a novice shabori who continues to have sexual relationships. After the practitioner
has captured the hekura and they become acquainted with him, they will stay in his chest
after he resumes his sexual activities.
Contact with the hekura is achieved by taking drugs. Particularly adept shabori
can contact their hekura with only a pinch of drug, which they inhale directly from their
fingers. Most of them, however, take a large dose of the drug by means of the hollow
blowing tube. The shabori then prances back and forth in front of his house and chants
to the demons he attempts to control, enjoining them to descend on enemies and cause
them sickness (see Fig. 2-9). If heis curing someone, he chants before the house of the
patient, rubs him, massages him, and draws the evil spirit causing the sickness to some
extremity, such as an arm or leg. Then he sucks or pulls the spirit out and carries it away
from the sick person, either vomiting it out or throwing it away, depending on how he
extracted it originally. The Y~nomamo do not employ medicines made from plants or
animais. Consequently, they rely exclusively on the cures that the shabori effect, fighting
supernatural ills with supernatural medicine.
One of the surprises of my field experience was that 1 had to spend a great deal of
rime curing the sick, and my medicines were always in demand. The sick people, however,
always took their illnesses to the shabori after 1 had treated them-one cannot be too
careful.
CONCLUSION ln summary, the Y~nomamõ have effecred an adaptation to their
three environments. This is not to say that other means and techniques could not do the
job equally well; but the peculiar combination of technology, social organization, and
cosmology found among the Y~nomamo distinguishes them as a group from all other
tribes. Although their technology is primitive, it permits them to exploit their jungle
habitat sufficiendy well to provide them with the wherewithal of physical comfort. The
nature of their economy-slash-and-burn agriculture-coupled with the fact that they
SHAMANS
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have chronic warfare, resulrs in a distinctive sertlemenr pattern and system of alliances
rhar permits groups of people to exploir a given area over a telatively long period of time.
Finally, the Y~omamo explain the narure of man's ferocity and origin in myrh and
legend, articularing themselves intellecrually with the observable, real world.
Thus, each individual Y~nomamo enters the world with the physical? social, and
ideological tradirions at his disposal that will permit him to confront and adjust to the
jungle, his neighbors, and the demons that cause sickness. The cosmos is ordered and
·
orderly, in hedu as ir is on earth.

I

3
Social Organization
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of Yinomamo social organization will be dealt with: the ideal rules
about marriage and the logical consequence of these rules- acrual cases of
Yinomamo marriage are compared to the pattern of ideal marriage to justify the
use of a model to describe Y1nomamo social structure; the demographic and political
factors that bring about discrepancies becween accual behavior and ideal behavior; the
more important aspec~s of the division of labor and of ordinary daily life in the society.
HREE ASPECTS

Social Structure
This section is the most technical portion of the chapter; careful scudy of the
diagrams is required as the text is read. Kinship is the heart of primitive social structure,
and it must be understood in detail rather than through generalities. The rules governing
marriage, along with the kinship system, together comprise and delineate the structure
of Yinomamo sociecy. There is no simple way to present the data, which itself is frequendy boring to even accomplished anthropologists, and students of anthropology must
sooner or later come to grips with chis important topic. Forcunately, the Y~omamo
kinship syscem is the type most commonly found among the world's primitives and it is,
comparatively speaking, quite easy to grasp once the patterns in the diagram are spotted .
.The important features of Yinomamo social struccure are represented in the model
shown in Fig. 3-1. This diagram is based on an analysis of Yinomamo marriage rules,
kinship terminology, and ocher social and ideological features characteristic of their behavior. The symbols given in the legend of Fig. 3-1 will also be used in the diagrams that
follow. It should be borne in mind that the model is only an ideal representation of
Yinomamo sociecy; we shall see below how closely actual behavior conforms to this
model. One of the objectives of structural anthropology is to attempt comparisons of
different kinds of societies by using models of this type. l n the discussions that follow 1
shall present some actual field data to justify the use of this model to represent Y~nomamo
social struccure.
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Fig. 3-1 can be presumed to represent the organízation of a particular village over
five generations, starting in the year 1888. Let us assume thac the village originated in
chac year when individuals x1 (and his sister, not numbered) and y1 (and his sister)
broke away from a larger village and established their own garden at some new location.
Thus, in the year 1888, the village was comprised of two groups of kinsmen, X and Y.
These two kinship groups are called lineages, the distinctíve features of which 1 will
/
discuss later.
·
ln generation 1, x1 married the sister of y1 and, in exchange, gave his own sister
to y1 as wife. This marriage practice is called brother-sister exchange and characterizes
Y~omamo marriage behavior. A man is under considerable obligation to reciprocate
a woman to the kinship group from which he has taken one. ln Fig. 3-1, x1 married y1's
sister and reciprocated the exchange by giving his own siscer to Yl· Because of this obligation of reciprocity, kinship groups become interdependenc socially and form pairs of
woman-exchanging kin groups. These paired kinship groups are discussed below in the
context of village fissioning.
ln generacion II of Fig. 3- 1, the village still contains only two groups of intermarrying kinsmen. These are the children of the individuais who founded the village.
The reci procal exchanges of women between che two groups of kinsmen (lineages X and
Y) continue in · the second generation, x2 getcing his wife from lineage Y and vice
versa. Like their fathers, x2 and y2 exchanged sisters. lc will be noted at chis point chat
xz has married his mother's brother's daughter, who is simultaneously his father's siscer's
daughter.l This i~ a logical consequence of the face that there are only two lineages in
1This is called bilateral cross-cousin marriage. See glossary for definitions. Hereafrer the fo!Jowing abbreviations
wi!J be used, following Murdock, 1949: Mo- morher; Fa-father; Br- brother; Si-sister; So- son ; and Dadaughter. Thus, "mother's brother's daughter" is simply MoBrDa.
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the village, the members of which being related to each other as brother and sister, and
the face that individuals must marry outside their own lineages.
The important fearures of the lineages X and Y are now clearly visible in generation II: The lineages are patrilineal and exogamous. That is, males and females belong
to the lineage of their father (patrilineality), and individuals must marry people who
belong to a different lineage (exogamy). This can be seen more clearly in the symbols
used in Fig. 3-1. Ali males of lineage X are designated by triangles (x1, xz, x3 ... xs),
and all females of lineage X are designated by hexagons. Similarly, all males of lineage
Y are designated as squares and all females by circles. Males of lineage X marry females
of lineage Y. Their children belong to lineage X because the1r father (patrilineality)
is of lineage X.
The Y~nomamo kinship system also reftects the rules of lineage exogamy, brothersister exchange and reciprocity. Their kinship system is called the ubifurcate merging"
type with ((lroquois" cousin terms (see Glossary). Within each generation, all the males
of one lineage call each other "brother," and all the women call each other "sister."
Males of lineage X call males of lineage Y "brother-in-law" and are eligible- to marry
their sisters. ln fact, the males of lineage X call the females of lineage Y "wife" whether
or not they marry them. This is likewise true for the males of lineage Y with respétt to
the females of lineage X. This brings us to another important Y~omamõ marriage rule:
A male must marry a woman of the category called suabõya-((wife." This is called a
prescriptive marriage rule. 2 To state it more precisely, Y~omamõ society is characterized
by a rule that enjoins a man to marry a woman of a specific kinship category; he has
no choice with respect to the category.
There is an important controversy over the meaning and implications of the term
"prescriptive." 1 have given the definition held by British anthropologists generally,
by Needham (1962a:9) in particular. This definition emphasizes the face that men have
no choice with respect to the category of women from which their wives must come, that
men are forbidden to marry women of other categories, and that the society itself is
said to be characcerized by the prescriptive rule. The opposition to this definition comes
largely from certain American anthropologists, who maintain that a society can only
be said to have a prescriptive marriage rule when a high percentage (dose to 100 percent)
of the people marry according to the rule (see Coult and Hammel 1963:291). The issues
involved are noc quite as simple as this, but a glimmering of the area of contention can
be seen in an example provided by Leach (1965) . Rephrasing his example, the rule (in
our society) ('thou shalc not kill" is like the rule (among, say, the Y~omamõ) ((thou
shalt marry a woman of category A." These roles can be said to exist in the respective
societies irrespective of the homocide rate in New York or the frequency of aberrant
marriages in a Y~omamõ village. That is, Leach (and Needham) maintain that one
cannot discover such a rule by counting examples of murder (or, rather, "non-murder")
or marriages of men to women of category A. The more basic issue, however, is the
2Professor Lévi-Strauss, who read an earlier draft of this chapter, quite correctly pointed out that to say a
marriage system is "prescriptive" is to say no more than "a man must marry a marriageable female," which is a
tautology. Nevenheless, we must have some way to distinguísh a system tbat permits marriage with only a single
category of women from those that permit marriage with women of severa! categories. By showing what is meant
by the Y~omamõ category suabôya, as I have attempted to do in Fig. 3-2, the reader will gain some idea of what
is meant by that marriage type. 1 have used the term "prescriptive" because it is the current usage.
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meaning of, in this case, "category A." lt is customary to represent primitive kinship
categories in models (for example, Fig. 3-1) by their closest biological equivalents in
our own kinship JJJtem. Many critics of Needham's definition of prescription fail to appreciate the fact that FaSiDa and MoBrDa in a model like the one given in Fig. 3-1 represent
just two of severa! kinds of kinswomen who fall into the prescribed category. That is, they
interpret the native's kinship category from the narrow point of view of one of that
category's biological meanings in our own kinship syJtem. (1 have given ten examples of
actual Y~omarno marriages in Fig. 3-2, discussed later, to illustrate what the categories
FaSiDa and MoBrDa mean to the Y~nomamo.) The use of Needharn's definition of
prescription to characterize Y~omamo marriage rules can be justified, therefore, on
several grounds. First, the Y~omamo assere that a man must marry a woman of the
suabüya category. Second, of the six primary categories used by men to classify female ·
relatives, five of them embrace women who stand in incestuous relationship to the male
speaker, and he is forbidden to marry any woman that falls into any of these five additional categories. Third, we will see below how closely the alternative definition of
prescription fits the Y~nomarno, using their own notions of kinship to reckon relationships between males and females.3
ln Fig. 3-1, marriageable women are related to their husbands as both FaSiDa
and MoBrDa; this is an artifact of the way in which the model is drawn. These two kinds
of kinswomen are the closest biological equivalents in our kinship system for the Y~no
marno term "Juab0ya:" "wife." lt must be emphasized, however, that given the classificatory nature of the Y~nomamo kinship system (for exarnple, men of the sarne generation
and of the sarne lineage are "brothers"), there are severa! ways to be related to a woman
as ºwife."
Something new has happened in generation III. A man (wi) from a distant
village, along with his sister, has joined the group. Both he and his sister have married
into lineage X. Thus, tl:iere are three lineages represented in the village (W, X, and Y),
and the dual organization characterizing generations 1 and II is now lost. 4 A Y~omamõ
village can incorporate new lineages into its social life by an extension of marriage ties
to its members. As can be seen from Fig. 3-1, the sarne rules-exogamy, reciprocity,
patrilineal descent, and brother-sister exchange- that characterize the behavior of the
members of lineages X and Y also hold for the members of the new lineage, W. The
incorporation of lineage W takes place this way. W 1 joined the village in 1928 (generation III) because x3 and X4 promised him one of their sisters. As shown in Fig. 3-1,
he did, in fact, marry one of their sisters and gave, in exchange, one of his sisters to x3.
This (potentially) brings about an important structural change in the village with
ªFor an excellent summary of the various argumentS concerning "prescriptive alliance," sec Maybury-1..cwis
1965a.
•A society is said to have dual organization when, for example, it is comprised of two intermarrying kinship
groups, such as lineages X and Y in generations 1 and II of Fig. 3-1. ln some societies the interffi2trying kin groups
are named, for example, "Bar Oan (or Moiety)" and "Thunderbird Clan (or Moiety)." The Y~omamõ do not
have named kinship groups such as this. Dual organization is, however, implied in their kinship terminology and
marriage rules and, as will be secn, villages tend to have two (and only two) politically dominant lineages that
intermarry. ln short, the Y~omamo village tends to be comprised in fact of two dominant kinship gr~ups but
ladcs some of the ideology, such as named pa.irs of intermarrying kin groups, of classical dual organization. Sec:
Maybury-1..cwis, 1960 and 1967; Uvi-Strauss, 1963, Chapter VIII; Nimuendajú and Lowie, 1927; and Malinowski,
1926, for further descriptions and analyses of societies having dual organization.
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respect to the male members of lineage X. Generation III shows that individuals x3 and
x4 are full brothers. The individuals x5 and X6 of generation IV, however, are not shown
as brothers, although in Y4fiomamo kinship usage they would be such.
1 have not indicated them as being related as brothers in order to draw attention
to a fault line that may develop when the members of a síngle lineage (X in thís case)
marry into more than one other lineage (W and Y in thís case). x3 and one of his sisters
married into lineage W , whereas x4 and one of his sisters continued to exchange with
members of lineage Y . ln the following generation the kinship tie of "brother" between
x5 and xs is considerably weaker than the sarne "brother" tie between their fathers (x3
and x4). ln generation V, the ''brother" tie between x7 and xs is weaker stíll. One of
the reasons that agnatic ties5 weaken in this case is that the men in question are drawn
into intimate relationshi p with the kinship groups from which they obtain their wives
and assume, because of the principie of reciprocity, obligations to their affinally related
( that is, by marriage) kinsmen.
Secondly, because agnates of the sarne generation are "brothers," they cán marry
the sarne women and are, hence, competitors: In __other words, the obligations to exchange
women (reciprocity) can link the members of affinally related groups to each other more
intimately than ties of blood between males of the sarne lineage. (This can be more
readily seen in Fígs. 3-5 and 3-6, discussed later, but it can also be partially illustrated
here.) If the village shown in Fig. 3-1 were to split in generation V and form two new
villages, lineage X would pull apart along the fault line shown. That is, pares of lineage
X would end up in each of the two new groups because the affinal ( marriage) ties between its members and their wife-givers are stronger than the agnatíc ties within the
lineage. Individual x7 and his sister would form a new village with w3 (and his síster)
while xs, his " brother" (agnate), would remain paired with lineage Y. Lineage X would
therefore be represented in both of the two new villages; individuais x7 and xs would
«feel" even more remotely related because they now live in different villages, although
they would co,ntinue to call each other "brother." Finally, the two new víllages would
again demonstrate the dual organization that characterized generations 1 and II of the
original village of Fig. 3-1. For the sake of simplicity 1 have shown each married pair
wíth only two children (except in generation III) so that the víllage remains constant
in size, growing only by the addition of new members. ln an acrual village lineages X
and Y might comprise up to 80 percent of che populatíon so that the addition of a few
new members such as w1 would not appreciably alter the dual composirion.
ln Fig. 3-1, lineage X stands as wife-gíver and wife-receiver with respect to the
other two lineages. The significance of thís relationshíp cannot be exaggerated in the
analysis of Y4fiomamo social organization. lts strength derives from the obligations
kinship groups have toward each other once they enter ínto reciprocai marríage exchanges. The wife-giver/wife-receiver relationship is also reflected Ui the attirudes men
have toward their affines, such as brothers-in-law, as opposed to attitudes toward distant
agnates. A man is on very intimate terms with his brother-in-law, jokes with him, gives
him possessions, and protects him; a man treats an agnate of the sarne age with great
reserve and coolness and tends to be jealous of him. He cannot, for example, directly ask
5JGnship ties between patrilineally related kinsmen .
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him to do a favor, whereas he could ask this of a brother-in-law. 6 As shall presently be
seen, the dynamics of Y4nomamo social organization originate in the policies of obtaining
a wife. Within this context, agnates are competitors and affines are allies. This has an
important effect on the manner in which villages fission and form new groups. The
point to remember at this juncture is that ties of marriage are in many cases stronger
than ties of blood.
I emphasize this because many anthropologists argue from "first principies" that
ties of blood are-by definition-more capable of promoting solidarity and amity than
ties by marriage. The controversy over «complementary filiation" between E. R. Leach
(1957) and M. Fortes (1959), still not satisfactorily resolved, was essentially a ~ebate
about the analytical significance of marriage ties. Focusing on only one of the issues and
rephrasing the arguments so as to apply to Fig. 3-2, the debate ran something like this:
Both Leach and Fortes seemed to agree that in societies having lineal descent groups
(lineages), the descent groups would tend to fall apart unless some kind of tie bound
the members to each other. That is, lineages X and Y of Fig. 3- 2 would, in short, pull
away from each other unless they were held together by some special social tie. Fortes
argued that this special tie was the solidarity and amity that grew out of the cognatic
(see Glossary) kinship ties between the two lineages which arise when individuais marry
blood relatives. Looking at generation V, for example, Fortes would argue that lineages
X and Y are bound to each other because xs and y5 married women to whom they are
related by blood (as FaSiDa and MoBrDa). He argues from first principies that solidarity
emanates from the blood ties. Leach, however, states that in generation V the two lineages
are bound to each other by obligations to reciprocate goods, services, and women and
that the solidarity of the two lineages derives from the affinal ties themselves (shown as
<<15" and «16" in Fig. 3-2). If we look only at generation V, the argument cannot be
resolved, since the data support both arguments equally well, or at least do not convincingly support one rather than the other. I might add that both arguments can be
supported by data not given in Fig. 3-2; Fortes' arguments are supported, for example,
by the additional fact that Y4fiOmamo men do not stringendy have to avoid their
mothers-in-law when they are related to them in the fashion shown in Fig. 3-2, whereas
the avoidance taboo is very onerous when a man's mother-in-law is not a blood relative.
If, however, attention is focused on the events of generation III and their consequences
examined, it can readily be seen that the affinal (marriage) ties in generation V are
stronger than some of the agnatic (blood) ties, and the latter break when the village
fissions. (This can be even more readily seen in Fig. 3-4 and 3-5, discussed later.) Thus,
it cannot be argued that Y4fiomamo lineage solidarity derives exch~sively from blood ties
and «complementary filiation." There is another issue. Structural analyses depend in
large measure on a sharp distinction between rnarriage (affinal) ties and blood (consanguineal) ties. Fortes seerns to deny that affinal ties as such exist independencly of
blood ties, and he has «subsumed" thern into his concept of «complementary filiation."
If there is no such thing as affinal ties between lineal descent groups, then structural
ln addition, it is by no means rare for agnates to get inco club fighcs over women. 1 even have recordcd a number of cases of men shooting and killing a "brotber" during raids. Tbis happened on cwo occasions during my
first stay in the field, and I have repores of several additional cases obcaincd from informancs who were describing
past raids.
6
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anal ysis of reciprocai marriage exchanges between such groups and the obligations implied in such exchange is seriously hampered. ln short, if Y~omamõ marriage exchanges
over a number of generations and the kinship basis of village fissioning are examined,
the data support Leach's arguments. They do not, however, invalidate Fortes' argument
that blood ties create some solidarity, but they do call into question the contention that
blood ties by definition, or, rather, on "first principles," account exdusively for the
solidarity occurring between lineages.
ln summary, Fig. 3-1 represents a number of important fearures of Y~nomamo
social organization. First, people reckon descent through males and are grouped into
exogamous, patrilineal lineages. These are called mashi by the Y~omamõ, although none
of them bear distinctive names. 7 Second, members of these lineages tend to intermarry
with the members of a second lineage over a number of generations, being bound to
them by obligations to reciprocate women in marriage. This results in a dual organization
of kinsmen within the village, whose residents fali into one or the other of the two
lineages. Third, new lineages can be incorporated into the village by an extension of
marriage ties, potentially bringing about "structural faults" within the lineages of that
village. Fourth, men are obliged to marry a woman of a single, specific category, suab0ya.
This category defines a variety of women, two subcategories of which can be translated
into the English ~iological equivalents MoBrDa and FaSiDa. Y~nomamõ men prefer to
marry women of these subcategories because they are relieved of much of the discomfort
of avoiding their mothers-in-law.8
The ten pardal genealogies shown in Fig. 3- 2 show how the Y~nomamõ actually
marry. The genealogies have been selected with the intention of illustrating how the
Y ~nomamõ reckon relationships between kinsmen in general, and between husband and
wife in particular. All ten exemplify prescriptive marriage. They are more or less arranged
in decreasing order of correspondence to our own biological concepts of kinship and
illustrate the dassificatory nature of their kinship system.
The people shown on these genealogies are (or were) real people. Many of the
individuais in the examples are related to each other in such ways that all ten of the
examples could be drawn as a single, unified genealogy.
The first eight examples are drawn from the village of Patanowa-teri; the last two
are from Bisaasi-teri. ln case J, for example, the fifth individual of the second generation
is K~awa. To give a rough idea of the incompleteness of each genealogy, only one of
K~obawa's four marriages is shown and only one of his four children. None of his
brothers and sisters are shown either, nor is the face that he married a MoBrDa indicated.
Case A illustrates the identifi.cation procedure to be used in relating the genealogies to the text. There are three generations shown in case A; the first is symbolized by
the Roman numeral 1, the second, by II, the third, by III. Each individual in each generation is given a number; the number series runs from left to right and begins anew with
1 in each generation. Hence, every individual bears a generation number and a positionwithin-generation number. Case A illustrates the marriage of individuals III-1 to III-2;
7

Marhi mons "spccics," "group," "duster of si.mjlar things," and, in the context of kinship, "that group of
people to whom 1 am related through males;" that is, "patrilineal kinsmen."
8 1 draw attention to thc fact that the catcgory is prncribed, but within it thcre are preferences. There are very
few analyscs of socicties that havc a prescriptlve rule within which tliere are preferences, although Needham has
devoted some attention to this interesting phenomenon (1962a, 1962b, and 1963).
\

Fig. 3-3. Ariwari, Kqobawa's son, being fondled by his mother's brother. This is a very intimate
kinship relationship in Yqnomamii society.
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that Ís, the marriage of individuais 1 and 2 of the third generation. Although the ten
examples are given primarily to illustrate the marriage of individuals of the most recent
generation (3 or 4, depending on the number of generations in each example), in some
cases additional marriages in ascending generations will be discussed. The point to
remember for the time being is that the genealogies should be looked at from the most
recent ·generation; the marriage paccern can be more readíly seen in this fashion.
Case A: This exemplifies the matrilateral cross-cousin marriage, sometimes called
MoBrDa marriage. Here, the Yªnomamo category suabóya corresponds exactly with our
biological translation to MoBrDa. The man in question (IIl-1) would have called the
woman suab0ya whether or not he married her. Similarly, she would have addressed ~him
by the term for husband: hfaroya.
.
The marriage of III-1 to III-2 in this case also exemplifies patrilateral cross-cousin
marriage, for the woman is related to her husband as FaSiDa as well. This is so because
individuais 11-1 and 11-4 are siblings (brother and sister to each other) because their own
fathers, in tum, were brothers. (Individual 1-2 was an adopted brother to 1-5, hence the
broken sibling line connecting them.) When an individual marries a woman who is
simultaneously his FaSiDa and MoBrDa, he is said to marry his bilateral cross-cousin.
Case A illustrates the preferred form of marriage, for the man does not have to avoid his
wife's parencs as stringendy as he would were they related to him in a different fashion.
When a man's father-in-law is his MoBr, he i.s on extremely intimate terms wich him
and can even make jokes at his expense. The intimacy of the relationship between a man
and his MoBr was brought home to me very indelibly on one occasion. A group of
Patanowa-ceri men visiced K:\obawa, although cheir two villages were at war. One of the
visitors was K1obawa's wife's brother. Afcer this man resced in a hammock for a few
minutes, he got up and found Ariwari, K1obawa's son. Ariwari was the visitor's sister's
son. He played with him in the hammock and hugged him intimacely ( see Fig. 3-3).
Ariwari fell asleep in hÍs arms. This took place in spite of the face that the visitors were
in danger of being killed by other members of Kª°bawa's group and narrowly escaped
death on their previous visit. (See the section "Division of Labor and Daily Social Life"
later in this chapter for a description of the incident.)
Case B: This illustrates the sarne kind of marriage that took place in Case A,
except that che parents of the married people are half-siblings to each ocher. The
Y~nomamo do not distinguish half-siblings from full siblings, so thi s situation is identical, as far as they are concerned, to the marriage in case A.
Case B also illustrates sororal polygyny: IIl-1 married cwo women who were related
to each other as sisters.
Finally, it should be noted that the father of the man in quescion married a sister
to individual 11- 3. They stood in wife-giver/wife-receiver relationship to each other and
so do their children.
Case C: This illuscrates the patrilateral cross-cousin marriage, chat is, the FaSiDa
marriage. Like the MoBrDa marriage, it is preferred because the man does not have to
avoid his wife's parents. lt is considered to be incescuous for a man to be familiar with
his wife's mother if the woman is still sexually accive. Hence, he must avoid her. If she
is his FaSi, however, incest prohibitions pertaining to that kinswomar: would automatically call furth appropriate behavior on his pare, and the avoidance taboo is not
strtngent.
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The avoidance taboo prohibits a man from saying his mother-in-law's name. My
informants would be extremely embarrassed when I would say the name of their motherin-law while collecring genealogies. K~obawa, for example, would grin sheepishly and
hide his head. Men must also avoid their mothers-in-law physically and should not look
ar chem. If I cook a group of people for a ride in my canoe, rhere would always be considerable shuffiing of bodies so thac the men could be situated in the canoe as far away
from their mothers-in-law as possible.
Finally, case C illustrates anocher kind of sororal polygyny: Individuais Ill- 1 and
llI-3 are siscers to each ocher because their mothers are sisters. (The equation stating
chac children of siblings of the sarne sex are themselves siblings extends indefinitely in
che case of males, but breaks down in rhe case of .females after rwo generations. This is
because descent is patrilineal.)
Case D: This also is a case of FaSiDa marriage: 1-2 and 1-3 were brochers, so one
of the parencs of each of the chird generation individuais were brother and sister to each
other. Hence, llI- 1 married his FaSiDa.
Case E: The marriage of 111-1 to 111-2 is. similar to the marriage in case D, but his
marriage to che second wife, lII-3, illustrates the use of another kinship equation. She
.is an aaual sister to che first wife, but does not stand in che FaSiDa relationship to her
husband. If one of the sisters is FaSiDa, however, then a.11 of them are in Y~nomamõ
kinship usage.
Case F: This illuscraces how affinal cies replace consangu.i,neal cies should the two
conflict. IIl- 1 can trace a blood tie to his wife, one that would prevent him from marrying her, buc the affinal cies becween his own father and the father of his wife permit him
to marry according to che prescription. Individual III-1 would call all of his father's
wives <<mother." Hence, bis own wife is, technically, MoBrDa.
Case G: This illustrates a number of marriage roles stated in the preceding examples. I present ir as a sorc of exercise to reinforce the logic of the Y~nomamo kinship
equations given above. Individual Il-6 married two brothers, Il-5 and Il-7, illustrating
che levirate: che marriage between a man and his brother's widow. Individual Il-9 married
his FaSiDa (as in case F) . Individuais Ill-3 and 111-4 can marry because their fathers
were cross-cousins (see case H , below). Individual III-5 married his FaSiDa, as was
shown for the similar marriage in case E. Individual IV-1 married two women, each of
whom is his FaSiDa. This is so because 1-2 and I-4 were adopted brothers, so that their
sons (11-2 and 11-4) were also siblings. Hence, IV- 1 married his FaSiDa (IV-2) and, as
in case E, her siscer. His second wife is also FaSiDa because her mother (IIl-6) was a
sister to III-2, since their respective fathers (11- 9 and 11- 2) were (adopced) brothers.
Case H: This illustrates a very powerful marriage rule: The children of men who
call each other shoriwà' (brother-in-law) can marry. Practically speaking, in our kinship
terms, the rule is thac the children of cross-cousins stand in marriageable relationship to
each other. 11-2 and Il-3 stand in wife-giver/wife-receiver relationship to each other and
could exchange siscers in marriage. Their sons stand in the sarne relationship. Another
important feature of Y~omamo kinship and marriage rules is illustrated here. While
Ill- 1 married a woman of che prescribed cacegory, he does not reckon bis relationship to
her patrilacerally or matrilarerally. Thac is, she is neither FaSiDa nor MoBrDa, but she
is both! This emphasizes che fact that they marry primarily in terms of categories rather
chan by tracing biological cies, as 1 have clone in the above examples. To the Y~omamõ,
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FaSiDa is the sarne as MoBrDa, and both are called by the sarne term, suabiiya. Hence,
to present the above examples as the Y<inomamo would explain them 1 would not have
had to distinguish MoBrDa from FaSiDa, but rather would have had to use just one
term; in every case presented, men married their suabiiya. (This can be seen in the model
shown in Fig. 3-1; each male married a woman who was simultaneously FaSiDa and
MoBrDa, that is, suabiiya, to him.)
Carer I and ]: These are a lictle unusual, but 1 include them to give some idea of
both the potentials of the Y ílnomamo kinship syscem and the people who use it.
ln case 1, individual 11-2 is the headman of Lower Bisaasi-teri, K<iobawa's ttfather."
He has considerable authority in the group. He arbitrarily redefined som e of his classificatory daughters as sisters so that his sons could marry their daughters. Thus, the marriage
of IV-1 to IV-2 is now considered to be legitimate because IV- 1 could call bis wife's
mother his mother-in-law (FaSi), since his father redefined her as sister. Otherwise, it
would be incest. Most of the people adjusted their kinship usage to fit che circumstances,
but K~bawa, who gave me the decails of the manipulation, refused to adjust his own
cerms. The redefined women in question are his sisters, and he refused to call them FaSi.
1 carne upon this, and several idencical cases, when I learned that the kinship usage
berween specific individuais did not reflecc che equations implied by genealogies. (After
1 had collected extensive genealogies on four villages, I spent a considerable amount of
time collecting kinship terms from specific individuals for every one of the some rwo
thousand individuals included in the genealogies. This served as a cross-check on the
genealogies, but uncovered a large number of incesruous and other interesting marriages
that 1 rnight not have pinpointed otherwise.)
Case J brings out the full potencial of the classificatory nature of Y ílnomamo
kinship. The man. (111- 1) rnarried his suabôya according to che Y<inomamo, although
he was not related to her by any blood ties. The justification for the marriage is the
face that III- 1 calls all the women to whom his father and his father's brothers are
married by the cerrn for mother. Hence, he married his MoBrDa.
THE LINEAGE lt was shown in Chapter 1 chat villages fission to produce new
groups. One of the consequences of this pattern is that in a given area there will be a
number of villages whose members can trace genealogical ties to each orher because they
have cornmon male ancescors. Because of the classificatory nature of Yílnomarno kinship,
the interrelated mernbers of two different villages will use kinship terms for each other
that imply a closeness of relationship. Thus, Kílobawa has •tbrochers" in all of the villages
that have a comrnon history with his own. These men are usually parallel cousins one or
rwo degrees removed, but brothers in terminological categories. (The lineage to which
K~obawa belongs is shown on Fig. 3-5, discussed later as the Sha lineage. )
The Yílflornamo do not name cheir lineages. I have named all che significant
lineages after particular male individuals, usually a long-since-dead rnale whose generation is the last for which 1 have meaningful genealogies. Thus, the Sha lineage is named
after a man called Shamashiadima, long dead. He and his brothers left many male descendants who today are discributed in severa} villages. ln the hisrory of the movernents of
K<iobawa's village, the Sha lineage has figured prominently in the affairs of the group.
Similarly, the Hor lineage is narned after a man called Horeborebiiwii. The Sha and Hor
lirieages have a long history of marriage alliance and the living members of these two
lineages constitute the greater fraccion of the populations of Patanowa-teri, Monou-teri,
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Upper Bisaasi-teri, and Lower Bisaasi-teri (see Table 1). Politically, they are either the
two dominant lineages in each of the above-named villages or one of the two dominant
lineages. For example, the headmen of Upper and Lower Bisaasi-teri, K'lobawa and
Reromauwa, respectively, come from the Sha lineage. ln Patanowa-teri there are two headmen, one from the Sha lineage and one fro~ the Hor lineage. Finally, in Monou-teri, the
headmanship shifted from the Sha lineage to the Hor lineage in 1965 because the Sha
headman was killed in a raid by men from Patanowa-teri. 1 might add that he was killed
by men of his own lineage to whom he was related as ttbrother." After he died, his
brother-in-law,. of the Hor lineage, assumed the leadership. lt is not surprising that the
headmanship shifted to this large, important group. ln terms of sheer numbers, the Hor
lineage (see Table 3-1) was stronger than the Sha lineage in Monou-teri. The distribution
of political power within these two lineages underscores the dual organization of most
Y<!nomamõ villages.
1t is apparent from the foregoing example that the ties between agnates who live
in different villages are not necessarily amicable. The most bitter fighting, in fact, takes
place between members of different villages w.?o are related to each other agnatically. lt
is not uncommon for men to kill their classificatory brothers in the ensuing raieis. As a
consequence of the killing of the Monou-teri headman, for example, the raiders from
Monou-teri avenged his death by shooting Bosibrei of Patanowa-teri. The two men who
acrually killed Bosibrei were related to rheir vicrim as brorhers. Similarly, K~bawa himself shor Rakoiwa, the present Sha headman of Patanowa-teri, rounding him badly. He
had shot to kill even though Rakoiwa was his older (classificatory) brorher.
Once the lineage splits up and is redistributed in severa! villages, the ries between
the men of chac lineage weaken dramatically. And, as we shall see below, the fi.ssioning
of a village is frequentl y the result of a bitter club fi.ght within the village over rhe possession of women. The result is that many villages that have a common history are at
war with each other due to the nature of the feuds that led to their splitting away from
rhe common village. The Patanowa-teri, for example, are at war with all three of the
villages from which they originally separated (see Fig. 3-5, discussed later).
The kinship ties between agnates who live in the sarne village are likewise quite
weak. They are strongest between a man and his younger brothers, for the age differences
alone call forth a certain amount of respect and amity. An older man can be expected to
aid his younger brothers in fights and help them to secure wives. ln some cases, the
younger man obtains his wife from a polygynous older brother; some men appear to
accumulace extra wives with rhe inrention of passing them bn to rheir younger brothers.
K<!obawa, for example, gave one of his wives to a younger brother and will probably give
another wife to a second younger brother. (He is presently permitting the brother to
share her sexual services.) K<iobawlfs older wife, Bahimi, is quite jealous of the co-wives
because they can command some of the tasty morsels of food that would otherwise be
her own prerogative. And, since the younger wives are more atcractive physically, K'lobawa does pay considerable attention to them. ln Lower Bisaasi-teri, one of K~obawa's
classificatory brothers was forced by bis older wife to get rid of his young, attractive
second wife. The man gave her to an unmarried younger brother. He himself had acquired the younger wife as pare of a political alliance he had made with the members of
an allied village, knowing at the time that his first wife would objecr strenuously to the
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TABLE 3-1
VILLAGE CoMPOSITION BY LINEAGE MEMBERSHIP*
Lineage

Male

Female

Total

9
9
1
2
3
1

7
3
2
4
9
1

16
12
3
6
12
2

25

26

51

11
8
5
5
3
5

14
5
11
3
7
8

25
13
16
8
10
13

37

48

85

11
15
3
3
2

9
3
9
3

20
23
6
12
5

34

32

66

58
39
17
1
2
5
122

33
29

91
68
25
4

A. Lower Bisaasi-teri
Sha
Tom
Hor
Kio
Shamatari
Other
B. Upper Bisaasi-teri
Sha
Hor
Kio
Kah
Shamatari
Other

e.

(K~obawa's

Monou-teri
Sha
Hor
Kio
Shamatari
Other

D . Patanowa-teri
Hor
Sha
Kah
Kar
Shamatari
Other

group)

8

8

3
6
11
90

8

16
212

*Rcvised vcrsion of Appcndix A, Chagnon 1966.

transaction. Still, he took the girl. When domestic trariquility could no longice be maincained, he passed her on to his younger brother.
The relationship between a man and his brothers of approximately the sarne age
are generally not amicable. Brothers of the sarne approximate age tend to be jealous of
each other and treat one another with considerable reserve and i:espect. A man can
directly ask an immature younger brother to execute some task for him, but hc can
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only suggest to a brother of the sarne age that the task should be clone. This is equally
true should one of them be the village headman. K4obawa can ask his youngest brothers
to perform many menial tasks during the preparations for a feast, but he cannot ask
his mature brothers to help out. Thus, when it is time to clean the weeds frotn the village
plaza to prepare the dance site, K4obawa himself initiates the work, a form of suggestion
that the task must be clone. After a while his older, politically important brothers will
join him, but only on their own initiative. He could not directly ask them to do this
work. On one occasion a young man stole my flashlight and gave it to Shiimima, a
younger brother to K4obawa, but already a mature adult. I asked K4obawa to help me
get it back. After a day or so I asked him if he had gotten ~y flashlight back from
Shiimima, whereupon he replied: <<J have spoken to him about it. He will return it if
he sees fit. I cannot order him. to do so because he is already fierce." Adult brothers of
the sarne age are under considerable pressure to establish their prowess and masculinity
and do not permit other men, including their mature brothers, to boss them around.
By contrast, K4obawa could have commanc;led bis yqungest brother to return the fiashlight,
since the latter was not yet «fierce," that is, p_olitically significant in village affairs, hence,
anxious to display personal autonomy.
Finally, people can trace remore genealogical relationships to others under many
circumstances. K4obawa continuously spoke of the headman of a distant village as his
brother. When I questioned him about his usage, he explained that he and the other
man have a common patrilineal great-grandfather, that is, he cfemomtrated (see Glossary)
his genealogical relationship to the man in question. The other headman gave a similar
account.
ln small villages the male members of the sarne lineage are usually on fairly
intimate terms with each other. As the village grows in size, however, closeness of
genealogical relationship becomes an important measure of the amity between brothers.
That is, some men who are related as brothers group together and behave as a political
unit. They group together because they are closely related genealogically and have
common interests with respect to obtaining wives. If the village is very large, there may
be two or more such groups of brothers within the sarne lineage. The larger lineage begins to segment into smaller factions, result.ing in groups of agnates who are on more
intimate terms with the members of their own group than they are with their genealogically more distant agnates who, in turn, constitute a different group.
THE LOCAL DESCENT GROUP This lineage segmentation was implicit in Generation V of Fig. 3-1 and arose because of the way in which members of lineage X entered
into marriage alliances with members of the incorporated lineage W. These groups of
brothers-segments-are called local descent groups.9 Local descent groups have three
characteristics. First, membership in them depends on patrilineal descent. Hence, the
members all trace relationships to each other through males, and one can only be amember of the group if such a relationship exists. Second, the members of the group live
in the sarne village. If, for example, a young man leaves his village to seek a wife elsewhere, he is no longer a member of the local descent group that includes his brothers and
9Leach, 1951. Y~nomamo kxal descem groups differ slightly from the definition given by Leach; among the
Y~nomamo such groups rarely include more than two generations of males, whereas Leach defined them as em·
bracing three generations. Otherwise, Y~omamo local descem groups closely fit Leach's definition.
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father. He can rejoin them later and again become an active member, but while he lives
in a different village he does not participate in the political affairs of that group. Third,
the group is corporate with respect to the functions of arranging the mai.-riages of the
female members. This is the most important single fearure of the local descent group:
its function. The first two characteristics of the group dealt only with · the manner in
which members can be recruited to the group (birth in the group and coresidence of
such kinsmen). ln anthropological usage, a corporation is a group of people who share
some estale and have rights and obligations with respect to each other and to the estate.
There are definite rules for recruiting new members into the corporation. Most studies
of primitive corporations have dealt with those societies in which iand is the estate of
the corporation. (See, for example, Fried 1957.) Among the Y~omamõ, land has nothing
to do with the functions of the corporate group. Women and rights to dispose of women
in marriage constitute the estate of the Y~omamõ corporate groups. Leach is the first
anthropologist to draw attention to the analytical importance of this kind of corporation
(1961, Chapter 5), although Radcliffe-Brown (1953), in one of the first theoretical discussions of primitive corporations, emphasized the importance of rights over persons in
some kinds of corporations.
Marriages are arranged by the male members of the local descent group. lt cannot
be supposed, for example, that the marriage rules automatically dictate the manner in
which a woman is disposed in marriage; there are always some negotiations brought
about by the situation. For example, a small village may require alliances with larger villages for purposes of defense, and the men of the small village may promise to give daughters to men in the larger village; or there may be a number of men within the village
that stand in wife-receiving relationship to the girl, anda decision must be made regarding her ultimate disposition. ln some cases a woman's daughters are promised to young
men even before they are born. Generally, the girls are near puberty age by the time
they are definitely given to a specific male, and they begin cohabiting with the man
shortly after the puberty ceremony is over. ln some situations a woman must be reassigned to an appropriate mate because her first husband died or abandoned her; or she
might run away from a cruel husband and seek refuge among her brothers, bringing
about a siruation in which they must decide what to do with her.
Women abhor the possibility of being given to men in distant villages, since
their face is much less certain. Men in general are cruel to their wives, and the women
rely on the protection of their brothers. A woman who is given to a man in a distant
village, therefore, will generally have no broth~s to protect her.
A man has considerably more say about the disposition of his daughters when he
is young and has immarure sons. As the sons grow older, they can overrule the father
and insist that the girl be given to a man from some lineage that is likely to reciprocate
with a sister. ldeally, women like to be given to men within their natal village. ln this
fashion the women can remain dose to their own kinsmen and rely on the support of
their brothers should the husband be particularly cruel. The best arrangement for everyone concemed is for the girl to be given to a man to whom she is relaçe~ as FaSiDa or
MoBrDa in the biological sense. Marriages of this kind exempt the husband from the
onerous duty of stringently avoiding his parents-in-law, whereas they at the sarne rime
bind the wife-giving and wife-receiving groups more dosely together in the system of
reciprocities. As K•obawa stated it, ult is good for groups to exchange women back and
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forth in this fashion. They will be good friends because of it." 1 If the girl marries a
man of this category, the probability is high that she will remain in the village with her
parents and brothers, since exchanges of this kind keep affinally linked local descent
groups bound to each other.
The consequences of the corporate marriage-arranging functions of the local
descent group can be most easily seen in the lineage basis for village fissioning, shown
in Fig. 3-4. Brief1y, the policies of arringing marriages are such that local descent groups
of lineage X will pair with similar groups of lineage Y, and largely confine their marriage
exchanges to those groups. Putting it more simph', each local descent group of lineage X
will pair off with one local descent group of lineage Y, and stand in wife-giver/wifereceiver relacionship to that group. When the village fisions, the paired local descent
groups will be more strongly ºbound to each other by marriage ties than each is to the
other local descent groups of its own lineage.
VILLAGE FISSIONING Fig. 3- 4 presents the structural basis of village fissioning
in terms of paired local descent groups. Village A contains two lineages, X and Y. Each
lineage has four local qescent groups. For.. simplicity of presentation, only the male
101 obtained

a nearly identical explanation of reciprocai marriage exchanges of this kind from one of the Makiritare Indians, northern neighbors to the Y~omamo. The Carib-speaking Makiritare have a prescriptive bilateral
cross-cousin marriage rule like the Y:inomamo. My informant told me, in Spanish: "lt is necessary for a man to
marry his yeitanade (their equivalem to the Y:inomamo category of suabüya]. ln this fashion families become good
fi:iends because they marry with each other rime after rime. When you marry this way, you are good friends with
your wánya [brother-in-law] and can play and joke with him. You are also good friends with your wodoma [fatherin-law]. If you marry a different way, you must be careful around your wodôma and respect him."

Fig. 3-4. Distribution o/paired local descent groups in vil!age fissioning.
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members are shown. Each group is paired off with an equivalent local descent group of
the opposite lineage, giving che four numbered pairs. When village A fissions to form
villages B and C, lineages X and Y will break at the weakest points, resulcing in the
formation of cwo new villages that have an identical composition: Village B is like
village C in size and contains two local .descent groups of lineages X and Y; the two
local descent groups of each lineage in both new villages are paired with the analogous
group of the opposite lineage. Fig. 3-4 can be viewed as a diagram of the physical organization of the village. Thus, in village A the male members of lineage X would cend
to live on one side of the village, while the males of lineage Y would live on the opposite
side. ln acrual distribution, then, the village has a ttdiametric dual organization" (LéviStrauss, 1961, Chapter 8). The Y~nomamo, however, do not conceive of che village as
having discrete halves. That is, they do not have formal rules enjoining che male members of lineage X to live on one side of the village. There are always residencial exceptions
to the arrangement shown in Fig. 3-4.
Village B fissions again, resulring in the furrher breakdown of lineages X and Y.
The outcome, villages D and E, is essentially like the outcome of the fission in village
A; that is, the resulting new villages are alike in composition, size, and structure. Village
C has not fissioned and continues to exist as it did after separating from village B. A
comparison of the three villages shown in the last step of Fig. 3-4 will reveal that D,
E, and C' are interrelated villages because patrilineages X and Y occur in each of chem.
The members of the patrilineages would still continue to call each other brother and
sister, alchough they would be distributed in three different villages. The genealogical
ries connecting villages D, E, and C' have been drawl) in to emphasize this relationship.
The reason that lineages break down in this fashion scems from rhe face that
remore agnacic ties are weaker than the marriage ties that link the paired local descent
groups to each other. The strength of the affinal ties becween paired local descent groups
derives from the obligarions of reciprocity in marriage exchanges. Thus, when village B
fissioned, local descent group X-1 had stronger ries to Y-1 chan it did to X-2. The resulc
was tbat X-1 and Y-1 separated from X-2 and Y- 2 to form their own village, D ..1 1
Fig. 3-4 describes the "ideal" pattern of village fissioning. Fig. 3-5 shows the
struccure and composition of three actual Y~omamo villages for comparison. As in
Fig. 3-4, only the adule males are shown. The incomplete triangles of Upper Bisaasi-teri
in Fig. 3-5 signify chat the men in question do not live in that village, but they musc be
included in the diagram to show that their sons live in Upper Bisaasi-ceri. The two men
acrually live in Patanowa-ceri, the composition of which is noc shown in Fig. 3-5. What
has been shown is that the lineages Hor and Sha excend into Pacanowa-teri. ln face, the
populacion of that village is comprised largely of members of these two lineages. See
Table 3-1. Only the adule male members of che villages are shown for the three villages
in Fig. 3-5, since ir is this class of men chat dominares the policical affairs of the village.
For chose interested in aJl the genealogical relationships becween ali the members of
one of the villages (Lower Bisaasi-reri), see Chagnon, 1966, Figure 2 and Appendix A.
As can be seen from Fig. 3-5, each village is characrerized by a dual organizarion of
intermarrying lineages. ln 1960, Lower Bisaasi-teri and Upper Bisaasi-teri were, in face,
a single vilfagc. Ir can be seen how local descent groups of rhe Sha lineage, for example,
llThe pair "X- 1 and Y-1" is represented on Fig. 3-4 simply by the nwneral "1".
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Fig. 3-.5. Actua/. vil/age fiJJioning.

separated from each other because of the ties each had to affinally liriked descent groups
of other lineages. Thus, Lower Bisaasi-teri is comprised essentially of two groups: a local
descent group of the Sha lineage and a local descent group of the Tom lineage. Their
members have exchanged women with each other for severa! generations, creating strong
'
bonds of reciproca! obligations to continue to exchange in the future (Chagnon 1966).
Similarly, the local descent groups of the Sha lineage in the two remaining villages
shown in the figure are linked by affinal ties to other lineages.
Further back in history-1954-Monou-teri also constituted a portion of the village that included Upper and Lower Bisaasi-teri (see Fig. 2-4, Chapter 2). Finally, the
three villages shown on Fig. 3-5 constituted a single village with Patanowa-teri about
1940. The fissioning of the original village (and subsequent village fissioning) resulted
in the distribution of local descent groups according to pairs, as shown in Fig. 3-4.12

Discrepancies in the Marriage Pattern
1 presented in considerable detail the relationship between acrual behavior and
ideal rules about behavior from a qualitative point of view. This was accomplished by
comparin~ genealogical diagrams describing some actual examples to ideal models of
marriage :ind village fissioning. 1 will now give some of the quantitative aspects of
marriage behavior and the demographic and political bases of the actual marriage pattern.
Table 3-2 shows the distribution of marriage types found in two related villages.
some arC2S of Brazil thc pattern of villagc fissioning is slighdy differcnt. There, a local dcscenc group may
evcn cstablish its own housc, scparated from the wifc-giving/wifc-rcceiving mcmbcr of the pair by as much distance as severa! milcs. What 1 havc bccn calling thc "villagc" in this discussion breaks down, in portions of Brazil,
·into severa! "part-villagcs" that are not capable of carrying on an independent social existcncc. That is, membcrs
of the "part-villagc," thc composition of which is csscntially a singlc local dcsccnt group of onc lincagc, must
obtain their wives from some othcr nonlocal group.
121n
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These figures represent a sample of marriages in the two villages. The sample
consists of all married males who are thirty-five years old or younger. The sample was
chosen in this fashion because the analysis of the marriage types depends on genealogical
information covering severa! generations. By selecting only the younger men the analysis can be quite easily undertaken. ln Patanowa-teri there were 38 men of rhis category,
many of whom had multiple wives. A man with four wives, therefore, represents four
marriages. ln Lower Bisaasi-teri only 10 married men were below thirty-five years of age
and accounted for the seventeen marriages. If all rhe men were included, the analysis
would be inaccurate because l do not have adequately long genealogies for some of the
oldest men. Up to 1940, the villages of Patanowa-teri and Lower Bisaasi-teri were not
separate entities; they separated from each orher at about that time. Patanowa-teri is
a large and powerful village, containing 212 people. Lower Bisaasi-teri, with only 51
people, is militarily dependent on severa! of its allies.
Four types of marriages are shown in Table 3-2. The term prescriptive refers to
the kinds of marriages described in Fig. 3-2. An incestuous marriage is defined as a
man marrying a woman of his own patrilineage (or his mother or niece reckoned
through his mother's side of the family). Marriages resulting from either alliance or
abduction have been lumped into a single category because they represent the recruitment
of spouses from outside the group. Finally, a few marriages are unéxplainable in terms
of Y~omamõ kinship and marriage equations; these represent marriages berween members of distinct lineages that have recendy entered into exchanges with each other.
As can be seen from Table 3-2, there is a major difference berween the two villages
in the proporrion of prescriptive marriages on the one hand and alliance marriages on
the other. ln short, the Patanowa-teri follow their marriage prescriptions far more
rigorously than do the Lower Bisaasi-teri. This is so because Patanowa-teri, a much
larger village, does not need to enter into marriage alliances with its neighbors; ir is
politically and militarily capable of an autonomous existence. Most of the allianceabduction marriages in Patanowa-reri are, in fact, abductions; in Bisaasi-teri most of
them are alliance marriages. Therefore, the relative frequency of alliance-type marriages
is much lower for Patanowa-teri than for Lower Bisaasi-teri. This difference in marriage
behavior stems from the relative abilities of the two groups to maintain military autonomy in a milieu of chronic warfare, a quality that is largely a function of rhe size of
the group. The members of a militarily vulnerable village will breach the marriage
prescriptions in order to establish political alliances with neighboring groups by ceding
women to them.

TABLE 3-2
MARRIAGE TYPES IN PATANOWA-TERI AND LOWER BISAASI-TERI

Prescriptive
2. Incestuous
3. Alliance and/or abduction
4. Unexplained
1.

Patanowa-teri

Lower Bisaasi-teri

37

7

4
8

1

3
Totais: 52

9

o
17
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TABLE 3-3
SEX-RATIO DATA ON SELECTED VILLAGES

Upper Bisaasi-teri
Lower Bisaasi-teri
Monou-teri
Reyabooowei-teri
MÇmaribowei-teri
Patanowa-teri
Aikam-teri and Roko-teri

Males

Females

Totals

37
25
34
52
50

48
26
32
46

85
51

122

-129
449

46
90

103
391

66

98
96
212
232

-

840

Table 3-3 gives sex-ratio data on seven groups of Y~omamõ. The fust three villages are not truly representative of the population in general, but are included because
they have been frequently discussed in the text.
They are not rcpresentative because some 15 men from these villages were killed in a
single treacherous feast in 1950, a significant fraction of the adult male population. These
feasts are not very frequent. The three groups are allied to each other and have been
extremely successful at coercing two neighboring Shamatari villages out of women; a
surprisingly high proportion of their women come from these állies. As we shall see,
they have been successful because of che geographical and hiscorical relacionships chac
characterize che alliance network in this area.
DEMOGRAPHIC BASIS As is apparent, chere are more males in che Y~nomamõ
population chan females. This demographic face results from che praccice of selectively
killing female babies: fémaie infanticide. The Y~omamõ also praccice male infancicide ,
buc because of che preference to have a male as their first child, chey unknowingl y kill
more females than males. The Y~nomamo have only three numbers: one, two, and morethan-two. They are, accordingly, poor statisticians. They are quite unaware of the fact
that they do kill more female babies, and every time 1 questioned them about it, they
insisted thac they killed both kinds-"more-than-two" of both kinds.
A child is killed at birth, irrespective of its sex, if the mother already has a nursing
baby. They racionalize the practice by asserting that the new infant would probably die
anyway, since its older sibling would drink most of the milk. They are most reluctant
to jeopardize the health and safety of a nursing child by weaning it before it is three years
old or so, preferring to kill the competitor instead. K~obawa's wife, Bahimi, killed a newbom male shortly after 1 began my fieldwork. She later told me, quite tearfully, that it
would have taken milk away from Ariwari, Kiobawa's favorice child. Ariwari at the
rime was over two years old, but Bahimi refused to wean him. Sometimes a child is killed
simply because the mother d~n't feel chat she can care for it properly and that ir would
be an inconvenience to have to tend a baby. 1 once saw a plump, well-fed, young mother
eating a large quantity of food that would have been suitable to give to an older infant.
H er emaàated, filthy, and nearly starved child-about two years old- kept reaching out
for the food. The mother explained that the baby had gotten a bad case of diarrhea some
rime ago and had stopped eating. As a consequence, her milk dried up. She refused to
attempt to feed it other foods because '' it did not know how to eat other foods." When
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1 insisted that she share her food with the child, he ate it ravenously. ln short, she was
letting the baby die slowly of starvation. 1 have similar accounts from missionaries who
have also witnessed cases such as this.
M.ale babies are preferred because they will grow up to be warriors and hunters.
Most men make known their wishes to have a son-even to the point of insinuating
that the wife ought to deliver a male or suffer the consequences. This is always clone in
a subtle way, usually by displaying signs of anger or resentment at the thought of having
a daughter that constantly eats without being potentially an economic asset or guardian
of the village. Many women will kill a female baby just to avoid disappointing their
husbands. The Y4nomamõ also practice abortion in a very crude but effective way. The
pregnant woman will lie on her back and have a friend jump on her belly to rupture the
amnion. Sometimes abortions are effected because the woman does not want to kill the
baby after it is born. ln other cases a man will order bis wife to abort if he suspects that
somebody else conceived the child.
Severa! techniques are used to kill a newborn child. The most common method is
to strangle it with a vine so as not to touch it physically. Another common method is to
place a stick across the child's neck and stand on both ends of it until it chokes. ln some
cases rhe child is not given the stimulus to breathe and is simply abandoned. Finally,
some women throw the child against a tree or on the ground and just abandon it without
checking to see if ir was killed by the injuries sustained. One of the New Tribes Missionaries discovered a female baby in 1964 that had been discarded in this fashion and brought
her home with him. The baby's face was badly bruised on one side, but she survived. The
missionary subsequently adopted her legally and is raising her in England.
The demographic result of rhe Y4nomamõ infanticide practices is that there is a
shortage of females.13 This shortage of females, however slight, assumes greater proportions for a number of culturally determined reasons. That is, the shortage of women is
even greater than statistics alone imply because of the practice of polygyny and because
of taboos relating to sexual intercourse.
The village of Patanowa-teri, for example, has 122 males and only 90 females
(see Table 3-3). But many (about 25 percent) of the politically important men in rhe
village have two or more wives. Hence, many men have no wives. Polygyny, rherefore,
increases rhe women shortage because the available women are disrributed unequally.
ln addirion ro rhis, the Y4nomamõ have taboos a~inst intercourse when a woman
is pregnant or is nursing a child. The taboo is by no means followed to the strict letter,
since children are nursed for three years or more-some men sheepishly admit having
coitus with a lactating wife. Rerebawa, whose youngest child is about a year old, told me
that he recendy tried to persuade his wife to make love. He added: «She rold me to go
take some drugs and chant to my forest spirits; she is still tstingy' wirh her vagina." Hence
there is considerable concern within the village over the acquisition and possession of
13The frequency of female infanticide must be considerably higher than the statiscics in Table 3-3 imply, since
warfare results in the death of more men than women. This shows up in the agç and sex distribution: There are
more males in the younger age categories than females because of the infantÍcide preferences. As the males get
older, however, they are more liable to death in warfare, resulcing in a fairly even distribution of males and females
in the thirty- to forty-year age interval. Finally, there are more old women than old men, also reflecting the higher
male mortality due to warfare. l have published more substantial data on Y~omamo demography in Neel and
Chagnon, 1968.
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sexually active females. Some of the teen-age males have homosexual affairs with each
other; the females of their own age are usually married. By the rime a young man is
twenty years old or so he is anxious to display bis masculinity, and at that point becomes
a competitor for the sexual favors of the village belles- married belles. This causes considerable friction and results in dub fighting. (See Chapter 5.)
Still another factor leads to breeches of the marriage rule: chance. ln some villages
there are disproportionately more males ( or females) of the sarne lineage because of the
way in which the group split from a different village. Again, there may be no eligible
females when a young man is old enough to marry. H is only choice is to seek a wife in
a different village. Rerebawa, for example, was forced into this situation. His own village
is quite small (about 50 people), but it is dominated numerically by members of his.own
lineage. Hence, most of the females in the village are related to him as mother, sister,
or daughter. The remaining females are married to his older brothers. He therefore carne
to Upper Bisaasi-teri-an ally of his village-to seek a wife.
Thus, political necessity, cultural practices relating to population control, unequal
distribution of women, and chance combine to produce sicuations in which people cannoc
follow cheir prescriptive marriage rules. The ·factors dealing with policies are che most
meaningful in explanacions of che discrepancy between Y411omamo marriage behavior
and ideal models of thac behavior.
Po LITICAL BASIS The imporcance of policies can be demonscraced by citing a
few incidents in the history of severa! villages and explaining how alliances and hostilities
develop over time.
ln Chapter 1 1 briefty described the policical milieu within which K:iobawa's
village was siruaced. The relacionships that exist ac the present time make considerably
more sense when they are viewed in che perspective of che historical events that led up
to them. The reasons for village fissions and wars and why particular villages have entered
into alliances with each other will now be explored briefly.14
The more important política! ties currently maintained by K:iobawa's group have
antecedents that go back to approximacely 1940. At that rime the present villages of
Patanowa-teri, Monou-teri, and Upper and Lower Bisaasi-teri were one large village (see
Fig. 2-8). ln 1940, they were known collectively as the Patanowa-teri. To their south was
a series of villages whose residents are collectively known as the Shamatari people. The
Patanowa-teri were on friendly terms with most of che Shamatari and frequently visited
chem in order to trade. Just prior to 1940, an epidemie, probably malaria, resulted in the
deaths of a number of Patanowa-teri. The Shamatari were suspected of causing the epidemie by practicing harmful magic. The first Shamatari man to visic the village after
the epidemie, Ruwahiwa, was rreacherous killed by a man who presently lives in Monouteri; he bashed his head open with an axe. This immediately precipitated a war between
the Patanowa-teri and several of the Shamatari villages.
A few years afrer the war scarted the Patanowa-teri fissioned into two groups:
They relocaced their gardens, but remained fairly dose to each other geographically.
This split was caused by constant bickering within the group and club fights over women.
The two new villages thus formed were friendly enough to each other to live in the sarne
discussed these relationships in considerable detail in my doctoral disserrarion, Chagnon, 1966. The following
account is a simplified versíon.
14I
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general area, but too hostile to remain together in a single village. Largely due to food
theft, their mutual political relationships gradually worsened. The two groups returned
to the old site in order to harvest the fruits of the cultivated peach-palm tree, as each
tree is owned by the person who planes ir. Some of the fruir belonging to a n1an in one
of the groups was stolen by a man in' the other group. This led to a club fight between
the two villages, after which they parted on hostile terms. The group rhat included
Kiobawa decided to abandon rheir new garden and establish another one further away,
anticipating a raid from the other group. Ulrimately, the members of the two villàges
began raiding each orher and entered inro a prolonged and bloody war that was still
raging when 1 lefr rhe field in 1967.
About 1949, to avoid the Patanowa-teri raids, K4obawa and his group moved to
an even more remote locarion. From here, they began visiting one of the Shamatari
villages, lwahikoroba-teri, located to the south of them. Unfortunately, the people of
lwahikoroba-teri were allied to rhe Shamarari group (Ruwahiwa's village) with which
K~obawa's group was at war. At rhe instigation of K:iobawa's enemies, the l wahikorobateri invited his group to a feast during which many of them were treacherously killed,
including Kiobawa's father. This incident cook place sometime in the period DecemberJanuary of 1950-1951. The survivors, many of them badly wounded, fled to a newly
deared garden site they had established a day's walk north of their village. They returned
to their village only to obtain food, which they carried back to their new but nonproducing garden. After the wounded had removed the arrow points and were on the road to
recovery, the group moved back into their producing garden. By rhis rime word of the
treachery had spread to all the villages in the area. The headman of Mahekodo-teri, the
only village located on the Orinoco River in 1950, visited K<}obawa's group and invited
them to take refuge wirh his people.15 K4obawa and his group readily accepted the invitation, and they moved inco Mahekodo-teri, knowing that they could prosecure the war
with the Shamatari only if they had allies and could raid from a great disrance. Their
own village was too dose to Shamata:ri territory, and their capacity to raid was gready
reduced after so many of their men had been killed.
Kiobawa knew that the generous offer from the Mahekodo-teri was not entirely
stimulated by altruist.ic motives. ln 1910 his group had been forced ro rake refuge with
an ally because of a war; the ally demanded in return many of rhe guests' women. Similarly, the Mahekodo-teri coerced K4obawa's group inro ceding a number of women, the
price a weakened and dependent village must pay for the support of a stronger ally. Ir
was later learned that the Mahekodo-reri planned ro kill the rest of the men and abduct
all of the women, bur an unexpecred war delayed their pior. (See Chagnon 1966.) Two
of K~obawa's sisrers were among those claimed by the Mahekodo-teri; one of theni still
lives there, and the other was taken away from her Mahekodo-teri husband by force by
Rerebawa's brother.
K4obawa and his group lived with their protectors off..and-on for about a year,
while they worked assiduously at making their new gardens. &cause of internal fighting,
they decided to make two new gardens and form two separate villages. The year was
15Jamcs

P. Barker of the New Tribes Mission had just moved into Mahekodo-teri a few months earlier, marking
the beginning of the Y~omamõ's first sustained contact with any outsiders. He witnessed the arrival of K~obawa's
group.
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spent according to a schedule of work alcernaced wich periods of resc. They would live
in tbe Mahekodo-teri village for about three wee~ at a scretch, rescing from their gardening tasks, and return to their new gardens for about three weeks of intensive clearing and
cultivation. Their plantings and seeds were. provided by the Mahekodo-teri. 16 They carried their provisions from the Mahekodo-teri gardens while chey worked at their new
gardens, sending men back for more as these ran shorc. As soon as one of the new gardens
was producing, chey moved away from the Mahekodo-teri. The second garden was
completed after cheir move, and the Monou-teri separated from K4bowa's group. This
was about 1954. During che time they lived with the Mahekodo-ceri, chey raided che
Shamatari frequencly, and were raided in return. The Shamatari ambushed and killed
two Mahekodo-teri on one raid, causing che Mahekodo-teri to accively prosecute the
war with che Shamatari to avenge these deaths.
K4obawa's group abondoned che new site and moved to the Orinoco River shortly
after the Monou-teri separated from them. They had established a garden on the Orinoco
during the time that the Monou-teri were completing their own site. ln short, the garden
that was made while K4obawa and his group lived with the Mahekodo-teri was simply
a vantage point chat permitted the group to take leave of its protectors as soon as possible, while they escablished gardens in more desirable locations.
K4obawa's group moved down the Orinoco River in 1959- 1960, after having lived
at the new site only five years. This move was stimulated by the appearance of a government malaria team that established a small station at the mouth of the Mavaca River.
K1obawa's group moved across the river from them in order to be in a position to obtain
steel tools from the newly arrived foreigners. K1obawa's group fissioned again in ·che
process of this move; the Lower Bisaasi-teri established a separate garden and built their
own village just across the Mavaca River from ~obawa's group. The fission was not
complete, however, as both sections of Bisaasi-teri built a common village that they
occupied during the dry season, when they conducted their feasts and went on raiding
pareies.
K<iobawa's group made contacts with a large Shamatari village, Paruritawa-teri,
shortly after having moved to the mouth of the Mavaca River in 1959-1960. This village
had fissioned from one of the Shamatari groups that participated in the treacherous feast
in 1950 and was on semifriendl y terms with it. Thus, Kªobawa and his group saw an
opportunity to get revenge on their archenemies. They cultivated an alliance with the
Paruritawa-ceri and succeeded in getting chem to parcicipace in a treacherous feasc. The
Paruricawa-ceri chemselves were fissioning inco two groups, so chey made two new gardens southwesc of K4obawa's village in .Preparation for the treacherous feast. The feast
invitation was sent (1960) to the unsuspecting Shamacari by the Paruritawa-teri. But
many of them were sick, and only five men and four women u.lcimatel y carne to the
treacherous feast ac Paruritawa-teri. K4obawa and his followers, as well as the Monouterí, secreted themselves outsíde the village while the Paruritawa-teri entertained the
hapless guests inside. They managed to kill three of the five men and seized all of the
women. The Paruritawa-teri abandoned their garden, ancicipating che inevitable revenge
raids and moved to che two new sites, fissioning into two groups of about 95 people.
This treacherous feast put the Paruritawa-teri in a very poor position. They were
(and are) che westernmost Y40omamo in the area, and their closest neighbors were the
16James Barker informed me of the schedule followed by K;iobawa and h is g roup.
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Monou-teri, Lower Bisaasi-teri, and ~obawa's group. All their other neighbors, allied
to the victims of the treacherous feast, relendessly raided them. They were, in short,
extremely dependent on K~obawa's group and the two other villages relared to K~obawa's group.
.
K~obawa and his followers have astutely finessed this situation in two ways. First,
they have managed to coerce the two Shamatari villages into ceding women without
reciprocating an equal number of their own in rerurn. The men who have obtained
Shamatari wives have, as well, managed to cut short their period of bride service in the
Shamatari village. Conversely, Shamatari men who have been promised women of K~o
bawa's group are pressed into very lengthy bride service, sometimes up to three years.
Secondly, K~obawa's group has prevented the two Shamatari allies from re-establishing
friendly. contacts with the other Shamatari to their southeast by chicane, threat, and
intimidation. One of the two Shamatari allies, the Reyabobowei-teri, has attempted a
rapprochement with the Shamatari enemies of K~obawa's group. ln 1965, severa! months
after 1 had been living in ~obawa's village, K~obawa's group managed to stage another
treacherous feast for the old enemies by taking advantage of the renewed ties between
the Reyabobowei-teri and the enemies. They learned that the Reyabobowei-teri planned
to invite one of the villages to a feast, so they, along wi~h the Monou-teri, Lower Bisaasiteri, and MÇmaribowei-teri, went to the feast in order to ambush the guests. The Reyabobowei-teri, however, were reluctant togo through with the plan and warned the visitors
about it. The visitors were en route to the village when word of the treachery reached
them. This had the effect of creating even more difficulties for the Reyabobowei-teri, for
it is highly unlikely that they will succeed in gaining the confidence of their neighbors to
the southeast. _Nevertheless, some visiting between che groups scill continues.17
The hiscorical relationships between the villages helps account for the reasons
behind contemporary alliance patterns. The discrepancy between marriage rules and
actual marriage practice in Lower Bisaasi-teri is a result of the political advantages that
' · group enjoys over one of its allies. lt has used this advantage to gain a favorable imbalanced marriage exchange pattern, buc one that is only cemporary. The Shamatari are also
shrewd in their alliance praccices, and have succeeded in neutralizing cheir disadvantages
by capitalizing on schisms between ~obawa's group and Lower Bisaasi-ceri. This has
been done largely by confining their marriage exchanges to important men in che dominant lineages of Upper and Lower Bisaasi-teri. One of the Shamacari villages, MÇmari-:
bowei-ceri, has rescricced its exchanges to Lower Bisaasi-ceri and Monou-teri, whi~e completely ignoring Upper Bisaasi-ceri. The ocher Shamacari village has given its women only
to Upper Bisaasi-teri. This has resulted in the weakening of ties between the chree villages of Upper Bisaasi-teri, Lower Bisaasi-teri, and Monou-teri, whose members are
171

plan to use these visiting ties to establish concaa with the Shamatari villages in that arca, none of which
have had contaet with outsiders. These uncontacted Shamatari, however, know who 1 am because 1 attempted
to reach them in 1965. They subsequently senc a message out urging me to visit them, angry because my guides
forced me to tum back on my first atcempt. ln 1966 they even senc an old man to K~obawa's village by way of
Reyabobowei-teri with an invitation for me to visit them. I had already lcft Venezuela by that time. Most of the
men in the two contacted Shamacari villages tried to prevent me from going by telling horrible tales of the treachery
that awaited my visit, describing how the Shamatari will kill me. The truth of the matter is that they know that 1
will bring the unconcacted Shamatari machetes and axes that might otherwise be given to them. The hcadman
of one of the uncontacced villages has a brother in Mçmaribowei-teri. He privately conceded thac no hann would
befall me and offered to take me to visit in 1967. He was, unforrunately, bitten by a snake just beforc 1 arrived in
March of 1967, and my plans werc deferred unciJ 1968.
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related agnatically to each other, and who share a common history. That is, they have
lost solidarity as a network of allied villages and, therefore, some of the advantages they
enjoyed as wife receivers with respect to the Shamatari villages. They are less able to
behave as a single political entity and force the Shamatari to cede women because the
Shamatari have given them women in such a way so as to make them competitors with
each other. This has also weakened the ties between the two Shamatari villages, which
are also related to each other by agnatic ties and common history because each group has
linked its political face with the affairs of different allies. Nevertheless, the two Shamatari
villages have, by exchanging women in this fashion, reduced the solidarity of the group
of villages that once stood as a unified politi cal bloc that coerced them out of women.
This can be demonstrated in two ways. During the period 1964-1966, Upper and
Lower Bisaasi-teri still maintained a common village and entertained visitors as a group.
Near the end of this period, afcer the marriage exchanges had begun to show their effects,
they abandoned the common village and began to entertain allies independently of each
other. At that time they had together managed to acquire two dozen or so women from
the Shamatari while having given or promised only a half-dozen in return. When I returned in 1%7, the situation had changed appreciably. There were many more Shamatari
men living in the group because they had been given women; that is, the exchanges were
more balanced. Moreover, the relationships between Upper and Lower Bisaasi-teri were
not as amicable as they had been the previous year; each group was becoming more
involved in the obligations it had acquired by entering into marriage exchanges with
one of the two Shamatari villages. Just before 1 returned, there was a club fight involving
all of the villages: The Upper Bisaasi-teri and Reyabobõwei-teri fought, as a group,
againsc the Lower Bisaasi-teri and MÇmaribõwei-teri; that is, the groups that had entered
into marriage exchanges with each other behaved as a unit and fought against their
dose agnates and erstwhile allies. A group of men from MÇmaribõwei-teri forcefully took
a woman from the Reyabobõwei-teri, thereby precipitating a challenge to a dub fight.
The Monou-teri participated in the club fighc as well, taking the side of the MÇmaribõwei-teri, from whom they had taken severa! women and to whom they had promised
severa!.
Finally, the political situation altered somewhat. When the alliance first developed
between K~obawa's group and the two Shamatari villages in 1960, the political milieu
was quite serene. The treacherous feast resulted in a bloody war, but the two Shamatari
villages sustained most of the losses. Therefore, the Shamatari allies required the assistance
of Kiobawa's group more than the latter needed their help, since K~obawa's group had
no active wars at the rime. ln 1965, however, the Monou-teri renewed their old war with
the Patanowa-teri and it subsequently involved Kiobawa's group and Lower Bisaasi-teri.
Only then did they require military assistance from the Shamatari, and only then did
the marriage exchanges tend to balance. 1 will discuss the development of this war in
Chapter 4.
Marriage in Y~nomamõ society is the result, therefore, of many consíderations.
lt is not merdy the outcome of a blind subscription to a rule that enjoins males to marry
women of a specific category, for in many cases the political affairs of the group oblige
people to give their daughters to men in other villages. The Y~nomamõ are practical
and enterprising in this regard, parcicularly those in small villages. The capacity to exist
as an independent buc small group is greatly enhanced by creating alliances with members
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of other villages-such alliances are stabilized by exchanges of women between the
partners, a breach of the prescriptive marriage rules. lt is for this reason that such a
large discrepancy exists becween the ideal behavior and the actual practice, as noted in
Table 2. 18

Division of Labor and Dail y Social Life
The daily activities and general social life are not as circumscribed by rules and
regulations as would appear from the foregoing discussion. ln fact, one first has the impression that chaos rather than order reigns over the daily activities of the village members!19 Thus, while ideal rules about behavior definitely exist, individuais have a great
deal of freedom to manipulate their behavior in such a way that they are not unduly
encumbered by them. Most of the run-of-the-mill activities of daily life are not characterized by inflexible prescriptions regarding proper behavior.
MALE-FEMALE DIYISION There are a number of distinctions based on status differences that are important in daily life. Perhaps the most conspicuous and mosc important is the distinction becween males and females.
Y~omamo society is decidedly masculine. As was discussed earlier, there is a
definite preference to have male children, resulting in a higher incidence of female infanticide as opposed to male infanticide. Female children assume duties and responsibilities in the household long before their brothers are obliged to participate in useful
domestic tasks. For the most part, little girls are obliged to tend their younger brothers
and sisters, although chey are also expected to help their mothers in other chores such
as cooking, hauling water, and collecting firewood. By the time girls have reached puberty
they have already learned that their world is decidedly less attractive than that of their
brochers.
As members of local descent groups, girls have almost no voice in the decisions
reached by their agnates concerning their marriage. They are largely pawns to be disposed
of by · their kinsmen, and their wishes are given very little consideration. ln many cases,
the girl has been promised to a man long before she reach~s puberty, and in some cases
her husband actually raises her for pare of her childhood. ln short, they do not participate
as equals in the political affairs of che corporate kinship group and seem to inherit most
of the duties without enjoying many of the privileges.
Marriage does not enhance the status of the girl, for her duties as wife require
her to assume difficult and laborious tasks too menial to be executed by the men. For
the most pare these include che incessant demands for fuewood and drinking water,
particularly the former. Women spend several hours each day scouring the neighborhood
18Reducing kinship usage to the logical extremes to which the Y~omamõ take it, there really is no discrepancy
between theory and practice, except in the case of incest. When new villages enter into contact for the first cime,
thcir respective headmen call each other shoriwa (brother-in-law). The first exchanges between the groups usually
involve the children of chese men. Thc children, of course, stand in marriageable relationship to each other because
che children of brothers-in-law can, by the prescriptive definitions, marry.
19Many fieldworkers do not begin to see the pattems of behavior until they havc spent months of intensive
contact with their subjects. 1 was convinced, after five or six months, that there were almost no guidelines for
behavior. A part of the difficulcy resulced from the language barrier. The pattems began to emerge only afcer about
six monchs, and only rhen could I begin asking pertinent quesrions about many fearures of social organization.

Fig. 3-6. Women hauling .firewood from the
jungk to the village at

dusk.

,
I

for suitable wood. There is usually an abundant supply in the garden within a year of
the clearing of the land, but this disappears rapidly. Thereafter, the women must forage
further afield to collect the daily supply of firewood, sometimes traveling several miles
each day to obtain it. lt is a lucky woman who owns an axe, for collecting wood is a
tedious job without a steel tool. The women can always be seen at dusk, returning to the
village in a procession, bearing enormous loads of wood in their pack-baskets ( see Fig.
3-6). Good planners will spend a great deal of time collecting wood on some days so
that they can take a vacation from this chore on others. If a woman locates a good supply
of wood near the village, she will haul as much as she can and store it rather than let
it be taken by her covillagers.
Women must respond quickly to the demands of their husbands. ln fact, they
must respond without waiting for a command. lt is interestíng to watch the behavior
of women when their husbands return from a hunting trip or a visit. The men march
slowly across the village and retire silendy to their hammocks. The woman, no matter
what she is doing, hurries home and quietly but rapidly prepares a meal for the husband.
Should the wife be slow in doing this, the husband is within his rights to beat her. Most
reprimands meted out by irate husbands take the form of blows with the hand or with a
piece of firewood, but a good many husbands are even more brutal. Some of them chop
their wives with the sharp. edge of a machete or axe, or shoot them with a barbed arrow
in some nonvital area, such as the buttocks or leg. Many men are given over to punishing
their wives by holding the hot end of a glowing stick against them, resulting in serious
burns. The punishment is usually, however, adjusted to the seriousness of the wife's
shortcomings, more drastic measures being reserved for infidelity or suspicion of in82
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fideliry. Many men, however, show their ferocity by meting out serious punishment to
their wives for even minor offenses. lt is not uncommon for a man to injure his errant
wife seriously; and some men have even killed wives.
Women expect this kind of treatment and many of chem measure their husband's
concern in térms of the frequency of minor beatings they sustain. 1 overheard two young
women discussing each other's scalp scars. One of them commented that the other's
husband must really care for her since he has beaten her on the head so frequently!
A woman usually deper:ds for protection on her brothers, who will defend her
against a cruel husband. If a man is too brutal to a wife, her brothers may take the woman
away from him and give her to another man. lt is largely for this reason that women
abhor the possibility of being married off to men in distant villages; they know rhat their
brothers cannot protect them under rhese circumstances. W omen who have married a
male cross-cousin have an easier life, for they are related to their husbands by cognatic
ties of kinship as well as by marriage. K~obawa, for example, is related to Bahimi as
FaSiSo, and their marital relationship is very tranquil by Y~omamo standards. He does
beat Bahimi on occasion, but never cruelly. lt is considered good to beat a wífe every
once in a while just to show your concern for her.
A young man in Monou-teri shot and killed bis wife a few years before 1 conducted my fieldwork. Even while I was there, a man in one of the villages shot his wife
in the stomach with a barbed arrow. Considerable internal injury resulred when the
arrow was removed. The missionaries had her sent out by airplane to the Territorial
capital for surgery. Her wound had gotten infected, and the girl was near death by the
rime the incident carne to their attention. Another man chopped his wife on the arm with
a machete; the missionaries in that village feared thac the woman would lose the use of
her hand because some of the tendons to her fingers were severed. A fight involving a
case of infidelity took place in one of the villages just before I left the field. The male
culprit was killed in the club fighc, and the recalcitrant wife had both her ears cut off
by her enraged husband. A number of other women had their ears badly mutilated by
angry husbands. The women wear sticks of cane in their pierced ear lobes; rhese are
easily grabbed by the husband. A few men jerked these so hard that they tore their
wives' ear lobes open.
lt is not difficult to understand, then, why Y~nomamo women in general have
such a vindictive and caustic attitude toward the external world. By the time a woman
is thirty years old she has " lost her shape" and has developed a rather unpleasant disposition. W omen tend to seek refuge and consolation in each other's company, sharing
their misery with their peers.
A woman gains a measure of respect when she becomes old. By then she has adult
children who care for her and treat her kindly. Old women also have a unique position
in the world of intervillage warfare and politics. They are immune from the incursions
of raiders and can go from one village to another with complete disregard for personal
danger. ln this connection they are employed as messengers and, on some occasions, as
the recoverers of bodies. If a man is killed near the ·village of an enemy, an old woman
from the slain man's village is permitted to recover his body.
Still, che women have one method by which they can exercise a measure of influence over village policies. All women fear being abducted by raiders and always leave
the village with this anxiety at che back of cheir minds. Women always bring their
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children with them, particularly younger children, so that if they are abducted, the child
will not starve to death because of the separation of the mother. They are therefore concemed with the political behavior of their men and occasionally goad them into taking
action against some possible enemy by caustically accusing the men of cowardice. This
has the effect of establishing the village's reputation for ferocity, reducing the possibility
of raiders abducting the women while they are out collecting firewood or garden produce.
The men cannot stand being chided by the women in this fashion, and are forced to take
action if the women unite against them.
CHILD-.ADULT DIVISION Despite the fact that children of both sexes spend
much of their time with their mothers, the boys alone are treated with considerable
indulgence by their fathers from an early age. Thus, the distinction between male and
female status develops early in the socialization process, and the boys are quick to learn
their favored position with respect to girls. They are encouraged to be ''fierce" and are
rarely punished by their parents for inflicting blows on them or on the hapless girls in
the village. K~obawa, for example, lets Ariwari beat him on the face and head to express
his anger and temper, laughing and commenting on his ferocity. Although Ariwari is
only about four years old, he has already learned that the appropriate response to a
flash of anger is to strike someone with his hand or with an object, and it is not uncommon for him to give his father a healthy smack in the face whenever something displeases
him. Heis frequently goaded into hitting bis father by teasing, being rewarded by gleeful
cheers of assent from his mother and from the other adults in the household.

Fig. 3-7. Ariwari, IVjobawâº's favorite son, building a make-believe house while camping with
his father. His ''sister" (/ather's brother's daughter) looks on.
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When K~obawa's group traveis, Ariwari emulates his father by copying his activities on a child's scale. For example, he erects a temporary hut from small sticks and
discarded leaves and plays happily in his own camp (see Fig. 3-7). His sisters, however,
are pressed into more practical labor and help their mother do useful casks. Still, the
young girls are given some freedom to play at being adules and have their moments of
fun with their mothers.
But a girl's childhood ends sooner than a boy's. The game of playing house fades
imperceptibly into a constant responsibility to help mother. By the time a girl is ten
years old or so, she has become an economic asset to the mocher and spends a greac deal
of time working. Little boys, by contrast, spend hours playing among themselves and
are able to prolong their childhood into their late teens if they so wish. By that rime a
girl has married, and may even have a child or two.
A girl's transition to womanhood is obvious because of ics physiological manifestations. At first menses (yobümou) Y~nomamo girls are confined to their houses and
hidden behind a screen of leaves. Their old cotton garments are discarded and replaced
by new ones manufactured by their mothers or by older female friends. During this week
of confinement, the girl is fed by her relatives; her food must be eaten by means of a
stick, as she is not allowed to come into contact with it in any other fashion. She must
also scratch herself with another set of scicks. The Y~nomamo word for menstruation
translates literally as «squacting" (roo), and that fairly accuracely describes what pubescent
females (and adult women) do during menstruacion. Y~omamo women do not employ
tampons; they simply remain inactive during menscruation, squatting on their haunches
most of the time. After her puberty confinement, a girl is eligible to begin life as a wife
and take up residence with her husband.
Males, on the other hand, do not have their transition into manhood marked
by a ceremony. Nevertheless, one can usually tell when a boy is attempting to enter
the world of men. Th7 most conspicuous sign is his anger when ochers call him by his
name. When the adults in the village cease using his personal name, che young man
has achieved some sort of masculine adult status. Young men are always very couchy
about their names and they, more than anyone else, take quick offense when hearing
their names mentioned. The Y~omamo constantly employ teknonymy when a kinship
usage is ambiguous. Thus, someone m'!Y wish to refer to K~obawa in a conversation, but
the kinship term appropriate to the occasion might not distinguish him from his severa!
brothers. Then, K~obawa will be referred to as «father of Ariwari." However, when
Ariwari gets older, he will attempt to put a stop to this in an effort to establish his status
as an adule. A young man has been recognized as an adule when people no longer use his
name in teknonymous references. Still, the transition is not abrupc, and it is not marked
by a recognizable point in cime.
Finally, the children differ from adults in their susceptibility to supernatural hazards. A great deal of Y ~omamo sorcery and mythological references to harmful magic
focuses on children as the targec of malevolence. Y~omamo shamans are constandy
sending evil spirits (Hekura) to enemy villages. There, they secretly attack and devour
the vulnerable portion of the childrens' souls (noreshi), bringing about sickness and death.
These sarne shamans spend an equal amount of rime warding off che dangerous spirits
sent by their enemies. Children are vulnerable because their souls are not firmly escablished within their physical beings, and can wander out of the body almost at will. The

\
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most common way. for a child's soul to escape is to leave by way of the mouth when the
child cries. Thus, mothers are quick to hush a bawling baby in . ord~r to prevent its soul
from escaping. The child's soul can be recovered by sweeping the ground in the vicinity
where it most probably escaped, calling for it while sweeping the area with a particular
kind of branch. I once helped gather up the soul of a sick chilél in this fashion, luring it
back into the sick baby. One of the contributions 1 made, in addition to helping with the
calling and sweeping, was a dose of medicine for the child's .diarrhea. A consequence of
this set of attitudes about the vulnerability of children is· thàt much of the village's activity
with respect to shamanism and curing is directed toward the children. .
RELATIVES BY BLOOD AND BY MARRIAGB Many forms of interpersonal behavior
stem largely from the social roles implied in the kinship system. To be sure, some kinship
behavior reflects the two distinctions of age and sex ·discussed above, for. the terminology
of kinship itself employs discriminations of this kirid. For example, there .are terms to
distinguish older siblings from · younger siblings and terms used by members of one sex
only in reference to those of the opposite sex.
The relatíonship becween kinship terms and b~ological parentage is not the sarne
in the Y:inomamo .language as it is in our own. As \ÍVas shown in the first section of this
chapter, people may stand in a child relationship to a nt1mber of individuals; that is, it
is possible to have mult~ple ..mothers" and .. father~" in Y~nomamõ society. The term
for mother and father conveys as much of a social as a biological relationship becween
individuals, and in the daily actívities of the Y~nomamõ it is the social implications of
kinship roles that are most important.
·
/
What is implied in the kinship roles can best be seen in the way the kinship te.tms
themselves are formed. All primary kinship terms take the ending 0 -mou" when used to
deseribe the relationship becween individuals. Thus, osheya means ttmy younger sibl~ng,"
but oshemou means that individual X behaves toward individual Y as a younger sibling. This
ending, -mou, also occurs in nonkinship usage to express ..a way of behaving," tt~o execute a particular activity in a specified manner,".or ttto perfo:rm the activity that is implied
by the word to which -mou is a.flixed." For example, oko means fresh-water crab and
okomou means ttto go huncing for crabs"; howashi means ..a mischievous white monkey"
and howashimou means ttco acc mischievously, to monkey around"; nowa naba means
u~emy," and nowa nabamou means .. to become an eriemy by behaving objectionably";
waiteri means ttfi.erce" and waiterimou means .. to behave ferociously."
Whenever 1 would ask the Y:inomamõ a question such as, uwhat do . you call
K~obawa ?" the answers would always be in the form of a kinship term to which tt-mou"
was affixed, but rarely in the form ttl say such-and-such to him." Calling an individual by
a specifi.c term is, however, implied in the uway of behaving" toward that individual. But
despite the fact that the Y:inomamõ can say, literally, 'ti call him father" (kama kâ' iha,
haya ya kuu), they invariably say 1ya hÇOmou"-ttl behave toward hím as a child."20 Thus,
they express their relationships to others in terms of ways of behavior. Each kinship category implies a set of these behavioral norms, and one's social life in the community is
established with respect to all other individuals by the kinship terminology employed in
each particular case.
!?

20Although the word hjii tr2nslates liceruly as "father," the expression ya hgomou can best be understood with
the translation given above.
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New individuals are incorporated into the community by an extension of kinship
ties. Unless one is incorporated into the village in this fashion, there is no basis for social
behavior vis-à-vis others, for the kinship system defines one's role in society. An
orphaned teen~ager joined K~obawa's group shortly before I began my fieldwork. He was
from a distant Shamatari village and had no blood relatives in K~obawa's group. He established· his position in the community by calling K~bawa "father." This defined his relatio~ship to all of K~obawa's kinsmen as well. As an exercise in kinship, I had the young
man give me his relationship term for everyone in the village. He not only had specific
terms for every member of the group, but he had also extended them to all the residents
of Lower Bisaasi-teri and Monou-teri as well, since K~bawa was related to these people.
ln short, the boy learned how K~obawa was related to all the mem~ers of three different
villages and logically extended his own assumed relationship to K~obawa outward to the
others; and he behaved toward them accordingly: He avoided women he called motherin-law and refrained from sexual activities with women he called sister.
To emphasize che face thac che kinship categories do not always correspond to biological relationships, let me give an example of an incestuous marriage. :K~obawa's
younger brother, Shiimima, recently (1966) cook a young girl for hís wife, outraging most
of the community because he "behaved toward heras brother" before the marriage. The
girl's mother had been abducted some cwenty years earlíer from a distant village and 'Yas
given to a man who stood in a father relacionship to ~obawa and Shiimima. Thus, both
K~obawa and Shiimima called the abducced woman "mother" and called her daughter
"sister." The abdu~ted woman's husband died of rp.alaria; after this, she had a number of
temporary affairs with other men before being officially taken as a wife by another man in
the village. Her daughter is the issue of a temporary affair she had with the headman of
Mahekodo-teri, the group thac gave K~obawa refuge afcer the treacherous feast in 1950.
She is, therefore, biologically unrelated to K~obawa and Shiimima, but since they behaved
toward heras brothers: Shiimima's marriage to her i~ a blatant case of incesc. The matter
was as disgusting to my informants as it w0uld have been had Shiimima married his own
biological sister.
There are many important kinship discinctions in Y~omamo social life, but the
one between relatives by marriage and agnatic relacives should particularly be emphasized. This distinction is ac che basis 'of Y~omamo political behavior and village fissioning. This point was emphasized in the discussion of village fissioning and marriage
rules in the fust section of this chapter. ·
Qne of the most important chiract~ristics of affinal ties is that they are capable of
growing in strength over rime because they can be solidified and reinforced by marriage
exchanges between t4e groups. Ties between agnates, on the other hand, tend to weaken
over time. For example, K~obawa's· ~ocal descent group could renew 'its friendship to
similar affinally related groups in the village of Patanowa-teri by entering into marriage
exchanges with them ·once again. There is no way, however, in whkh his own descent
group could reinforce or strengthen the agnatic cies with .che local descenc groups of the
Sha lineage in Patanowa-teri. By marrying into the affinally related Patanowa-ter.i descent
groups, K~obawa's group would enter into direct competition with agnatic counterparts
in that village, fur~her strairiing the relationships between the two communities.
There is .an~ther way of looking at this situacion. Men who are related to eách
other as agnates (for example, brothers and parallel cousins) get along well with each
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other when they are children and young men. As time passes and these men become old
enough to seek wives, members of the groups to which they belong enter into competition with each other. The men themselves are under some pressure to display their personal autonomy, and they treat each other with considerable reserve as they get older.
They cannot boss each other around or expect many favors from one another. K~obawa,
for example, cannot ask his adult brothers to perform menial tasks for him. This is
because each man-particularly those men who compete for the sarne women-attempts
to convince all others that he is capable of ferocity. The more remote the genealogical
distance, the greater is the reserve with which mature agnates treat each other. That is,
distant parallel cousins would behave toward each other with considerably more reserve
than would actual brothers, although the men in question are. all related to each other
terminologically as brothers. If such men live in different villages, their mutual relationships are even more reserved when they meet.
The relationship between men who call each other brother-in-law, however, grows
more intimate as the men get older. They can play and joke with each other, wpereas
agnates cannot, for they are not competitors and are not constrained to exhibit their
fierceness to each other. They can cement their relationships to each other by merely
promising to give their daughters to each other's sons. They can ask favors of eàch other,
expecting them to be clone without complaint.
K~obawa's relationships to two men in his village illustratê the distinction becween agnates and affines. Both men joined his group from the village of Patanowa-teri
some time after K~obawa's group separated from the village. One of the men, Nadesiwa,
is related to him agnatically: they call each other "brother" because their fathers were
half-brothers. Nadesiwa is in K~obawa's local descent group, but is not quite on a par
with the other members in the political affairs of the group. The other men in the
group-K~obawa and his closer brothers-put pressure on Nadesiwa to give his only
daughter to a man in a distant Shamatari village for the purpose of sqlbilizing an
alliance. · This was a considerable sacrifice for him to make, as his daughter, after the
completion of bride service, will have to live in her husband's village-Nadesiwa will
have no coresident son-in-law to provide him with meat when he gets old. K~obawa
and Nadesiwa treat each other with respect arid great reserve and do not ask each other
for favors.
The other man, Kumamawa, is Bahimi's actual brother; K~obawa is related to
him, therefore, as an affine as well as by cognatic kinship ties. That is, .they are first
cross-cousins by blood and also related to each other by marriage. Kumamawa is a
frequent visitor in K~obawa's house and enthusiastically executes the numerous tasks
that K~obawa asks of him. They are members of different local descent groups, but their
groups are related to each other by marriage exchanges that go back severa! generations.
ln short, K~obawa's personal ties to his brother-in-law are warmer and friendlier than
his relationship to one of the members of his own local descent group.

Daily Activities
K~obawa's

village is oval-shaped. His house is located among those of his
agnatic kinsmen; they occupy a continuous are along one side of the village. Each of the
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men built his own section. of the village, but in such a way that the roofs coincided and
could be attached by simply extending the thatching. When completed, the village
looked like a continuous, oval-shaped lean-to because of the way in which the roofs
of the discrete houses were attached. Each house, however, is owned by the family that
built _it. Shararaiwa, K4obawa's youngest brother, helped build K4obawa's house and
shares it with him. He also shares Koamashima, K4obawa's younger wife. K4obawa's
older wife, Bahimi, hangs her hammock adjacent to K4obawa's most of the rime, but
when there are visitors and the village is crowded, she ties her hammock under his in
order to be able to tend the fire during the night. Ariwari still sleeps with his mother,
but will get his own hammock soon: He is nearly four years old. His parents are afraid
he will fall into the fi.re at night and get burned, since he is still a little too young to
sleep alone. 21
Daily actiyities begin early in a Y inomamo village. One can hear people chatting
lazily and children crying long before it is light enough to see. Most people are waked
by the cold · and build up the fire just before daybreak. They usually go back to sleep,
but many of them visit and talk about their plans for the day.
The entrances are all covered with dry brush so that any movement of people
through them is heard all over the village. There is always a procession of people
leaving the village at dawn to relieve themselves in the nearby garden, and the noise
they make going in and out of the village usually awakens the others.
The village is very smoky at this time of day, since the newly stoked campfues
smoulder before they leap into flames. The air is usually very still and chilly, and the
ground is damp from the dew. The smoke is pleasant and seems to drive away the coolness.
Clandestine sexual liasons usually take place at this time of day, having been
arranged on the previous evening. The lovers leave the village on the pretext of going
to the bathroom and meet at some predetermined location. They return to the village
by opposite routes.
This is also the time of day when raiders strike, so people must be cautious when
they leave the village at dawn. If there is some reason to suspect raiders, they do not
leave the confines of the upright log ._palisade that surrounds the village. They wait
instead until full light and leave the village in armed groups.
By the time it is light enough to see, everybody has started preparing breakfast.
This consists largely of roasted green plantains, easily prepared and steaming hot. If the
family has any meat, it is taken down and shared, the children getting the best portions.
Leftover meat is hung over the fire by a vine to keep the vermin off it and to preserve it.
If any of the men have made plans to hunt that day, they leave the village bc(ore
it is light. Wild turkeys can be easily caken at this time of day because they roost in
conspicuous places. During the dry season the hashimo (a kind of grouse) sing before
dark and can be readily located. If any were heard the night before, the men leave at
dawn to stalk them.
Tobacco chewing starts as soon as people begin stirring. Those who have fresh
child fdl into a fire and bumed to death in 1966- the mother had placed her hammock too dose to the fire
in order to keep warm, and the baby slipped from her arms while she slept. Bahimi's mother also sleeps in ~
bawa's house, but he does not have to avoid her because she is an old woman.
21A
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supplies soak the new leaves in water and add ashes from the hearth to the wad. Men,
women, and children chew tobacco and all are addicted co it. Once there was a shortage
of tobacco in K~obawa's village and I was plagued for a week by early morning visitors
who requested permission to collect my cigarette butts in order to make a wad of chewing tobacco. Normally, if anyone is short of tobacco, he can request a share of someone
else's already chewed wad, or simply borrow the enrire wad when its owner puts it down
somewhere. Tobacco is so imporcant to them that their word for '(poverty" translates
as '(being without tobacco." I frequently justified my reluctance to give away possessions
on che basis of my poverty. Many of them responded by spitting their robacco into their
hand and handing ir to me.
W ork begins as soon as breakfast is completed; the Y~omamo like to take
advantage of the morning coolness. Within an hour after it is light the men are in their
gardens clearing brush, felling large trees, transplanting plantain cuttings, burning off
dead timber, or planting new crops of cotton, maize, sweet potatoes, yuca, taro, or the
like, depending on the season. They work until 10:30 A.M., retiring because it is too
humid and hot by that rime to continue with their strenuous work. Most of them bathe
in the stream before rerurning to their hammocks for a rest and a meal.
The women usually accompany their husbands to the garden and occupy themselves by collecting firewood or helping with planting and weeding. In this way the men
are sure that their families are safe and that the women are not ha~ing affairs with other
men.
The children spend a great deal of time exploring the wonders of the plant and
animal life around them and are accomplished biologists at an early age. Most rwelveyear-old boys can, for example, ?ame rwenty species of bees and give the anatomical
or behavioral reasons for their distinctions-and they know which ones produce the best
honey. An eight-year-old girl brought me a tiny egg-like structure on one occasion and
asked me to watch it with her. Presently ir cracked open and numerous baby cockroaches
poured out, while she described the intimate details of the reproductive process to me.
The younger children stay dose to their mothers, but the older ones have considerable freedom to wander about the garden at play. Young boys hunt for lizards with
miniature bows and featherless arrows. If chey can capture one alive, they bring it back
to the village and tie a string around it. The string is anchored to a stick in the village
clearing and the lictle boys chase it gleefully, shooting scores of tiny arrows at it (see
Fig. 3-8). Since lizards are very quick, and lictle boys are poor shots, the target practice can
last for hours. Usually, however, the fun terminates when an older boy decides to make
an end to the unhappy lizard and kills ir with his adult-size arrows, showing off his
archery skills to the disgrunded small fry.
Little girls learn very quickly that it is a man's world, for they soon must assume
much of the responsibility for tending their younger siblings, hauling water and firewood, and in general helping their busy mothers.
Most of the people rest in their hammocks during the heat of midday, although
they will collect fruits and other wild foods from the surrounding area, if any are in
season. They avoid being in the direct rays of the midday sun.
If the men recuro to their gardening, they do so about 4:00 P.M. , working until
sundown. Otherwise, they gather in small groups around the village and take hallucinogenic drugs in the late afternoon shadows, chanting to the mountain demons as the
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drugs take effect. This usually lasts for an hour or so, after which the men bathe to wash
the vomit or nasal mucus off their bodies. K~obawa does not participate in che drugtaking, as he finds it unpleasant. Most of the men, however, do take drugs and enjoy
doing it, despite the associated unpleasantries of vomiting and the pain that follows che
blast of air as the powder is blown deeply into che nasal passages.
Whatever the men do for the afternoon, however, the women invariably search
for firewood and haul immense, heavy loads of it to cheir houses just before dark.

Fig. 3-8. Boys shooting tiny arrows into a lizard they have captured. The lizard is tied to a string
and a!lowed to run around the vi!lage whi!e the bO'JS g!ee[u!ly chase it. Here they have wounded
it and are about to fi!I it fu!I ofarrows.

The biggest meal of the day is prepared in the evening. The staple is plantains,
but frequently other kinds of food are available after the day's activities. Meat is always
the most desirable food and is always considered to be in short supply. lt is a happy
occasion when one of the hunters bags a tapir, for everyone gets a large share of it.
lt is good to share meat with others. This attitude is expressed in che sentiment
that a hunter should give away most of the game he kills. One of the obligacions men
take very seriously is providing adequate quantities of meat for their wives and children.
They genuinely abhor hearing their children cry for meat; this calls into question their
abilities as hunters and marksmen, both of which are associated with prestige. Rerebawa,
for example, collected a large supply of game on one trip we took together. He gave it
ali to his wife and children and to his wife's parents. At the evening meal he refused to
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take a portion of the meat so that the others could have more. Later in the evening, he
appeared at my hut begging for a can of sardines to satisfy his hunger for meat. He
preferred to go hungry rather than risk the onus of being accused of poor marksmanship
or snng1ness.
Both sexes participate in the cooking, although the women do the greater share
of it. Food preparation is not elaborate and rarely requires much labor, time, or paraphemalia. Spices are never used, although the salty ashes of a particular kind of tree
are sometimes mixed with water to forma condiment of sorts. The food is dunked into
the salty liquid and eaten.
Everyone eats in his hammock using his fingers for utensils. Some meals cannot
be eaten from a reclining position, so the members of the family squat in a circle around
the common dish. For example, large quantities of tiny fish are cooked by wrapping them
in leaves and cooking them in the hot coals. When the fish are done, the package is spread
open, and everyone shares its contents.
Animais are never skinned before cooking. They are merely put over the fire after
their entrails have been removed, and roasted, head, fur, claws, and all. Most of the fur
is ~inged off in the process of cooking. The animal is dismembered by hand. The head,
particularly the head of a monkey, is highly prized because the brain is considered a
delicacy. The most common meat is monkey, of which there are several varieties, so that
this delica<..y is enjoyed rather frequently by the Y~omamõ.
By the ti me supper is over it is nearly dark. The fires are prepared for the evening;
if someone has allowed his own fire to go ouc during the day, he simply borrows cwo
glowing scicks from a neighbor and rekindles his own hearth. The entrances to the
village are sealed off with dry brush so that prowlers can not enter without raising an
alarm. Before retiring to their hammocks, the Y ~omamõ first sit on them and wipe
the bottoms of their bare feet together. This rubs off mosc of the debris chat has accumulated on them during the course of the day. Everyone sleeps naked and as dose to the
fire as possible. Despite the inevitable last-minute visiting, things are usually quiet in
the village by the time it is dark.
Things are not always quiet after dark. If anyone in the village is sick, a shaman
will chant to the malevolent spirits most of the night to exorcise them. Or, should
anyone be mourning a dead kinsman, he or she will sob and wail long after the others
have fallen asleep. Occasionally, a fight will break out between a husband and wife, and
soon everybody in the village will be screaming, expressing opinions on the dispute. The
shouting may continue sporadically for hours, dying down only to break out anew as
someone gets a fresh insight into the problem. Once in a while someone gives a long,
loud speech voicing his opinion on the world in general. Those who are interested may
add their own comments, but the audience usually grumbles about the noise and falis
asleep.

Status Differences and Activities
Daily activities, except those concerning gardening and visiting, do not vary
much from season to season. Much of the variation chat does occur is a function of one's
age or sex, as was shown above.
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Other status differences do exist and account for some variation in the activities
of particular individuais. Rerebawa, for example, is an outsider to K~obawa's group and
has no intention of joining the village as a permanent resident. Consequendy, he does
not participate in the gardening activities and has considerably more spare rime than
other married men. He spends this rime hunting for his wife and her parents, one of
his obligations as a son-in-law. He is quite dependent on them for the bulk of his diet
because they provide him wich all his plantains. This is perhaps why he cakes his hunting obligations so seriously and gives his game away so unflinchingly. He is quick to
make reference to his hunting skills and generosicy, perhaps to draw actention away
from the fact that he does not cultivate food for his wife and children. He has been able
to avoid making a garden because of his status as an outsider; he plans to return to his
own village as soon as his bride service is over. But his in-laws want him to stay permanendy so that he will be able to provide them with meac and garden produce when they
are old. They have no sons to do this for them and have even promised Rerebawa their
second daughter on the condition that he remain permanendy in the village. They
prevent Rerebawa from taking his wife and children home by keeping at least one of the
children with them when Rerebawa goes to visit his own family. They know that his
wife could not bear to be separated permanently from her child, and Rerebawa invariably brings her back home so that she can be with the child.
By Y~nomamo standards he has clone enough bride service and deserves to be
given his wife. Also, by their standards he has lived in the village so long chat he
should be obliged to make his own garden. But he can legitimately refuse to do this
because he has discharged his obligations well beyond what was expected of him.
K<iObawã, on the other hand, has the special status of being his group's headman.
Apare from this, he is also some fifteen years senior to Rerebawã and has a higher sense
of obligation and responsibility to his family. Rerebawa, in addition to refusing to make
a garden, thinks nothing of taking a week-long trip to visit friends, leaving his wife and
children with her parents. His attitude toward the children, compared to K~obawa's, is
rather indifferent. K~obawa had planned to accompany me to Caracas to see how foreigners live until Ariwari began crying and appealed to his father's paternal sensitivities.
K~obawã stepped ouc of the canoe, took off the clothing 1 had loaned him, and picked
up Ariwari; HJ can't go with you," he explained, "Ariwari will miss me and be sad."
K<iObawã thinks for the others in the village, many of whom are not able to
perceive some of the less obvious implications of sicuacions. ln policical matters he is the
mosc astuce man in group, but he so diplomaticalJy exercises his influence chat the others
are not offended. Should someone be planning to do something that is potentially
dangerous, he simply points out the danger and adds parenthetically, ''Go ahead and do
it if you want to, but don't expect sympathy from me if you get hurt." Shararaiwã, his
youngest brother, planned to rake a trip to a distant village wich me. 1 knew that the
two villages were not on particularly good cerms with each ocher, but they were not
actively at war. K~obawã arrived at my canoe just as we were about to depare and asked
me not to take Shararaiwã along, explaining that the 1yawei-teri might possibly molest
him and precipitate hostilities between the cwo groups. Shararaiwã was willing to take
a chance that my presence would be sufficient to deter any potencial trouble, but K~obawã
would not risk it.
On another occasion a group of men from Patanowã-ceri arrived to explore with

/
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the possibility of peace between their two villages. They were brothers-in-law
to him and were fairly certain that he would protect them from the village hotheads. One
of the ambitious men in K4obawa's group saw in this an opportunity to enhance his
prestige and made plans to murder the three visi tors. This man, Paruriwa, was a very
cunning, treacherous fellow and quite jealous of K4obawa's position as headman. He
wanted to be the village leader and privately told me to address him as the headman. On
this occasion K4obawa let it be known that he intended to protect the visitors. For the
better part of the day the village was in a state of suspense. Paruriwa and his followers
were not to be found anywhere; a rumor spread that they had painted themselves black
and were well armed. K4obawa and his supporters, mostly his own brothers and brothersin-law, remained in the village all day, their weapons dose at hand. Late in the afternoon
Paruriwa and his men appeared in their black paint and took up strategic posts around
the village. He himself held an axe. He strutted arrogantly up to the visitors holding
his axe as if he were ready to strike. The village became very quiet, and móst of the
women and children left. Neither K4obawa nor the Patanowa-teri visitors batted an
eyelash when Paruriwa approached, although _çhe others were visibly nervous and sat
up in their hammocks. Instead of striking the visitors with the axe as he appeared to
suggest he was ·going to do, he invited one of them out to chant with ·him. Within
seconds all three of the visitors had paired off with members of Paruriwa's group and
were chanting passionately with them, explaining the reasons for rheir visit and giving
their justification for the state of hostilices.
/
The crisis has been averted because of K4obawa's implied threat that he would
defend the visitors with force. A number of men in Paruriwa's group were visitors from
Monou-teri; their headman had been killed a few months earlier by the Patanowa-teri.
l't
When Paruriwa failed to go through wi~h his plan, they lç:ft the village in a rage, hoping
to recruit a raiding party in their own village and ambush the visitors when they left.
~4obawa realized that the visitors would not be safe until they got back home,.
since the Monou-teri would attempt to intercept them. He visited me that night and
asked me to take the visitors back to their village at dawn in my canoe, knowing that I
had already planned a trip there for the immediate future. After I agreed to ac~elerate
my own plans, he proceeded to give me instructions about the trip: I was not to stop at
any of the villages along the Orinoco River to visit, for all of them were at war with the
Patanowa-teri and would shoot my· companions on sight. The Patanowa-teri men lay on
the floor of my canoe and covered thernselves with a tarp when we passed these villages.
The people on the bank shouted curs~ at me for n~t stopping to visit and give them
trade goods. At this cime the Pacanowa-teri were being raided by about a dozen different
villages. We had to cover part of the distance to their village on foot, proceeding very
cautiously because of the danger of raiders. At one point the men showed me the spot
where a Hasabõwa-teri raid~ng party had killed a Patanowa-teri woman a week earlier.
Thus, K4obawa not only protected the visitors while they were in his village but he
also ar.canged a "safe-conduct" for their return.
K~bawa keeps order in the village when people get out of hand. Paruriwa, for
example, is particularly cruel to his four wives and beats them mercilessly for even slight
provocations. None of his wives have brothers in the village, and few people are courageous enough to interfere wich Paruriwa when he is angry. On one occasion K4obawa
was holding a feast for the members of an allied village. His preparations were being
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duplicated by an eq~al efforr on the part of Paruriwa, an obvious attempt by the latcer
to show thac he was also a leader. Some of the visitors arrived early and were visiting in
Paruriwa's house. He commanded his wife to prepare food for chem, but the woman
moved a little too slowly to suit him. Paruriwa went into a rage, grabbed an axe, and
swung it wildly at her. She ducked and ran screaming froqi the house. Paruriwa recovered
his balance and threw the axe ac her as she fled, but missed. By this time Kiobawa had
seen the axe go whizzing over the woman's head; he raced across the village in rime
to take a machete from Paruriwa before he could inflict much damage with it. He did
manage, however, to hit her twice before K:iobawa disarmed him, splitting her hand
with one of the blows.
On another occasion one of Kiobawa's brothers rook too much drug and became
violent. He sraggered to the center of the village with his bow and arrows, while people
ran frantically out of cheir houses to avoid being shot. Kiobawa managed to disarm him
and hid his weapons.
During the severa! club fights that took place while I was in the field, Kiobawa
stood by with his bow and arrows to make sure that the fighting was kept relatively
innocuous (see Fig. 3-9). ln one of the chest-pounding duels, he managed to keep thé
fight from escalating into a shooting war by making sure that everybody in his group
took a turn in the fighting. (See Chapter 4 for a description of the fight.) On rhis occasion

Fig. 3-9. KtjíJbawd (left, holding his bow) attempts to keep a c!ub fight over a woman fromescalating to shooting. The man in front of him has just been bashed on the head and blood is
streaming down his neck.
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his group was being trounced by their opponents, largely because only a few of the men
were doing all the fighting for Kªobawa's group. These men were forced to take several
turns in rapid succession, while a large number of men stood by and watched. The fighters
wanted to escalate the battle to a duel with axes, hoping to intimidate their opponents
into conceding. Kªobawa quickly forced the idle men to participate in the chest pounding, thereby discributing the punishment a little more evenly and reducing the possibility
of a bloodier confrontacion.
After the duel was over, Kªobawa coolly discussed the fight with the leaders in
the opponents' group, explaining that he did not intend to raid them unless they raided
first. A number of men in the village, notably Paruriwa and some of his followers, shouted
threats at the departing opponents that they would shoot them on sight should they
meet again. Paruriwa frequently boasted like this, but rarely put himself in a position ·
that was potentially dangerous. H e later ran into a party of hunters from the abovementioned group while he was leading a raid against the Patanowa-teri. Instead of
shooting them on sight as he threatened to do ( they could have shot back, as they were
armed), he traded arrows with them and rapidly retreated. He boasted in the village
how he had terrified these men. I later visited their village and learned that Paruriwa
was the one who was terrified. They themselves continued to hunt, while Paruriwa fled
for home.
Kªobawa's personality differs considerably from Paruriwa's. Where the former is
unobtrusive, calm, modest, and perceptive, the latcer is belligerent, aggressive, ostentacious, and rash. K~obawa has an established status in che village and numerous supporters,
whose loyalties are in part determined by their kinship ties and in part because he is a
wise leader. Paruriwa is actempting to share in the leadership and does not have a wellestablished posicion in this respecc. Ir is obvious who the real leader is: When visitors
come to Upper Bisaasi-teri, they seek out K~obawa and deal wich him, no maccer how
ambiciously Paruriwa accempts to emulate his posicion. Paruriwa does noc have as many
living brochers in his group as K~obawa has, so his ''natural following" is somewhat
limited. ln addition, cwo of his brothers are married to actual sisters of Kªobawa and
have some loyalty to him. Paruriwa, therefore, has very little means with which to establish his position, so he is given over to using bluff, threat, chicanery, and treachery. This
he does well, and many of the young men in the village admire him for it. He has gained
the support of some of chese men by promising chem bis wives' yet unborn daughcers.
Remarkably enough, some of them cling to these promises and do his bidding.
Finally, one of Kªobawa's most unpleasant tasks is to scout the village neighborhood when signs of raiders have been found. This he does alone, since it is a dangerous
task and one that is avoided by che ocher men. Not even Paruriwa participares in this.
Kªobawa has definite responsibilities as the headman and is occasionally called
upon by the nature of che situation to exercise his auchority. He is usually distinguishable in the village as a man of some authority only for the duration of the incident that
calls forth his leadership capacicy. Afrer the incident is over, he goes about his own
business like the other men in the group. But even then, he sets an example for the
others, parcicularly in his ambitions to produce large quantities of food for bis family
and for the guesrs he musc encertain. Most of the time he leads only by example and
the orhers follow if it pleases chem to do so. They can ignore his example if they wish,
but most of the people curn to him when a difficult situation arises.
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Political Alliances, Trading
and Feasting

rake place only when one sovereign group entertains the
members of another, allied group. Feasts, in brief, are political events. To be
sure, economic and ceremonial implications are also significant, but these are
relatively minor when compared to the functions of the feast in the context of forming
alliances" The chief purpose of entertaining allies is to reaffirm and cultivace intervillage
solidarity in the intimate, sociable context of food presentations, thereby putting the ally
under obligation to reciprocate the feast in his own village at a later date, bringing about
another feast and even more solidarity.
1 will describe in this chapcer some of the relationships between crade, economic
specialization, historical ties between groups, warfare, and intervillage marriage exchanges, all of which are intimately connected and interact with each other in the process
of developing political alliances.
1 described in Chapter 2 how the members of independent villages cultivated
friendships with each other in the proce~s of establishing themselves in a loose network
of allied villages. 1 then showed in Chapter 3 ho·w Ktiobawa's followers were related to
him and how he, in tum, was related to the members of severa! otner villages. Now 1
will take up·some of the political consequences of the historical ties and how they shape
and mould the nature of specific contemporary relationships between K'lobawa's group
and those which have political dealings with ic. To illustrate this, 1 will describe the
details of a particular feast in the context of che political ties, both hiscorical and contemporary, existing between K'lobawa's group and the guests at the feast. First, however,
1 will comment on Y 'lflOmamo alliances in general.

Y

.t\NOMAMÕ FEASTS

General Features of Alliances
One of the expectations and implications of alliance is that the partners are under
obligation to provide shelter and sustenance to each other whenever one of them is
driven from his village and garden by a powerful enemy. The beleaguered partner may be
97
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obliged to remain in the village of his host for a year or longer, approximately the length
of time required to establish a new plantation and productive base from which an independent existence is possible. Twice in rhe recent hisrory of K~obawa's group they were
driven from cheir gardens by more powerful enemies and were forced to rake refuge in
the village of an ally. ln each case the group remained with the ally for a year or so,
moving away only after their new garden began producing. ln both cases, the hosts
demanded and received a number of women from ~obawa's group without reciprocating
in kind, a prerogative they exercised from their temporary position of strength. The
longer rhe group takes advantage of a hoscs' protection, the higher is the cose in terms
of women, so visitors always make an attempt to establish their gardens as quickly as
possible and move inco them as soon as they begin producing. Without allies, therefore,
the members of a village would either have to remain ac their single garden and sustain
the atcacks of their enemies or disband inco severa! smaller groups and join larger villages
on a permanent basis, losing many of their women to their proteccors. The jungle simply
does not produce enough wild foods to sustain larger groups, and the threat of warfare
is such that smaller groups would soon be discovered by their enemies and exterminated.
Because of the ever-present risk of being driven from one's garden, therefore, no
Y~nomamo village can continue to exist as a sovereign entity without escablishing alliances with other groups. Warfare is attended by a bellicose ideology which asseres that
strong villages should take advantage of weaker ones and coerce" them out of women;
to prevent this, all villages should therefore behave as if they were strong. Thus, the
milicary threat creates a situation in which intervillage alliance is desirable, but at the
sarne time spawns a military ideology that inhibits the formation of such alliances: Allies
need but cannot trust each other. They are obliged to behave aggressively in order to
display their respective strength.
Alliances becween villages are the product of a developmental sequence that involves casual trading, mutual feasting, and finally the exchange of women. The most
intimate allies are those who, in addition to trading and feasting, exchange women. Any
developing alliance may stabilize at the trading or feasting stage without proceeding to
the woman-exchange phase. These are weak alliances, but serve to limit the degree of
war that might possibly obtain between the villages so relaced: The Y~omamo tend
to avoid attacking those villages with which they trade and feast, unless some specific
incident, such as the abduction of a woman, provokes them. Allies that are linked by
trade and feasting ties, for example, rarely accuse each ocher of practicing harmful magic.
Allies bound to each other by affinal kinship ties, however, are more interdependent
because they are under obligation to each other to continue to exchange women. lt is,
in fact, by the exchange of women that independent villages extend kinship ties to each
other.
Members of allied villages are usually reluctant to take the final step in alliance
formation and cede women to their partners, for they are always worried chat che latter
mighc not reciprocate as promised. This attitude is especially conspicuous in smaller
villages, for their larger partners in defense pressure them into demonstrating their
solidarity by ceding women; the strong can and do coerce the weak in Y~nomamo policies.
The weak, therefore, are compelled to exaggerate their strength by bluff and intimidation
and by attempting in general to appear to be stronger, militarily, than they really are,
thereby hoping to convince their partners that they are equals, capable of an independent
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existence. By so doing, they also inform their partners that any atcempt to coerce them
out of women will be met with the appropriate reaction, such as a chest-pounding duel
or club fight. Nevertheless, each ally expects to gain women in the alliance and encers it
with this in mind; and each hopes to gain more women than it cedes in rerurn.
H ence, in order for an occasional nervous meeting of groups of men from different
villages to evolve inco a scable intervillage alliance based on the reciprocal exchange
of women, the long and difficult road of feasting and trading must be craversed. Suspicion must give way to relative confidence, and this must develop into reciproca! feasting
during che dry season. Orl.ly chen has the intervillage relationship reached a point where
the partners begin ceding women to each other; and even then, it is clone reluctantly.
This is, however, only the ideal pattern in che development of an alliance. Rarely
does it develop far enough to reach the stage where women change hands, particularly
if che two villages concerned are of approximately the sarne military strength. Fights
and arguments over women or food develop, and the principals withdraw temporarily
on semihostile terms, perhaps attempting a rapprochemenr sometime in che fucure. Or,
if the principais are obviously different military potential, the stronger of the cwo will
coerce its weaker partner inco ceding women early in the alliance development, taking
advantage of its own military strength, thus alteting the course of alliance development
in the opposite direction.
Whatever the specific developmencal sequence leading to the woman-exchange
phase, the milieu within which rhese developments take place is not conducive to the
establishment of warm ties of friendship. Each of the principais attempts to demonstrate
his own sovereignty in order to convince the other that he does not really require political
alliance to keep his enemies in check. This is accomplished by bragging about past military victories and fierceness in past club fights and chest-pounding duels, and by insinuating that one's group is always on che verge of exploding into a force so great that no
combination of allies could overcome its terrible might. The smaller the village and
more obvious its vulríerability, the greater is the pressure to insinuate or to demonscrate
this potencial.
Political maneuvering in this milieu is both a tricky and potentially hazardous
undertaking. Each principal in the negotiation must establish the credibility of bis own
threats, while discovering the point at ; hich bis partner's bluff will dissolve abruptly
into action; he must discover the point beyond which he must not goad his ally, lest he
himself is prepared to suffer the possibly violent outcome. It is a policies of brinkmanship, a form of political behavior in which each negotiator is compelled to expose his
opposite's threats as bluffs at the risk of inciting him to violence-a club fight, immediately and honorably, or, later and treacherously, a feast in which the hoscs descend on
their guests to kill their men and abduct their women.

Trading and Feasting 1n Alliance Formation
Because an ally is not beyond raking advantage of his weaker partner, especially
when the alliance is jusc developing, chere is very little in the way of natural attractio.tJ
to encourage the two groups to visi t each other. Considerations of pride and canons of
ferocity preclude obvious attempts to develop stable and predictable alliances and military
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interdependency. The Y:inomamo cannot simply arrive at the village of a potential ally
and declare that they need military assistance because of the raids of a superior enemy.
Doing so would admit vulnerability and perhaps invite predation from the potential
ally. Instead, they conceal and subsume the true motive for the alliance in the vehicles
of trading and ftasting, developing these institutions over months and even years. ln this
manner they retain an apparent modicum of sovereignty and pride, while simultaneously
attaining the true objectives: intervillage solidarity and military interdependence.
Three distinct features of Y~nomamo trading practices are important in the context
of alliance formation. First, each item must be repaid with a different kind of item: The
recipient is under an obligation to repay his parcner in a type of exchange called no mraiha.
Secondly, the payment is delayed, a temporal factor in the trading techniques that is
likewise implied by the no mraiha. The consequence of these two trading features is that
one trade always calls forth another and gives the members of different villages both the
excuse and the opportunity to visit' each other; and once che crading starcs, it tends to
continue, for one village in an alliance always owes the other trade goods from their last
confrontation. The third significant trade feature is the peculiar specialization in the
production of trade items. Each village has one or more special products that it provides
to its allies. These include such items as dogs, hallucinogenic drugs (both cultivated and
collected), arrow points, arrow shafts, bows, cotton yarn, cotton and vine hammocks,
baskets of several varieties, clay pots, and, in the case of the severa! contacted villages,
steel tools and aluminum pots.
This specialization in production cannot be explained in terms of the distriburion
of natural resources. Each village is, economically speaking, capable of self-sufficiency.
(The steel tools and other products from civilization consticuce che major exceptions.)
The explanation of che specialization must be soughc, rather, in che sociological aspects
of alliance formation. Trade functions as che social catalyst, the «starcing mechanism,"
through which mucually suspicious allies are repeacedly brought togecher in direct confronrarion. Withouc these frequenc concaccs wirh neighbors, alliances would be much
slower in formation and would be even more unstable once formed: A prerequisite to
stable alliance is repetitive visiting and feasting, and rhe rrading mechanism serves to
bring about these visits.
Clay pocs are a good example of the specialization in labor that characterizes
Y:inomamo production and trade. The MÇmarioowei-teri (see map, Fig. 2-8) are allied
to both K~obawa's group and the people of a distant Shamatari village, the latter being
mortal enemies of K~obawa. When I first began my fieldwork, I visited the MÇmaribowei-teri, specifically asking them if chey knew how to make clay pots. They all vigorously denied knowledge of pot-making, explaining that they once knew how to make
them but had ·long since forgotten. They explained that their allies, the Mowaraoba-teri,
made them in quantities and provided all they needed, and therefore they did not have
to make them anymore. They also added that the clay in the area of their village was not
of the proper type for making pots. Later in the year their alliance with the por makers
grew cool because of a war, and their source of pots was shut off. At the sarne rime,
K~obawa's group began asking them for clay pots. The M()maribowei-teri promptly
responded by ttremembering" how pots were made and ttdiscovering" that the clay in
their neighborhood was indeed suitable for pot manufacturing. They had merely cre~ted
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a local shortage of the item in order to have to rely on an ally for it, giving sufficient
cause to visit them.
Often the specialization is less individualized than in the case of clay pot manufacture. K4obawa's group, for example, exports cotton yarn to one ally, but imports it
from another. The exported cotton frequently is brought back in the form of manufactured hammocks, the importer merely contributing labor to the process. ln some cases,
the shortages are merely seasonal; K4obawa's group may import cotton from a particular
ally at one time of the year, but export it at another. Most of the trade, however, involves
items that are readily manufactured by or raised by any group, underscoring the fact that
crade is che stimulus to visit. Food does not enter the trading system, although hospicality
dictates thac ir must be given to friendly groups. Occasionally, a village will run shorc of
plantains because of a particularly long hot spell, and its members may visit an ally to
borrow food to lasc a week or so. This hospitalicy is usually reciprocated, but it is not a
part of the trading network.
Alliances between villages may stabilize at any one of three points: sporadic reciprocai crading, mutual feasting, or reciprocal women exchange. These are cumulacive
leveis in the sense that the third phase implies the firsc two: Allies that exchange women
also feast and trade with each other. Likewise, allies that merely feast together also trade,
but do not exchange women. At the lower end of this scale of solidarity lie those villages
with which one fights to kill, while at the upper end are those villages from whom one's
group has recently separated. Frequently, the scale is circular rather than linear: A village's mortal enemy is the group from which ir has recently split. By way of example,
K4obawa's group trades sporadically with the Makorima-teri, Daiyari-teri, Widokaiyateri, Mahekodo-teri, and Iyawei-teri. These are fairly weak alliances and even permit
limited fighting. His group has more intimate ties with the Reyabooowei-teri and MQmaribõwei-teri, with whom it feasts regularly. The ·alliance with the Reyabobõwei-teri
has even reached the point at which they are exchanging women with each other. Finally,
at the other end of the scale, K4obawa's group is at war with the lwahikoroba-teri,
Mõwaraoba-teri, and Patanowa-teri. The first two of these groups are historically unrelated to K40bawa's group, although they have a common history with two of his
staunchest allies, the Reyabobõwei-teri and MÇmaribowei-teri, from whom they separated
in the pasc. The Patanowa-teri are related to K4obawa and his followers, as was shown in
Chapter 3. Nevertheless, they are bitter enemies and are at present raiding each other.
Although there is no rigid geographical correlation of the village settlement partem to the degree of alliance solidarity, neighboring villages usually are at least on trading
terms and are not actively conducting war on each other. Should war develop between
neighbors, one of the two principais will abandon its site and move to a new location.
Whether the ties between neighboring villages will be one of blood, marriage exchange,
reciprocai feasting, or casual trading depends on a large number of factors, particularly
on village size, current warfare situation with respect to more distant groups, and the
precise historical ties between the neighboring villages. Whatever the nature of the ties
beween neighbors, each strives to maintain its sovereignty and independence from the
others.
The Y~omamõ do not openly regard trade as a mechanism the ulterior function
of which is to bring people repearedly together, thus establishing an amicable basis from
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which more scable cypes of alliance can develop. Nor do they overtly acknowledge che
relacionships between trading and feasting cycles to village interdependency. ln this
regard they are like the Trobriand l slanders of Melanesia: They have a «functional ignorance" of the more significant adaptive aspects of their trading institutions. To both the
Y:inomamo and the Trobrianders, the mechanisms by which peoples from different
groups are compelled to visit each other are ends in themselves and are not conceived to
be related to the establishment of either economic or policical interdependency. For the
Y1nomamo participant in a feast, the feast icself has its significance in the marvelous
quantities of food, the excitement of the dance, and the satisfaction of having others
admire and covet the fine decorations he wears. The enchantment of the dance issues
from the dancer's awareness that, for a brief moment, heis a glorious peacock that commands the admiration of his fellows, and it is his responsibility and desire to present a
spectacular display of his dance steps and gawdy accouterments. ln this brief, ego-building
moment, each man has an opportunicy to display himself, spinning and prancing about
·
the village periphery, chest puffed out, while all watch, admire, and cheer wildly.
The hosts, too, have an opportunity to display themselves and strut before their
guests. Moreover, the .very face chat they have given the feast is in itself a display of
affiuence and surfeit apparencly calculaced to challenge the guests to reciprocate with
an equally grandiose feast at a later date. 1 Each good feast deserves and calls forth another, and in this way allies become better acquainted with each Óther as they reciprocate
feasts during the dry season and over the years.

Historical Background to a Particular Feast
One of the feasts I witnessed exhibited all the features of incervillage policies.
Before describing this feast, I will give the historical antecedents to the event, recapitulating a number of points discussed in Chapter 3 in the context of the history of K~o
bawa's village. The significance of the events will then become _clear, for K~obawa's
prior relationships to the guests ac the feas t had a great <leal to do with the outcome.
ln 1950 K~obawa's group, almost friendless, beleaguered by enemies, and somewhat isolated, began culcivating an alliance with che Iwahikoroba-teri (see map, Fig. 2-8),
a Shamatari village, some two days' traveling distance southeast of their own village ac
Kreibowei. The Iwahikoroba-teri were on friendly terms with another Shamatari group,
the Mowaraoba-teri, from whom they had separated some years before. K~obawa's group,
on the other hand, was at war with this village because members of his own group
murdered a friendly Mowaraoba-ceri visitor in 1940, touching off a series of raids between
chem. Anxious to develop an alliance, K:iobawa's group accepted a feast i'nvitation from
the Iwahikoroba-ceri and visited that village to participate in the feast. Up to that point
they were only on trading terms with them.
The lwahikoroba-teri, however, had made a prior arrangement with their friends,
che Mowaraoba-teri, to help them massacre K~obawa's men and. abduct his group's
women. The Mowaraoba-teri were hidden in the jungle outside the village when K~o-
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compecicive aspects of feasting in many primitive societies has been dealt with at length by Marcel Mauss,
whose essay The Gift is now an anthropological classic.
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bawa's group arrived. The men of K~obawa's group danced both singly and en masse and
were invited into the homes of their hosts. At this poinc cheir hosts fell upon them with
axes and staves, killing about a dozen men before the visitors could break through the
palisade and escape. K~obawa's father was among che victims. Once outside, they were
shot from ambush by the Mowaraoba-teri, who managed to kill a few more and wound
many others with arrows. A number of women and girls were captured by the hosts,
. though some ·were later recaptured by Kiobawa's group in revenge raids. It was probably
their host's greed for the w<;>men thac permitted any survivors at all, as my informants
asserted that the lwahikoroba-teri began chasing the women while the men were still
vulnerable. A few of che lwahikoroba-teri refused to participate in the slaughcer and
· even helped some of K~obawa's group escape.
The survivors fled to Kobou, a site they had begun clearing for a new garden.
Here they removed the arrow points and nursed their wounds before reluctantly returning
to Kreibowei, their only producing garden. Kobou was still coo new to support the
group, and hunger forced them to return to Kreibowei. As this location was well known
to their treacherous allies, they wished to abandon it as soon as possible, knowing that
their enemies could easily kill the tese of the men and abduct the remaining women.
Within a week or so of the treacherous feast, the Mahekodo-teri, a visiting ally
of K~obawa's group, learned of the massacre and offered aid. The Mahekodo-ceri headman himself visited K~obawa's village and invited the entice group to his village to take
refuge. They accepced the offer, and in January of 1951, after conduccing one revenge
raid on the enemies, moved to Mahekodo-teri.
The Mahekodo-teri had been allied to K~obawa's group a generation earlier, but
after K~obawa's group moved away from the Orinoco River, alliance activity had dwindled to just sporadic trading. True to Y~omamo political behavior, the Mahekodo-teri,
being in an obviously stronger bargaining position, offered cheir proteccion and aid with
gain in mind: chey demanded and received a number of their guescs' women. Again, che
members of K~obawa's group suspected further treachery from their new proteccors and
assiduously worked at ' escablishing a new garden. They were forced to stay with the
Mahekodo-teri until their new garden could totally suppbrt them-abouc a year. Even
during chis rime, however, they spenc weeks on end away from t,heir host's village, carrying their food with them and working on._their new plantations. They would return to
obtain new food supplies, rest for a few weeks, and leave again. When Mahekodo-teri
later split into three factions, K~obawa and bis group learned from one of them the
details of a plot in which the Mahekodo-teri were going to kill the men and abduct the
women. The only thing that prevenced them from doing so was the development of a
new war between Mahekodo-teri and another village, one that required the assistance of
K~bawa and his group.
For a few years afrer the separation from Mahekodo-teri, K~obawa's group was
invited to feast there. Because they suspected that the Mahekodo-teri were plotting
againsc them, however, usually the men alone would attend the feast, thereby reducing
the probability of another massacre. The women and children were concealed in the
jungle during the rime the men were away at the feast. Gradually, the alliance cooled
off again and the two groups remained relatively indifferent towards each orher, but
at peace.
By 1960, K~obawa's group had regained some of its military strength and had
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begun cultivating an alliance with a third Shamatari group, one that was related to the
two that conducted the massacre in 1950. The new Shamatari group, Paruritawa-teri
(see map, Fig. 2-8), was at war with the Iwahikoroba-teri, but on feasting terms with the
Mowaraoba-teri. K~obawa's group persuaded their new Shamatari allies to invite the
Mowaraoba-teri to a feast and planned a massacre similar to that of 1950, but with the
tables reversed: K~obawa's group would lie in ambush, while the Paruritawa-teri attacked
the guests within the village. The Mowaraoba-teri were being ravished by a malaria
epidemie at this time, and only a handful of them actually carne to the feast: The others
were too sick to travel. With the aid of their newly found allies, K~obawa's group managed to kill three of the five men and abducted four of their women. The other two visitors escaped to tell of the treachery. This revenge feast was only considered to be
partially successful, and K~obawa's group was not satisfied with the outcome. Their
Shamatari allies, Paruritawa-teri, were obliged to abandon their site to avoid the revenge
raids, splitting into two groups in the process: MÇmaribõwei-teri and Reyabobõwei-teri,
both continuing to remain friendly to K~obawa's group.
ln early 1965, just a few months afrer I began my fieldwork, K4obawa and his
supporcers left to visit Reyabobowei-teri, 0ne of the two Shamatari allies, hoping to
conduct another treacherous feast for the Mõwaraoba-teri. They left a few men behind
to protect the women and children. The men were gone almost two weeks. All during
this time, those who remained behind flocked to my mud hut at dawn and remained
in it the whole day, not permitting me to leave. Every hour or so they asked to see my
shotgun. I soon discovered that they were frightened and suspected that the Widokaiyateri were going to raid them to abduct women, for they knew of the plot. My hut lay on
the path most likely to be taken by Widokaiya-teri raiders, and the few remaining men
stood guard next to my door, hoping to intercept the raiders should they attack at night.
I, unknowingly, guarded the women and children by day with my shotgun, while
the men did the sarne at night with their own weapons. This incident indelibly underscores the almost complete lack of trust between allies; the members of K4obawa's
group expected a raid from their friends and allies rather than from their enemies!
About ten days after the men had left, six visitors from another allied village
passed through Upper Bisaasi-teri hoping to trade. lt was obvious to them that the men
were away and that the women were frightened. They carried word of the situation up
the Orinoco River to their own allies, one of which was the Mahekodo-teri.
The evening before the men returned from their trip, one of the Salesian Missionaries, Padre Luiz Cocco, visited me, having traveled up the Orinoco River by darka dangerous undertaking at that time of the year. Padre Cocco had just received word by
short-wave radio from the mission at Mahekodo-teri that a large party of men had left
for Bisaasi-teri intent on capturing women. They had learned of the poorly guarded
women from the six visitors and were determined to take advantage of the situation.
My house was full of women and children at dawn the following day, and the
raiders were probably en route. I was in a difficult situation. On the one hánd, if I told
the Indians of the rumor, it would have been sufficient cause to start a war between
K4obawa's group and the Mahekodo-teri. This would have been most unfortunate if
the story proved to be false. On the other hand, I dared not remain silent. If raiders were
indeed coming, they would probably kill the defenders to capture the women. Fortunately, K4obawa and the men returned early in the afternoon,. and I was able to remain
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neutral. The treacherous feast for their Shamatari enemies proved to be unsuccessful:
The intended victims had accepted the invitation, but were informed of the plot just
before they_arrived. One of the Reyabobõwei-teri who had dose kinsmen among them
had misgivings about the matter and warned them.
Late in the afternoon it was learned that the Mahekodo-teri were, in fact, in the
vicinity of the village, allegedly on a ((camping trip." K~obawa, of course, suspected
their story, but to demonstrate his friendship he invited them to be his guests ata feast.
As he and his men had been away for nearly two weeks, there was an abundance of food
in their gardens and they could easily afford to entertain the Mahekodo-teri and their
traveling companions, the Boreta-teri. Together, the guests numbered about 100-after
they fetched their women and children.
This sets the stage for the feast in the kind of context that makes it more intelligible: The specific historical relationships between the participants and the nature of their
mutual mistrust. Now 1 will give the details of the events that followed.

The Feast
Perhaps because he suspected the Mahekodo-teri and Boreta-teri of intimidation,
K~obawa also invited the Karohi-teri to attend the feast. They are a small but dependable
ally and had themselves separated from the Mahekodo-teri many years ago. This established a balance of power at the_projected feast should any trouble arise, for the combination of both Boreta-teri and Mahekodo-teri was of sufficient strength to worry any host.
With the aid of the Karohi-teri, K~obawa's group was more of a match for the visitors.
The feast started out on a sour note. lt is the custom of the Y~omar.nõ visitors
to arrive only afrer an invitation from their hosts, sent by messenger on the day of the
feast. The Mahekodo-teri and Boreta-teri, however, arrogantly arrived nearly a week before
K~obawa's group was prepared to receive them and set up a large, temporary camp a
short distance from the village. They were guests and could legitimately demand to be
fed. Because of this, K~obawa and his covillagers were under obligation to feed them,
some hundred or so people, and took them to the gardens to supply them with enough
plantains to last a week. K~obawa was a little disrurbed that they would be so impolite
as to arrive uninvited, but cook the sicuition quite philosophically. After all, they had
fed bis group for the better part of a year.
.
He and severa! other men cut a large quantity of plantains, which were hung in
his house and allowed to ripen for a week, to be boiled into date, a thick, sweet soup, on
the day of the feast. That afternoon K~obawa and a few of the older men commissioned
a hunting party comprised of young men, severa! of whom were K~obawa's brothers,
whose responsibility would be to obtain a large quantity of fresh meat to give to the
visitors on the day after the feast. Most of them were reluctant to go, as their feet were
still sore from the trip to the Shamatari village. A few of them claimed to be sick and
managed to escape recruitment into the hunting party in this way. This hunt, with the
hanging of the plantains in che headman's house, initiated the feast. The excitement that
usually attends a feast began at this time.
That evening the young men danced and sang in the village, an institution called
amoamo, thereby insuring chemselve.s with luck on the hunt. (The Y~omamõ also

Fig. 4-1. Kttobawa, headman, unpacking some o/ the meat his hunters have just collected for the
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amoamo on other occasions, but invariably do so on the day the plantains are . hung in
the viÜage in anticipation of a feast.) Every evening the men are away on their heniomou,
the week-long hunt, the young women and girls sing and dance in the village to insure
them success.
The hunters left at dawn the following morning, carrying a large supply of roasted
and green plantains with them to eat while they hunted. They had picked a site some
25 miles up the Mavaca River for cheir hunt, as game was known to abound there. Their
task was to obtain monkeys, armadillos, wild turkeys, wild pig, tapir or sloth, the only
meat deemed worthy to give to guests. They would not be permitted to eat any of this
game, but could consume any other game they captured, such as deer, small birds, a small
species of wild rurkey, or insects and fish they happened to come upon. The feast meat,
however, was earmarked for the guests and could not be eaten by the hunters. On this
particular hunting trip the men miscalculated the amount of food they would need to
sustain them during the hunt, and one of them retumed after four days to fetch more
plantains. He also gave K:iobawa a report on the hunt's success, creating a small sensacion
in the village: They had already killed a large number of basho, a particularly large and
very desirable monkey. They had also come upon a quantity of turtle eggs at a sand bar
and were eating as many as they could. When they retumed later, they cached the remaining eggs in my house, so as not to have to share them with the visitors.
Meanwhile, the visitors were making gluttons of themselves, and the hosts started
to grumble about the large number of plantains they had already eaten. The week's
supply they originally provided had been consumed in half that time, and the guests had
been given permission a second time to harvest more from their hosts' gardens. This
was no way for guests to behave, and it soon became apparent that they were intimidating
K:iobawa's group~ Still, he and his followers continued to supply them with all the food
they needed, keeping their complaints to themselves. They did not want it to be known
that they were worried about running shor.t of food. Instead, they planned to conduct
the feast on a scale that would be difficult to reciprocate.
The hunters returned and presented their catch to K:iobawa. lt was brought to
bis house and placed on the ground, wrapped up in leaves. K:iobawa ignored it for a
while and then slowly began to unpack it (see Fig. 4-1) while everybody watchedespecially the hunters, who were quite proud of the quantity of meat they had obtained:
seventeen basho monkeys, seven wild tuikeys, and three large armadillos. Hunting trips
are not usually this successful, but the hunters had fortunately stumbled into a large
band of basho and had nearly wiped it out.
K:iobawa and his group were anxious to conduct the feast for their visitors and
present them with the food, because by so doing the visitors would be obliged to leave
for home, thereby ending the drain on the gardens. 2
The feast was scheduled for the day following the return of the hunters, even
though the Karohi-teri had not yet arrived. K:iobawa and his group were so anxious to
rid themselves of their ravenous guests by this time thac they decided to hold a separate
feast for the Karohi-teri on the day following the departure of the Mahekodo-teri. This
would involve a considerable amount of extra work, but they were more than willing to
2 I have seen several instances of Y~nomamêi groups geccing rid of visicors who have joined chem semipermanently by holding a feast in cheir honor; when che ceremonial food is presented, the visitors are obliged to leave.
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undertake it if it meant getting rid of their first group of visitors, who, by this time, had
spent nearly a week eating Kiobawa's produce.
On the morning of the feast three large pieces of bark from the arapuri tree were
cuc and broughc to the village. These were made into troughs to contain the boiled, ripe
plancain soup. All day long K~obawa's younger brochers, who had retumed from the
hunt che day before, labored ac cooking the enormous quancity of ripe plantains, pouring
each boiling c•·~<tainerful inco the crough as ic was prepared.3
The plantains chac K~obawa had hung in his shabono roof a week before were now
ripe. The young men who were preparing che soup would cuc the bunches of plantains
from che roof, splic each fruit wich their thumb, throw che two halves of che ftesh inco
a cooking pot, and coss the skins onto a pile. They worked at this task from early morning until late afternoon, in addicion to boiling a nearly equal quancity of green plantains,
which provided che green vegetable food that customarily accompanies the presentation
of meat. Y:inomamo etiquette dictates that meat must be accompanied by vegetable food
and vice versa.4 It is an insult, for example, to offer someone meat without simultaneously offering a vegetable food with it. Peeling green plantains is a little more difficult
than peeling ripe ones, which are very tough apd brittle. The Y~omamo solve this problem, like they solve so many orhers, by using their teeth. Each plantain is bitten along
its lengrh severa! rimes, cracking the peel, which in turn is removed with the fingernails
and furrher application of the dentition. On this particular occasion, rwo young men
peeled, wirh their thumbs, enough ripe plantains co make appro-ximately 95 gallons of
soup, and, wich their teeth, a sufficiently large quancicy of green plantains to fill a dozen
large pack-baskets.
ln the morning on the day of the feast, Kiobawa wenc to the center of the village
clearing where all could see him and proceeded co pull weeds. The clearing has to look
presentable to the visitors, as it functions as che dancing plaza. As noted before, since
Y~nomamo headmen cannot directly order cheir followers to execute tasks such as these,
they usually initiate them and hope that others will follow. By and by, a number of
older men joined him, as well as a few women, and when a sufficient number of workers
were pulling weeds and hauling them out, K:iobawa quietly retired to his hammock,
from which he oversaw the food preparations and cakulated the distribution of meat.
Excitement in the village grew conspicuously as che hours passed, and by noon
there was a constant din of laughter and chaccer, punccuated now and then wirh a shrill
scream from some young man overcome with the chrill of the feasc. Occasionally, the
visitors would reply to the shouts, serting off a brief contest of screaming between hosts
3K~obawa's group has access to aluminum pots now and uses them extensively in food preparations. Most
Y~omamo groups srill use crude clay pots, although these are being rapidly replaced by aluminum ware, which

is traded inJand to the more remore villages.
4 The three vegetable foods considered to be suitable accompaniments for the meat presentation are: boiled
green plantains, boiled rasha fruir, and cassava bread. A number of missionaries and a few scientific observers have
identified the Yl!nomamõ feast strongly with the rasha fruic (Zerries 1955; de Barandiaran 1966). If it is to be
identified with any food, it should be called the "plantain feast," but to identify the feast with a food that somerimes (rasha) or invariably (plantains) accompanies ir is to overlook the sociopolitical causes of the feast. Rasha is
so unnecessary to the feast that it was served ar only cwo of six feasts 1 artended. ln shorc, the YllOomamõ feast
is a social and political event, not a harvest ceremony, and occurs independently of rhe abundance or a".ailability
of rasha fruir. Rasha fruir ripens in February, the peak of the dry season. lt is onJy in rhe dry season that feasts can
be held, because travei is difficult or impossible at other times of the year. T he correlation of the ripening of.
rasha and feasting is rather more fortuitous than causal.
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and guescs that gradually died off as each group busied ítself in preparacion for the
dance.
Shordy after noon a rumor circulaced through the village that the visitors had
been raiding the gardens at night and stealing plantains. A number of people, particularly older men, were visibly upset by this new information, giving rise to another
rumor that there would be a chest-pounding duel to set the matter straight. The guescs
had already worn their welcome thin by arriving uninvited a week in advance and by
eating excessively. Their hosts were becoming angry with them, as ít was all too obvious
that they were deliberately taxing their hosts' patience; they were incimidating them.
The men of the host group had finished their preparations for the feast; they were
all painted in red and black, bearing colorful feachers. They had cleaned the debris from
their houses, had finished hauling out the weeds they had picked from the village
clearing, and had brought in quantities of food to give their guests. Now, it was time
for them to take ebene, their hallucinogenic drug. They separated into severa! groups and
began blowing the brownish-green powder up each other's nostrils with 3-foot long
hollow cubes. As the drug would be administered, each recipient would reel from che
concussion of air, groan, and scagger off to some convenient pose to vomit. Within ten
minutes of taking the drug, the men would be bleary-eyed and wild, prancing around
in front of their houses, stopping occasionally to vomit or to catch their breath. ln each
group chere would be one man particularly adept at chancing to the hekura, che mountain
demons, and he would soon take over the show, while the others retired to che sidelines
in a stupor, green slime dripping from their nostrils. Should there be sick people in the
village, che adept chanters-the shabori-would cure them by chanting, massaging, sucking, and vomiting out the evil spirit that caused the sickness. Otherwise, they would
chant about other things, perhaps sending their hekura to enemy villages to eat the souls
of children, or enjoining them to prevent their enemies from doing the sarne. Occasionally, one of the men takes too much of the drug and become violenc. On this particular
occasion, Shiimima, one of K~obawa's brothers, grabbed his bow and arrows and ran
to the center of the village. This caused a minor sensation for a moment, but one of the
men managed to catch and disarm him, hiding his weapons so he could not find them.
Things returned to normal again, and the other participants in the drug-taking began
chanting to Shiimima to restore him to his senses. The chanting lasted for an hour or so,
and the participants, one by one, returneâ to cheir houses to clean up their paint jobs;
most of them had smeared their careful work by vomiting all over themselves.
While the men were taking their drugs, the women were busy painting and
decorating themselves with feathers and red pigment. The visitors, also, were busy at
the sarne tasks, and the excitement of the feast reached fever proportions by mid-afternoon. A few women were still busy finishing trade baskets, while K;iobawa's younger
brothers continued with the monotonous cooking of what seemed to them an endless
number of plantains.
Finally, an old man from the visiting group entered the village and marched
unceremoniously across the clearing while the members of K~obawa's group cheered
him. He was too old ·to join the dancing, but too respected to wait behind with the
women and children while the younger men put on their display. This was evidence that
the visitors were about to send in their delegace to accepr che feasr invitation at
K~obawa's house.
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The members of Lower Bisaasi-teri had joined K;iobawa's group for the feast,
as they, too, were on friendly terms with the Mahekodo-teri and had benefited from the
latter's hospitality after the treacherous feast in 1950. Before K~obawa's group had
separated from the Lower Bisaasi-teri,. there had been one headman over the entire composite village. This was a brother to K~obawa's father; when the groups split, the older
man led the faction of Lower Bisaasi-teri, leaving K~obawa to lead the Upper group.
On this particular day, when the two groups had temporarily coalesced for the feast, the
older man was conceded the honor of chanting with the visitor's delegate, Asiawa, the
son of the Mahekodo-teri headman.
T en minutes after the old ·visitor entered the village, Asiawa entered the clearing,
touching off an explosion of wild cheering that marked the opening of the dance. He was
spectacular in his bright new loin cloth, long red parrot feathers streaming from his
armbands, and black monkey-tail headband covered with white buzzard down. He
marched dramatically to the center of the village clearing, while all of K~obawa's followers cheered, and struck the visitor's pose: motionless, head upward, and weapons held
vertically next to his face. He stood there two or three minutes so his hosts co~ld admire
him. This gesture signified that he had come in peace and was announcing his benevolent
intentions by standing where all could ·see him. If they bore him malice, they had to
shoot him then or not at all.5 He then marched to K;iobawa's house and was met by
K~obawa's father's brother, the temporary leader of the ·combined host group, and the
two men immediately began to chant. This was the formal acceptance of the feast invitation by Asiawa on behalf of his entire group. They chan~ed for five minutes or so,
bouncing up and down from the knees, now face to face, now side to side, but always
lively and loud. Suddenly, they stopped, and Asiawa squatted, his back to the sun, while
the host's representative retired to his hammock. The cheering died down. Asiawa squatted for severa! minutes before one of K~obawa's younger brothers brought a half-gourd
full of plantain S()Up to him and set it on the ground. He-ignored it politely for severa!
minutes, staring into the distance, holding his weapons horizontally next to his mouth.
Presently, he put his weapons down, picked up the container of soup, and drained it in
one draft before setting it back down. As soon as he had set it down, one of K~obawa's
younger brothers brought him a large pack-basket filled with boiled green plantains and
smoked armadillo meat. Asiawa stood while the strap of the basket was placed over his
head and adjusted across his shoulders soas to not crumple his headdress. Trying to look
dramatic, he staggered rapidly out of the village under his burden of food, while the
hosts again cheered wildly. This food was eaten by the visicors while they finished their
decorating, each receiving a small portion.
Within a h.alf-hour of Asiawa's departure the visitors had completed their decorating and had assembled just oucside che entrance to che village. The men, all finely
decorated, stood at the front of the gathering, while the women, girls, and young boys,
also decorated, but each carrying a load of family possessions, broughc up the rear. At
the signal of Asiawa's facher, che first two dancers burst into the village, separated, and
danced around the periphery of che clearing in opposice direccions, while K:iobawa's
group welcomed them enthusiastically with shouts and shrill screams. Two at a time,
5J have a number of informants' accounts of visitors being shot down while standing in the clearing to announce
their visit. Whenever 1 accompanied visitors to strange villages for the first time 1, too, was obliged to participate
in this rite and always had an uneasy feeling about it.
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the visiting dancers entered, pranced around the village periphery, wildly showing off
their decorations and weapons and then returning to the group. Each dancer had unique
decorations and a unique dance step, something personal that he could exhibit. He would
burst into the village screaming a memorized phrase, wheel and spin, stop in his tracks,
dance in place, throw his weapons down, pick them up again, aim them at the line of
hosts with a wild expression on his face, prance ahead a few steps, repeat his performance,
and continue on around t he village in this manner, while the hosts cheered wildly. When
everyone had had an individual turn, the entire group entered, danced single file around
the periphery severa! times, and gathered at the center of the clearing, where they formed
a tighdy knit group. They stood motionless, except for the heaving of their chests, holding their weapons vercically. After they had stood there a few mom\.!nts- in a final display
of decorations-K:iobawa's followers emerged from their houses and approached the
center of the village, each man inviting one or more of the visitors to his house, leading
him away from the village center by the arm. As each visitor was led away, his family,
watching from the village entrance, unceremoniously jo'ined him at the host's house,
bringing che family possessions along. Within a few minutes the dance plaza was deserted
and the visitors were resting comfortably 1n their hosts' hammocks. Even in the hammocks, the Y 'lflOmamo visitors are able to put on a silent display of their finery as they
lay with their legs crossed, one arm behind their head, staring at the ceiling, waiting for
their hosts to feed them ripe plantain soup from the bark troughs-it is almost as if they
are strutting from a reclining position.
After the guests had been given their first round of soup, the men of K:iobawa's
village assembled outside the entrance and carne in to dance around the village for their
guests. They, too, had an opportunity to put on a display of their own decorations, after
which they retired to entertain the guests.
There were three troughs full of soup in the village. The first one was emptied in
the process of bringing lj).Uffierous gourdsful to the some <?ne hundred visitors (see Fig.
4-2). After they had consumed this, the guests then assembled ar the second trough and
began eating there. Before this trough was finished, they moved as a group to the third
trough and repeated their ceremonial consumption, before retuming to their hammocks
to rest and regain their appetites. Approximately two hours had passed from the rime
the first dancers entered the village until the guests retired from the third trough of soup.
They had not yet eaten all of the contents-all in ali, some 95 gallons of it-but managed
to do so by morning.6
Shordy after dark the marathon chanting (waiyamou) beg~n-it continued until
dawn. At dawn the visitors conducted their trade and were given the baskets of "goinghome focx:i": boiled green plantains with smoked meat. The women and children departed with the focx:i, leaving the men behind to trade. The visitors made requests through
their headman, and K~obawa would produce the item by enjoining one of the local men
to give it. The item would be thrown at the feet of the man who wanted it. He would
ignore it for a while and then give it a cursory examination, throwing ir back on the
ground. His peers would then examine i t in greater detail and extol its virtues, while the
6During some feascs, che ashes of che dead are mixed with the boiled, ripe plancain soup and eatc:n by friends
and rc:latives of che dc:cc:asc:d. The fc:asc also sc:rvc:s as a preliminary to a raid that involvc:s cwo or more villagc:s.
The sponsor of thc: raid will entertain his allies in a fc:asc che day before the raiding parcy depares. See Chapcer ~
for a discussion of the raid.
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giver would apologize for its defects. If it were a particularly poor item, just the opposite
would ocqir; the giver would cite its not-so-obvious merits, while the recipient would
draw attention to the conspicuous shortcomings. ln every trade the hosts always feel as
though they had been over generous, and the guests, after they depart, complain that
they had not received enough. The trade was conducted in an atmosphere of efficiency,
with very lictle argumentation. The hosts had concealed cheir choicesc icems and vigorously denied having some goods, and che guescs had clone likewise-sinking cheir prize
bows in a river before arriving ac feasc, for example, and bringing an inferior one along
in case one o~ che hoscs asked for it during che trading. As chis was che firsc time in some
years chat the two groups feasced cogecher, chere was nothing for either one to repay.
Instead, the visitors asked for icems no mraiha- to be repaid later-and the guests did
che. sarne.

.

Fig. 4-2. Guests drinking boiled ripe plantain soup ata feast; the trough is made from the bark
'o/ a large tree, arapuri.
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By 8:00 A.M. the going-home food had been presented to the visitors, and the
trade had been conducted. Had the visitors been polite, they would have left for home at
that time. Instead, they decided to stay and witness the second, smaller, feast that
K~obawa was going to conduct for the Karohi-teri, who had not arrived intime for the
major event. This capped the series of insules the visitors had heaped upon K~obawa's
group. The visitors were warned that if they should stay, the would be expected to fight
in a chest-pounding duel.
lt was obvious now that the visitors were looking for trouble, and K~obawa's
group was obliged to react or be subject to even further intimidation. Hence, the challenge to pound chests. At this point the visitors broke carnp and departed, much to the
relief and joy of K~obawa's group. ln fact, they were pleased that they had been successful in intimidating their guests into leaving, and the men gloated over this accomplishmenr rhe resr of the day. They were convinced that their rhreats were credible enough to
force their potential adversaries to withdraw, . presumably because the Mahekodo-teri
felt they were inferior in strength.
K~bawa and his group held another feast for the Karohi-teri that sarne day, but
without the assistance of the Lower Bisaasi-teri who left shordy after the previous feast
·
terminated.

The Chest-pounding Duel
The feast for Karohi-teri was essentially the sarne as the one for the Mahekodoteri and Boreta-teri. When the dancing was over and darkness fell, the men began to
chant again. The first pair of chanters had not completed their rhythmic presentation when
the jungle around the village erupted with hoots and screams, causing all of the people
in the village to jump from their hammocks and arm themselves. When the men had
found their arrows and were prepared, they began yelling back at the unseen guests,
rattling the shafts of their arrows togerher or against their bows and/ or pounding the
heads of axes against pieces of firewood or on the ground to make noise. The Boreta-teri
and Mahekodo-teri had rerumed to accept rhe chest-pounding challenge and entered the
village, each man brandishing his axe, cll!,.h, or bow and arrows. They circled the village
once, feinting attack on particular men among the hosts, then grouped at the center of
rhe village clearing. The hoscs surrounded them excitedly, dancing with their weapons
poised to strike, then entering into the mass of bodies. Heated arguments about food
theft and gluttony developed, and the hosts and guests threateningly waved their weapons in each other's faces. Within minutes the large group had bifurcated and the chestpounding began. The Karohi-teri aided K~obawa and his followers, whose joint numbers
were even further swelled when the Lower Bisaasi-teri rushed to the village after hearing
the commotion. There were about sixty adult men on each side in the fight, divided into
two arenas, each comprised of hosts and guests. Two men, one from each side, would step
into the center of the milling, belligerent crowd of weapon-wielding partisans, urged on
by their comrades. One would step up, spread his legs apart, bare his chest, and hold his
arms behind his back, daring the other to hit him. The opponent would size him up,
adjust the man's chest or arms so as to give himself the greatest advantage when he struck,
and then step back to deliver his close-fisted blow. The striker would painstakingly adjust
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Fig. 4-3. Chest-pounding duel about to be escalated.

bis own distance from his victim by measuring his arm length to the man's chest, taking
several dry runs before delivering his blow. He would then wind up like a baseball pitcher,
but keeping both feet on the ground, and deliver a tremendous wallop with his fist to che
man's left pectoral muscle, putting all of his weight inco che blow. The victim's knees
would often buckle and he would stagger around a few moments, shaking his head to
clear the stars, but remain silent. The blow invariably raised a «frog" on the recipienc>s
pectoral muscle where the striker's knuckles bitinto his flesh. After each blow, the com-
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rades of the deliverer would cheer and bounce up and down from the knees, waving and
dacking their weapons over their heads. The victim's supporters, meanwhile, would urge
their champion on frantically, insisting that he take another blow. If the delivery were
made with sufficient force to knock the recipient to the ground, the man who delivered
it would throw his arms above his head, roll his eyes back, and prance victoriously in a
circle around his victim, growling and screaming, his feet almost a blur from his excited
dance. The recipient would stand poised and take as many as four blows before demanding
to hit his adversary. He would be permitted to strike his opponent as many times as the
latter struck him, provided that the opponent could take it. If not, he would be forced to
retire, much to the dismay of his comrades and the delirious joy of their opponents. No
fighter could retire after delivering a blow. If he attempted to doso, his adversary would
plunge into the crowd and roughly haul him back out, sometimes being aided by the
man's own supporters. Only after having received his just dues could he retire. If he had
delivered three blows, he had to receive three or else be proven a poor fighter. He could
retire with less than three only if he were injured. Then, one of his comrades would
replace him and demand to hit the victorious opponent. The injured man's two remaining
blows would be canceled, and the man who delivered the victorious blow would have to
receive more blows than he delivered. Thus, good fighters are at a disadvantage, since
they receive disproportionately more punishment than they deliver. Their only reward
is status: they earn the reputation of being fierce.
Some of the_younger men in K~obawa's group were reluctant to participate in the
fighcing because they were afraid of being injured. This put more strain on the othets,
who were forced to take extra turns in order to preserve the group's reputation. Atone
point K'lobawa's men, sore from the punishment they had taken and worried that they
would ultimately lose the fight, wanted to escalate the contest to an axe duel (see Fig.
4-3 ). K'lobawa was vigorously opposed to this, as he knew it would lead to bloodshed.
He therefore recruited the younger men into the fighting, as well as a few of the older .
ones who had clone nothing but demand the others to step into the arena, thereby reducing the strain on thóse who wanted to escalate the leve! of violence. A few of the younger
men retired after a single blow, privately admitting to me later that they pretended to be
injured to avoid being forced to fight more. The fighting continued .in this fashion for
nearly three hours, tempers growing hotter and hotter. K~obawa and the headman from
'
the other group stood by with their weapons, attempting to keep the fighting innocuous,
but not participating in it. Some of the fighters went through severa! rurns of three or
four blows each, their pectoral muscles swollen and red from the number of blows each
had received. The fight had still not been decided, although K~obawa's group seemed to
be getting the worst of ir. They then insisted on escalating the fighting to side slappirig,
partly because their chests were roo sore to continue in that fashion, and partly because
their opponenrs seemed to have an edge on them.
The side slapping duel is nearly identical in form to chest pounding, except that
the blow is delivered with an open hand across the flanks of the opponent, between his
rib-cage and pelvis bone. lt is a litde more severe than chest pounding because casualties
are more frequent and tempers grow hotter more rapidly when a group's champion falis
to the ground, gasping for wind, and faints. The side slapping only lasted fifteen minutes
or so; one of the more influential men in K~obawa's group was knocked unconscious,
enraging the others. The fighting continued for just a few minutes after this, but during
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Fig. 4-4. Many feasts end in prearranged chest-pounding duels; this permits the allies to display
the fact that they are friendly but capable of defending their sovereignty. These two men were
pounding each other's chests a f ew minutes befare this photo was taken. Here, they embrace each
other intimately, vowing eternal friendship, and ask each other for specific trade goods.
chese few minutes the men were rapidly changing rhe poi,nts of rheir arrows to war rips:
curare and lanceolate bamboo. The women and children began to cry, knowing that the
situation was getting serious, and rhey grouped inro the farrhesr corners of rheir houses
near the exits. One by one the men withdrew, returned co their houses, and drew cheir
bows. The visitors pulled back and formed a procective circle around cheir own women
and children, also ficcing arrows inco cheir bows and drawing chem. The village grew
almost silent. The leaders of the respective groups srepped into che no man's land separating che two groups of armed men and began arguing violently, waving axes and clubs
at each other. Suddenly, the spokesmen from che visiting group surged toward K~obawa
and his supporcers, swinging their axes and clubs wildly ar them, forcing them back to
the line of men whose bowstrings were drawn taut. K~obawa and his followers regained
their footing and repelled their adversaries ac this point, while the women and children
from boch groups began fleeing from che village, screaming and wailing. Ir looked as if
116
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rhey were about to release their arrows point-blank at K~obawa's attackers, but when he
and his aides rurned them back, thé crisis was over. The leaders of the visiting group rejoined the other men, some of whom had picked up glowing brands of firewood, and they
backed out of the village, weapons still drawn, their way illuminated by those who were
waving the brands.7
K~bawa's group rook no further action in this atrair and was not invited to feast
at Mahekodo-teri. Later in the year, their relationships worsened because of a club fight
in yet another village, and for a while both groups threatened to shoot each other on
sight. A temporary rapprochement developed after the club fight, when a group of raiders
from K~obawa's group met a group of hunters from Mahekodo-teri while en route to
attack the village of one of their enemies. The men from both villages traded with each
other and departed on friendly terms, the raiders abandoning their raid and returning to
their village lese they be later ambushed on the way home by rhe Mahekodo-teri. They
are presently on trading terms with each other, but their relationship is still somewhat
srrained and potentially hostile.
ln general, feasts are exciting for both the hosts and the guests and contribute to
their mutual solidarity. Under normal circumstances, allies that customarily feast with
each other do not fight. Nevertheless, even the best allies occasionally agree beforehand
to terminate rheir feast with a chest-pounding duel, thereby demonstrating to each other
that they are friends, but capable of maintaining their sovereignty and willing to fight if
necessary (Fig. 4-4). K~obawa's group had a chest-pounding duel with one of its staunchest allies in 1966, as each had heard that the other was spreading rumors that it was
cowardly. Of the six feasts I witnessed during the nineteen months I spent with the
Y ~nomamo, two of them ended in fighting.
Any Y~nomamo feast can potenrially end in violence because of the nature of the
attitudes the participants hold regarding canons of behavior and obligations to display
ferocity.
Still, the feast and i ts attendanr rrade serve to reduce rhe possibiliry of neighbors
fighting with each orher at a more serious level of violence, and they contribure to intervillage solidarity and mutual interdependence.

7 At

th.is time, 1 was crouchcd in thc house beh.ind thc line of bowmcn, trembling ín my boots.
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can and often do fail to establish stable, amicable relationships between sovereign villages. When this happens'. the groups may coexist
for a period of time without any overt expressions of hostility. This, however, is
an unstable situation, and no two villages that are within comfortable walking distance
from each other can maintain such a relationship indefinitely: They must become allies,
or hostility is likely to develop between them. Indifference leads to ignorance or suspicion, and this soon gives way to accusations of so~cery. Once the relationship is of ·t his
sort, a death in one of the villages will be attributed to che malevolenc hekura sent by
shamans in the ocher village, and raids will evencually take place becween chem.
Y411omamo wa!fare proper is che raid. That is, not all of cheir feuding and squabbles can be considered as war, alchough the values associated with war-bellicosity, ferocity, and violence-undoubtedly increase the amount of all kinds of fighting.
War is only one form of violence in a graded series of aggressive activities (Chagnon 1967). Indeed, some of the other forms of fighting, such as the formal chest-pounding
duel, may even be considered as the antithesis of war, for it provides an alternative to killing. Duels are formal and are regulated by stringent rules about proper ways to deliver and
receive blows. Much of Y~nomamo fighting is kept innocuous by these rules so that the
concerned pareies do not have to resort co drastic means to resolve their grievances. The
three most innocuous forms of violence, chest pounding, side slapping, and club fights,
permit the contestants to express their hostilities in such a way that they can con tinue
to remain on relacively peaceful terms with each other afrer the contest is settled. Thus,
Y~nomamo culture calls forth aggressive behavior, but at the sarne time provides a regulated system in which the expressions of violence can be controlled.
The most innocuous form of fighting is the chest-pounding duel described in the
last chapter. These duels usually take place between the members .of different villages and
are precipitated by such minor affronts as malicious gossip, accusations of cowardice,
stinginess with food, or niggardliness in trading.
HE FEAST AND ALLIANCE
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lf such a duel is escalated, it usually develops into a side-slapping contest. O ccasi onally, the combatants will sue for the use _o f machetes and axes, but this is rare. If
macheces are used, the object of the contest still remains the sarne: l njure your opponent
seriously enough so chat he will withdraw from the concest, but cry noc to draw blood.
Hence, opponents strike each other with only the flat of the blade when they resort to
machetes.
ln some areas the Yqnomamo modify che chest-pounding duel in another way: The
opponencs hold rocks in cheir clenched fiscs and strike their adversaries on che chest with
an even more stunning blow. They try noc to let the stone itself touch the flesh of the
man they are fighting. Even withouc che use of stones, however, chey are able to deliver
their blows with such force chat some of the participancs cough up blood for days afrer
having been in a duel.
Club fights represenc the nexc level of violence. These can take place both within
and between villages. Mosc of the club fights result from arguments over women, but a
few of them develop ouc of disputes associaced with food cheft. Dikawa, a young man
abouc rwency years old, carne home one day and discovered a bunch of eating bananas his
father, abouc fifty-five years old, had hung up in his house, above his hearch, co ripen in
che smoke. Dikawa, however, ate a number of chem without his father's permission.
When his father discovered che cheft, he ripped a pole ouc of his house .and began clubbing Dikawa. Dikawa armed himself wich a similár club and attacked his facher, precipicacing a general melee that soon involved mosc of che inen in che village, each taking the
side of che father or son, as chey saw fie. ln brawls such as chese, many individuais join
inche fighting just to keep the sides even; if a group is badly outnumbered, chey will be
joined by friends whose sense of fairness stimulates them to take sides, no macter whac
the issue is. The nec resulc of che above fighc was a numb~r of lacerated skulls,
bashed fingers, and sore shoulders. The contescancs cry to hit each ocher on the top of
the head, but when the fight gecs out of hand, the participants swing wildly and
rarely hic cheir opponencs on the skull. More frequently, che.blow lands on the shoulder
or arm.
The clubs used in chese fighcs are, ideally, 8 to 10 feec long. They are very wiry,
quite heavy, and deliver a cremendous wallop. ln general shape and dimensions, they
resemble p·ool cues, buc are nearly twicc;:_as long. The club is held at the thin end, which
is frequently sharpened to a long point in case che fighting escalares to spear thrusting, in
which case the club is inverted and used as a pike.
Mosc duels scart between rwo men, usually after one of them has been caught en
flagrante trysting wich the other's wife. The enraged husband challenges bis opponent
tó strike him on the head with a club. He holds his own club vertically, leans against it
and exposes his head for his opponent to scrike. After he has sustained a blow on the head,
he can then deliver one on the culprit's skull. But as soon as blood starts to flow, almost
everybody rips a pole out of the house frame and joins in the fighting, supporting one
or the other of the contestants.
N eedless to say, che tops of most men's heads are covered with long, ugly scars of
which their bearers are immensely proud. Some of them, in face, keep their head cleanly
shaved on top to· display these scars, rubbing redI pigment on their bare
scalps to define
.
them more precisely. Viewed from the top, the skull of an acco~plished man offorty
years looks like a road map, for it is criss-crossed by as many as tWenty large scars ( see
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Fig. 5- 1). Others keep their heads shaved for decora.tive reasons only, irrespective of the
number of scars they bear. Some do not shave their heads at ali.
Club fighting is frequent in large villages, primarily because there are more opportunities for men to establish clandestine sexual liaisons without getting caught at it. Most
affairs are, however, discowered. The larger the village, the more frequent the club fighting; and as fighting increases, so too does the probability that the village will fission and
result in two separate groups. Most village fissioning 1 investigated resulted from a specific club fight over a woman, a fight that was merely one such incident in a whole series
of similar squabbles.
The village of Patanowa-teri split during the last month of my first field trip. One
of the young men took the wife of another because she was allegedly being mistreated
by him. This resulted in a brutal club fight that involved almost every man in the village.
The fight escalated to jabbing with the sharpened ends of the clubs when the husband of
the woman in question was speared by his rival and wounded. The headman of the
village, a brother of K~obawa, had been attempting to keep the fighting restricted to
clubs. When the husband's rival speared his opponent, the headman went into a rage
and speared him in turn, running his own sharpened club completdy through the young
man's body. He died when they tried to remove the weapon. The wife was then given
back to her legitimate husband, who punished her by cutting both her ears off with his
machete.
The kinsmen of the dead man were then ordered to leave thé village before there
was further bloodshed. The aggrieved faction joined the Monou-teri and the Bisaasi-teri
because these two groups were at war with their natal village, and they knew that they
would have an opportunity to raid their own village to get revenge. The Monou-teri and
the two Bisaasi-teri groups accepted these new arrivals; they were kinsmen and would
actively prosecute the war against the Patanowa-teri. The hosts, of course, took severa!
women from the refugees, the price a vulnerable group must pay for protection.
Spears are not commonly used by the Y~namano. A rare form of fighting, however, does involve the use of these weapons. lt is a formal contest in the sense that the
fight is prearranged and the participants agree beforehand to refrain from using their
bows and arrows. Fights such as these take place when the members of two villages are
not angry enough with each other to shoot to kill, but are too furious to be able to
satisfy their grudges with chest pounding or club fighting.
The spears themselves are about 6 feet long, lightweight, and frequently painted
with red and black designs. They are merely peeled saplings sharpened to a long point at
the heavy end. Each man makes severa! of them.
The single spear-throwing incident that took place during my fieldwork started
over a woman. Her husband had been very cruel to her, so the woman's brother, the
headman of one of the villages north of K~obawa's area, took her away from him by
force. This enraged his entire following, which was considerably smaller th:µi that of the
wife's brother. A club fight temporarily setded the dispute, but the smaller of the groups
was thoroughly trounced by the followers of the wife's brother. They challenged their
adversaries to a spear fight and notified them they were going to retum with
reinforcements.
The woman over which the dispute began then ran away from her brother and
rejoined her husband. But the ~ie was cast and the fight was now a matter of pride, the
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Fig. 5-1. Kariima, one o/ Kgobawd's daughters, picking !ice out of her grandfather's battered
head-his scars are from dub fights. She wears decorative sticles inserted in the comers of her
mouth as a beaut)' aid. These were inserted at about age five, together with one in the lower lip
and another in the nasal septum.
Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
www.etnolinguistica.org
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original cause being quite irrelevant. Each of the principals in the dispute busily recruited
a,id from their allies. K~obawa's group sent a delegation of young men to the village that
took the woman away from the cruel husband.
When the cruel husband's incensed group and their allies arrived, about a week
after the challenge, they entered their opponent's village and drove them out in a hail
of spears. Many of them were wounded superficially, but one old man, not able to dodge
missiles as well as he used to, suffered a bad wound and subsequently died. The victors
stole all the hammocks, machetes, and cooking pots they could find and fled. The losers
regrouped and gave chase, this rime intending to escalate the fight to shooting. Som e of
them tied pieces of steel to their spears to make them more effeaive.
They caught up to the victorious group and another spear fight rook place. This
time tempers grew hot because one man in each of the fighting groups had managed to
borrow a shotgun from the missionaries associated with the respective villages; these
were repeatedly discharged over the heads of the fighters. The Y~omamo had deceived
the missionaries into loaning them cwo guns on the pretext of getting fresh game for the
mission personnel. One of the shotgun-wielding Indians, standing ac the front of his
group, was struck by two sharpened spears. At ·rhis, he discharged his shotgun into the
face of the headman of the other group, terminating the fight. The wounded man nearly
died from the blast, but after many months of nursing by the missionaries he managed
to recover. He still carries severa! balls of lead in his face.1 Thereafter,
the two groups
,,.
were at war and raided each other with the intention of killing.

The Raid and Nomohoni
The raid is the next level .in' che scale of violence; this is warfare proper. The
objective of the raid is to kill one or more of the enemy and flee without being discovered.
If, however, the victims of the raid discover their assailants and manage to kill one of
them, the campaign is not considered to be a success, no matter how many people the
raiders may have killed before sustaining their single loss. Rerebawa rold me of a raid he
went on several years before 1 arrived. They managed to kill the headman of the village
they raided, abduct his small son, and kill one more man as he fled to the village to recruit
help. They were chased, but kept ahead of their pursuers for almost two days. Their
pursuers caught up with them after dark on the second day and attacked them while t hey
slept. They killed one man in his hammock, but in so doing, alarmed the others. A
skirmish between the two groups developed, and the raiders managed to kill two more
of their enemy in this struggle. Still, according to Rerebawa, the raid w as not a good one
because one of their own men was killed. The son of the slain headman was later shot by
Torokoiwa, who presently lives in Monou-teri. The little boy was persecuted and
tormented by the other children. Finally, Torokoiwa got sick of seeing this, so he shot
the little boy as he was bathing in the stream.
1 The

members of two villages in contact with the missions occasionally borrow shotguns from the missionaries.
The missionaries are very cautious about loaning the Y<1nomamo firearms, knowing that these would be used in
the wars. Shotguns are begjnning to be rather common in Brazilian Y<10omamo villages, as the Indians tbere now
have opporrunities to make conracts with setders and backwoodsmen and do not have co rely on missionaries for
these weapons. This, however, is a recent development. Brazilian Y'lfiomamo, armed with these shotguns, have
raided into Venezuela against villages t hat have not yet had any contact with outsiders.
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Although few raids are initiated solely with the intention of capturing women,
this is always a desired side benefit. A few wars, however, are started with the intention
of abducting women. I visited a village in Brazil in 1967 that had a critical shortage of
women. A group of missionaries had moved into this village a few years earlier and
learned of the treachery by which the group managed to obtain a number of their women.
One of them gave me this account. The headman of rhe group organized a raiding party
to abduct women from a distant group. They went there and told these people that they
had machetes and cooking pots from the foreigners, who prayed to a spirit that gave
such items in answer to the prayers. They then volunteered to teach these people how to
pray. When the men knelt down and bowed their heads, the raiders attacked them with
their machetes and killed them. They caprured their women and fled.
Treachery of this kind, the nomohoni, is the ultimate form of violence. Kiobawa's
group suffered a massacre in 1950, as I have mentioned earlier, but the treachery in this
case was in revenge for a murder. Still, their assailants attempted to abduct women after
the objectives of their treachery were accomplished. Had it not been for their greed to
capture women, the massacre would have been even more complete. Many escaped because the assailants turned rheir attention to the women.
Generally, however, the desire to abduct women does not lead to the initiation of
hostilities between groups that have had no history of mutual raiding in the past. New
wars usually develop when charges of sorcery are leveled against the members of a different group. Once raiding has begun between two villages, however, the raiders ali hope
to acquire women if the circumstances are such that they can flee without being discovered. If they catch a man and his wife at some distance from the village, they will more
than likely take the woman after they kill her husband. If, however, the raiders are near
the village, they may flee without dragging a captured woman along, as the body of their
victim will be discovered quickly and pursuit will be immediate. Hence, they do not take
a chance on hindering rheir flight by dragging a reluctant captive with them. A captured
woman is raped by all the men in the raiding party and, later, by the men in the village
who wish to do so but did not participate in the raid. She is then given to one of the men
as a wife. If the captured woman is related to her captors, she is not raped.
Most wars are merely a prolongation of earlier hostilities, stimulated by revenge
motives. The first causes of hostilities ~e usually sorcery, murders, or club fights over
women in which someone is badly injured or killed. Occasionally, food theft involving
related villages also precipitares raiding. This was the cause of the first raids between
K~obawa's group and the Patanowa-teri; they split from each other after a series of club
fights over women. Each group made a new garden and returned periodically to the old
one to collect peach-palm fruit, a crop that continues to produce long after the garden
itself has gone to weeds. Someone stole the peach-palm fruit belonging to a man in the
other group, resulting in another food theft for revenge, a club fight, and then raiding,
but it should be pointed out that the raiding carne about only after a long history of disputes between the groups; food theft was merely the catalyst that finally initiated the
hostilities.
The Y~omamo themselves regard fights over women as the primary causes of
their wars. I was in one of the more remore villages in 1967, visiting with people I had
met on my fust field trip. The headman of the village, Sasawa, coveted my British commando knife and kept begging me to give ir to him. He wanted me to tell him all about
the knife, its origin, history, and how often it had been exchanged in trades. When I told
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him that it was used by people of my ccgroup" when chey wenc on raids against their
enemies, his interesc shifted to our milicary exploits.
"Who did you raid?" he asked.
''Germany-teri."
"Did you go on che raid ?"
"No, but my facher did."
"How many of the enemy did he kill?"
"None."
"Did any of your kinsmen gec killed by che enemy?"
"No."
"You probably raided because of woman chefe, didn't you?"
"No."
Ac this answer he was visibly discurbed. He chatced for a momenc with the ochers,
seeming to doubt my answer.
"Was ic because of witchcraft?" he then asked.
"No," I replied again.
"Ah! Someone srole culcivated food from che ocher!" he exclaimed, cicing confidently the only ocher incidenc chat is deemed serious enough to provoke man to
wage war.
Perhaps the best way to iilustrate Y~nomamo warfare, ics causes, and the cechniques
of raid is to give a history of che recent military activicies of Monou-teri, a small village
chat splic away from K~obawa's group in the mid-1950s.

A Specific War

1

The headman of the village, whom I shall call Damowa (since he was recently
killed by raiders), was a particularly aggressive man. According to Rerebawa, Damowa
was the only fierce man in che encire village, the true waiteri (fierce one) of the
group.
Damowa had a habit of seducing the wives of other men, a factor that led to frequ~nc feuding in the village and resulted in a number of club fights. Of the numerous
affairs he had, two in particular illuscrace che nature of possible consequences. His
youngesc brother was rnarried to an abducted Shamacari girl. Damowa seduced her,
chereby enraging his brother. The young man was afraid to vent his anger on the real
culprit, his brocher, so, inscead, he shot his wife with an arrow. He intended only to
wound her, buc the arrow scruck her in a vital spot and she died.
Manasinawa, a man of sorne fifty-five years at the presenc time, joined Darnowa's
group wich his wife and young daughcer. He fled frorn his own village in order to take
refuge in a group chac was raiding his own village, as he wanted to gec revenge againsc
thern for a wrong they had cornmitted. Damowa, who already had several wives, decided
to take Manasinawa's wife from him and add her to his own family. This resulted inche
final club fight that led to the separation of K~obawa's group from the Monou-teri.
Manasinawa's wife took the daughcer and fled to yet another village. K~obawa then
organized a raid to recover the wornan and child when their protectors refused to give
thern back. The two were taken by force from this group by K~obawa?s raiders. Nobody
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was killed in the incident. Manasinawa, his wife, and his daughter remained with
Kqobawa's group, and he ultimately gave the daughter to K:iobawa for a second wife.
Kqobawa still has her.
At this time, the groups, of Damowa and Kqobawa, respectively, were still at war
with the Patanowa-teri, from whom they separated some fifteen years earlier. Damowa's
group, after separating from Kqobawa's, attempted to make peace with the Patanowateri, as they were now vulnerable and could ill afford to remain on hostile terms with
them. Damowa's group also made an alliance with the two Shamatari villages, which had
given them cooperation when they staged the revenge treacherous feast discussed in the
last chaprer. For about five years relarionships berween Damowa's group and- the·
Patanowa-teri were relatively amicable, but as the former's alliances with the Shamatari
grew in strength, their relationship to the Patanowa-teri grew cool once again.
The Patanowa-teri then became embroiled in new wars with severa! villages on
the Orinoco River and turned to Kqobawa's group for aid, hoping to patch up their old
grievances and remain at peace. The first day 1 began my fieldwork marked the initiation
of complete peace between K:iobawa's group and the Patanowa-teri: They were having
a feast together in Bisaasi-teri. Damowa's group, the Monou-teri, were not parcicipating
in the feast, but a large number of men carne anyway. They discovered a group of seven
Patanowa-teri females outside the main village and could not resist the temptation: They
forcefully took them back ro Monou-reri. Later that day the Patanowa-teri men discovered that the women were missing, so they searched the neighborhood and found the
tracks of the Monou-teri men at the site of the abduction, where signs of struggling
abounded. The next morning they went to Monou-teri armed with clubs: They were
bound to get their women back, but did not careto start another shooting war with the
Monou-reri. They took five of the women away from the Monou-teri in a heated scruggle,
but had to pull back without the remaining two, unless they were willing to shoot to kill:
The Monou-teri were determined to keep the other women at all coses.
The significance of this incident is this: The headman of Monou-teri realized that
the Patanowa-teri would not risk getting into a shooting war with them since they
already had more enemies than they could comfortably handle. Hence, this provided an
excellent opportunity for the Mohou-teri to abduct women with relatively little chance of
getting shot in retaliation.
Damowa, the headman of Monou-teri, was angry because the Patanowa-teri had
recovered so many of their women. He then threatened to ambush the Patanowa-teri
when they left for home after the feast at Bisaasi-teri was over. The Patanowa-teri, in view
of this, cut their stay short and left for home before the feast was over, hoping to avoid
trouble with the Monou-teri.
Damowa was not satisfied, however, that he forced the Patanowa-teri to capitulate,
leave for home, and not attempt to recover rhe two remaining women. He decided to
raid them. ln January of 1966 he and a parry of men from Monou-teri raided the
Patanowa-teri at the latter's village. They caught Bosibrei climbing a rasha tree, a prickly,
cultivated palro that must be climbed slowly and with the aid of a pair of moveable stick
frames in order to avoid getting pierced by the needle-sharp thoms that protrude from
the tree's trunk (see Fig. 2-6). Bosibrei was almost to the top of the tree when the raiders
caught him-he made an excellent rarget silhouetted against the sky. They shot and
killed him with one volley of arrows as he reached for the fruits of the palro. One of
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Damowa's brothers-who also participated 1n this raid-was married to one of the
victim's daughters.
The Monou-teri had anticipated their raid by clearing a new garden site across the
Mavaca River, where they hoped to take refuge after the inevitable revenge raids from
Patanowa-teri began. They had hoped to complete their garden before the raids became
intense, as the Mavaca River would have provided a natural obstacle to raiders. The
Patanowa-teri, however, were infuriated by this killing and raided the Monou-teri immediarely. Two of the raiders were Damowa's "brothers."
The raiders caught Damowa outside the new garden searching for honey. This
was in the fust week of February. He had two of his wi~es with him and one child. He
was looking up a tree when the raiders shot a volley of ârrows into his body, at least five
of which struck him in the abdomen. He managed to nock one of his own arrows and
shoot at the iaiders, although he ~as probably mortally wounded at the time. Then
Bishewa, one of the raiders, shor a final arrow at Damowa, piercing his neck below his
ear. He fell to the ground and died after being struck by rhis arrow.
The raiders did not attempt to abduct the women, as they were dose to the Monouteri campsite and they had to cross rhe Mavaca~River to escape. The women ran back to
the village to tell the others what happened. Instead of giving chase, as they ought to
have done-according to K:iobawa and the others in Bisaasi-teri-rhe Monou-reri themselves fled into the jungle and hid unril darkness, af~~~ that the raiders might return.
'The man who fued the fatal arrow into Damowa's neck was"' a son of the man rhe
Monou-teri shot in their raid. ~wo of the men who shot Damowa were his classificatory
brothers (members of the sarne lineage), three were brorhers-in-law (inclu~ng the man
who shot the fatal arrow), and one was a man who had been adopred into the Patanowateri village as a child, after he and his mother were abducted from a distant Shamatari
village.
The Monou-teri burned the corpse of Damowa the next day. They held a mortuary
ceremony that week and invited their allies, members of the two Shamatari villages and
the two groups of Bisaasi-teri, to participate. Gourds of the dead man's ashes were given
to specific men in severa! of the allied villages, an act calculared to reafiirm solidarity and
friendship. Damowa's widows were given to his two eldest surviving brothers.
K:iobawa, a classificatory brother to Damowa, assumed the responsibility of
organizing a revenge raid. Damowa's own brothers failed to step forward to assume this
responsibility, and for a while rhere was no leadership whatsoever in Moriou-teri. Finally,
Orusiwa, the oldest and mosr cornpetent· mernber of the Hor lineage, emerged as the de
facto village leader, a position he acquired largely by default. He was related to the slain
headrnan as brother-in-law, and their respecrive descent groups dominated village
politics.2 Hence, leadership in Monou-teri shifted from the Sha lineage to the Hor lineage.
K:iobawa delayed the revenge raid until April, giving the Monou-teri time to
expand their new garden. This date also coincided with the beginning of the rains, thus
reducing the possibility of a retaliation until the next dry season and providing the
Monou-teri even more time to expand their new garden and abandon the old one.
The Monou-teri were afraid to return to their producing garden, so they divided
their time between their newly cleared site, where they worked at cutting timber and
2See Table

3-1 and Fig. 3-5 of Chapter 3 for the lineage composition of Monou-teri.
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burning it, and K~obawa's village, where they rook occasional reses to regain their energy.
They returned to their old site only to collect plantains, which they carried to the new
site. Kqobawa's group then built a new shabono and fortified it, anticipating the war they
knew would be inevitable. Up to this point, K~obawa's group, Upper Bisaasi-teri,
maintained two small shabonos a few yards apart from each other, but chey coalesced into
a single, larger group and moved inco the new shabono when ic was compleced. The
visicing Monou-ceri also helped them work on che new struccure.
Meanwhile, the Patanowa-teri, knowing chat they would be raided by the Monouteri and their allies, also began clearing a new garden. They selected a site abandoned by
Kqobawa's group many years ago, knowing chat the peach-palm trees were scill producing there. By this rime che Patanowa-teri were in rather desperate straits. Their old
enemies, the severa! groups on che Orinoco River, began raiding them with even greacer
frequency, as they had learned that the Monou-teri and Bisaasi-teri were again at war with
the Patanowa-ceri. A few additional villages began raiding the Patanowa-ceri to secde old
grudges, realizing chat che Patanowa-teri had so many enemies that they could noc possibly retaliate against all of them.
The Pacanowa-ceri then began moving from one location to another, hoping to
avoid and confuse their enemies. They spent the dry season in turns at cheir main producing garden, with the Ashadowa-ceri, cheir only ally, and ac their new garden. Each group
thac raided chem passed the word to ocher villages concerning che locacion of the
Patanowa-ceri. If chey were not ar one place, then chey had to be atone of the other two.
The raids were frequent and took a heavy toll. Ac least eighc people were killed by raiders,
and a number of others were wounded. Some of the dead were women and children, a
consequence of the face that the Patanowa-ter:i themselves sent a heavy volley of arrows
into che village of one of cheir enemies and killed two women. To revenge this, the enemy
began deliberately shooting Patanowa-teri women. Females are normally not the target
of raiders' arrows. The Patanowa-teri were raided at least rwenty-five rimes while I conducced my fieldwork. They themselves retaliated as frequendy as possible, but could not
return tit for tat. They managed to drive their main enemies, the H asabowa-ceri, away
from rheir garden, forcing chem to flee across the Orinoco. They concentrated on raiding
this group until chey had killed most of the waiteri ( fierce ones). They were so successful
ar doing this that the Hasabowa-teri ultimately withdrew from the war. Several of my
informants claimed that they did so becàuse their fierce ones were all dead, and nobody
was interested in prosecuting the war any further.
When the Hasaoowa-ceri withdrew from the raiding, the Patanowa-teri then concentrated on raiding the Monou-teri. Every time the Monou-teri returned to their main
site they found the cracks of numerous men who had visited the village, tracks that
always carne from the direction of Patanowa-teri. Consequendy, the Monou-teri moved
into K~obawa's group fo r protection, fearing to return to their old site until the jungle
was completely inundated by the rains.
·
K~obawa's group resented this somewhat and made no bones about reminding
the Monou-teri chac they were eacing large quantities of food from the gardens. When
complaining became intense, the Monou-teri moved into the village of the Lower Bisaasi-teri and lived off their produce until the latter also began to complain. Then they
traveled to che MÇmaribowei-teri and lived with them for a while, returning to K~o
bawa's village when these allies wearied of the visitors. When the hosts, the Lower
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Bisaasi-teri, for example, wanted to get rid of the Monou-teri, they would hold a feast
in their honor. When the going-home food was presented to them, they had no altemative but to leave. It would have been insulting to remain after the food was presented.
ln between their moves they returned to their own producing site to collect plantains
and carry them to their new garden. They subsisted there off the food they carried with
them.
The Monou-teri soon resented being treated like pariahs by their allies and began
to regain their courage. Much of this treatment was due to the fact thac they failed to
chase the raiders when Damowa was slain, displaying cowardice instead of ferocity.
Many of the men in the Bisaasi-ceri groups resented the Monou-teri for chis and were
not cimid abouc displaying their disgust. The Monou-teri were a burden, as they rarely
helped at expanding Bisaasi-ceri's gardens and ate a good deal of che cime.
The raid K~obawa organized to revenge Dan:iowa's death took place late in April.
The Shamatari allies-MÇmaribõwei-teri and Reyabõwei-ceri-were inviced to parcicipate,
but they failed to send a contingency. As allies never really trust each ocher, the raid
was delayed because some of the Bisaasi-teri suspected that their allies were waiting for
the raiders to leave so that they could descend on the poorly protected women and make
off with captives. Finally, a few of them did arrive and the wayu itou (warrior line-up)
got under way. Still, the Bisaasi-teri feared treachery on the part of their Shamatari
friends, so the men of Lower Bisaasi-teri decided to stay home and proteet the women
left behind by the Monou-teri and Upper Bisaasi-teri raiders. A small feast was held to
entertain the visiting Shamatari allies.
On the afternoon of the feast a grass dummy was set up in the village, and the
men who were to participate in the raid conducted a mock attack on che dummy, which
was supposed to represent the body of a Patanowa-teri man. They painted themselves
black, crepe slowly around the village with bows and arrows ready, searching for the
tracks of the enemy. They converged at one point, spread out, crepe toward the dummy,
and, at K~obawa's signal, let fly with a volley of arrows. The Y~omamõ are good archers.
None of the arrows missed its mark, and the dummy, looking like a pincushion, toppled
ominously to the ground, a dozen or more bamboo-tipped arrows protruding from it.
Then the raiders screamed and ran out of the village, simulacing their retreat from the
enemy. They drifted back into the village, one at a time or in small groups, and retired
to their hammocks to wait for darkness.
The village became unusually quiec shortly after dark. Suddenly, the stillness was
pierced . by an animal-like noise, half-scream and half-growl, as the first raider marched
slowly out to the center of the village, clacking his arrows against his bow, growling
his individualized fierce noise, usually a mimic of a carnivore: a wasp, or a buzzard. At
this signal-not knowing fully what to expect anda little nervous-1 crepe from my own
hammock and went to the center of the village with my tape recorder. The other raiders
joined the first man, coming one at a time after short intervals, each clacking his arrows
and growling some hideous noise. K~obawa stood by and made sure the line was straight
and faced the direction of the enemy; he would push or pull the individual warriors
until they formed a perfectly straight line, joining them after the last one took his
place.
The procession to the line-up took about twenty minutes, as about so or so men
participated (see Fig. S-2). When the last one was in line, the murmurs among the
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Fig. 5-2. FVjobawii's men and their allies lining up (wayu icou) to raid the Patanowa-teri.
.

children and women died down and all was quiec in che village once again. 1 squacted
chere, unable to see whac was going on, growing more nervous by che momenc, half
suspecting chac the warriors were sneaking up on me co murder me for tape recording
a sacred rite. Then the silence was broken when a single man began singing in a deep
baritone voice: "1 am meat hungry! 1 am meac hungry! Like che carrion-eating buzzard
1 hunger for flesh!" When he completed the last line, the rest of the raiders repeated his
song, ending in an ear-piercing, high-pitched scream that raised goose bumps ali over
my arms and scalp. A second chorus, led by the sarne man, followed the scream. This
one referred to meat hunger of the kind characteristic of a particular species of carnivorous
wasp. They screamed again, becoming distinctly more enraged. On the third chorus,
they referred again to the buzzard's meat hunger, and a few men simultaneously interjected such descriptions of their ferocity as: (tl'm so fierce that when I shoot the enemy
my arrow will strike with such force chat blood will splash ali over che material possessions in his household!"
Then the line of warriors broke, and the men gathered inco a tight formation,
weapons held above their heads. They shouted three times, beginning modescly and
increasing their volume until they reached a clímax at the end of the chird shouc:
«Whaaaa! Whaaaa! WHAAAA!" They listened as the jungle echoed back their lasc
shout, identified by them as the spirit of the enemy. They noted the direction from which
the echo carne. On hearing it, chey pranced abouc frantically, hissed and groaned, waving
cheir weapons, unti1 K:iobawa calmed them down, and the shouting was repeated two
more rimes. At the end of the third shout of the chird repetition, che formation broke,
129
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and the men ran back to the respective houses, each making a noise-((Bubububububububu"-as he ran. When they reached their hanunocks, they all simulated vomiting,
passing out of their mouths the rotten flesh of the enemy they had symbolically devoured
in the line-up.
They retired for the night. Many of them wept and moaned, mourning the loss
of their friend and kinsman, Damowa. Ar dawn the women went to the gardens and
gathered large quantities of plantains. These were carried to the raiders, wrapped with
their vine hammocks, and deposited outside the village for the men to collect as they
marched in single file to war.
The men painted themselves black again (Fig. 5-3 ). Some even put on bright red
loincloths which 1 had traded to them, as the warrior line-up is a spectacle in which the
younger men can show off to the girls. The loincloths were left behind when the men
departed. They tinkered with their bows and checked to see if the bowstrings were weak
at any spot, sharpened their best arrow points, and waited nervously for K~obawa to
signal for the line-up to begin again. The wayu itou was repeated, each man marching
to the center of the village and taking his place in line. This time, however, they did
not sing the war song. They merely shouted, as tbey had done the previous night, waited
for the echo to return, and marched dramatically out of the village. Their mothers and
sisters wept or shouted last minute bits of advice as they left the village: ((Don't get
yourself shot up!" "You be careful now!"
,
The men picked up their supplies of food where the women had cached them
and left for Patanowa-teri. K~obawa had been complaining all year of severe pains in
his lower back, abdomen, and urina! tract, and was in considerable pain when he walked.
Still, he insisted on going on the raid, suspecting that the others would turn back if he
did not lead it. The raiders had not been gone five hours when the first one carne back,
a boastful young man, complaining that he had a sore foot and could not keep up with
the others. The next day a few more young men returned, complaining that they had
malaria and pains in the stomach. They enjoyed participating in the pomp of the wayu
itou, for this impressed the women, but were, at heart, cowards.
The raiders travei slowly their first day away from the village. They have heavy
burdens of food and try to pace themselves so as to arrive in the enemy's territory just
as their food runs out. They also attempt to reach a point in the enemy's neighborhood
that will permit them to reach his village at dawn: far enough away so that enemy
hunters will not discover their presence, but dose enough to the village that they can
reach it in an hour or so from their last camp.
The men use fire only when they camp ar a considerable distance from the enemy's
territory. As they approach their destination, they exercise greater caution. Their final
evening is spent shivering in the darkness, since they dare not make a fire to warm themselves. Most of the raiders emphasized this, as sleeping without fire is considered to be
both dangerous and uncomfortable. The danger lies in the possibility of jaguar attacks,
but even more in the fear that spirits will molest the unprotected raiders. On the last
evening the raiding parry's fierce ones have difficulties with the younger men; most of
them are afraid, cold, and worried about every sort of hazard, ·and all of them complain
of sore feet and belly aches.
The raiders always develop a strategy for attacking the unwary enemy. They
usually split into two or more groups and agree to meet later ata predetermined location

Fig. 5-3. One o/ Kr;obawii)s Shamatari allies) painted black) views the warriors lining up through
his bowstring. He waits his turn to join them, a wad o/ tobacco protruding from his mouth.

at some point between their own village and the enemy's. These smaller groups must
contain at least four men, six, if possible. This is so because the raiders retreat in a pattern.
While the orhers flee, rwo men will lie in ambush, shooting any pursuers that might
follow. They, in turn, fl.ee, while their comrades lie in ambush to shoot at their pursuers.
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If there are novices in the raiding party, the older men will conduct mock raids, showing
them how they are to participate. A grass dummy or soft log is frequently employed in
this, as was the case in the wayu itou held in the village the day before the raiders left.
Particularly young men will be positioned in the marching party somewhere in the
middle of the single file of raiders so they will not be the first ones to be exposed to
danger should the raiders themselves be ambushed. These young men will also be permirted to retreat first. Damowa had a twelve-year-old son when he was killed. This boy,
Matarawa, was recruited into the raiding party to give him an opportunity to avenge
his father's death. The older men made sure he would be exposed to minimum danger,
as thís was his first raid.
The separated groups of raiders approach the village at dawn and conceal themselves near the commonly used paths to the source of drinking water. They wait for the
enemy to come to them. A good many of the victims of raids are shot while fetching
water.
Frequently, the enemy is wary and acts defensively at all rimes when there is an
active war going on. Only large groups of people can leave the village, and these are
well armed. Raiders will not attack a large grõup such as this. When the enemy is found
to be this cautious, the raiders have no choice but to retreat or to shoot volleys of arrows
blindly into the village, hoping to strike someone at a distance. They retreat after they
release their arrows, depending on the gossip of other villages to learn if their arrows did
find their marks. Rarely, one of the raiders will attempt to enter the village during the
night and kill someone while he sleeps. Damowa's younger brother allegedly accomplished this on one raid, but few men are brave enough to try it. Most of the time the
raiders manage to ambush a single individual, kill hím, and retreat before they are discovered. This is considered to be the most desirable oure.orne of the raid.
The women were nervous, frightened, and irritable while the men were away,
and they were constantly on the lookout for raiders from other villages. This is always
a time to suspect raiders, since allies occasionally turn on their friends when the women
are poorly guarded, abducting as many as possible while their husbands are away.
After severa! days the women were so frustrated and anxious that fights began to
break out among them. One woman got angry because another one, her sister and co-wife,
left her to tenda small baby. When the morher returned, rhe angry one picked upa piece
of firewood and bashed her on the side of her head with it, knocking her unconscious and
causing her ear to bleed profusely.
The raiders had been gone almost a week when K~obawa and his youngest brother
staggered into the village, nearly dead from exhaustion. K~obawa's pains had gotten
so bad that he decided to turn back just before they reached the Patanowa-teri.village.
He could barely walk by that rime and would not have been able to elude pursuers
should the enemy have given chase. Shararaiwa, his brother, decided to accompany him
back lest he run into a group of Patanowa-teri hunters, or his condition grow even more
severe. Shortly afrer they had dropped out of the raiding party, Shararaiwa stepped on a
snake and was bitten. The rains had starced, and the snakes were beginning to concencrate on the higher grounds, making walking a hazard. His leg began to swell immediately, and he could not walk. Hence, K~obawa had to carry him out on his back, despite
the face that he could barely walk himself Carrying him for nearly cwo days, he managed
to reach the Orinoco River. Here, he intended to make a bark canoe and float the rest of
~
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the way back down, but they located a dugouc canoe someone had concealed,3 so chey
borrowed this and reached home abouc dark, three days afrer Shararaiwa had been biccen.
He survived the snake bite, buc K~obawa was very exhausced from che crip.
That night an advance party of the raiders returned, chanced briefly wich K~obawa,
explaining chat they had reached Pacanowa-ceri, shot and killed one man, and fled. The
Patanowa-teri pursued them, got ahead of them at one point, and ambushed them when
they passed. They wounded Konoreiwa of Monou-teri, shooting a bamboo-tipped arrow
complecely through bis chest jusc above his heart.
The next morning the main body of raiders retumed to the village, carrying
Konoreiwa with them in a litter. They had rernoved the arrow, but he was very weak
and continuously coughed up mouthfuls of blood. They put him in a hammock and
tended his fire for him. They asked me to treat his wound.
He lay in his hammock for a week, not eating or drinking all that time-the
Y~omamo have a taboo against taking water when wounded with a bamboo-type arrow,
and Konoreiwa was slowly wasting away. Finally, I could stand ít no longer and made
a batch of lemonade. I called for them to gather around, ceremoniously crushed an aspirin
into the lemonade, and explained that this was very powerful medicine. So powerful that
it had ro be diluted wirh a large amount of water. I then demanded that he take sorne,
which he gladly did, the others not interfering. By then he was so weak that he could
not sit up, so I spoon-fed the liquid to him. A knowing glance passed becween us as he
gulped down the first spoonful of sweet liquid. He ultimately recovered.
The two men who shot the fatal arrows into the Patanowa-teri were both brochers
of the slain Damowa. They were killers and had to purify themselves by going through
the unokaimou ceremony.
They were given spaces in K~obawa's shabono for their hammocks. The area each
man occupied was sealed off from the adjoining houses by palm leaves, and the men had
their food brought to them for the week they were confined to this small area. They
each used a pair of sticks to scratch their bodies and did not touch the food with their
fingers when they ate, again using sticks to transfer the food from the container to their
mouths.
At the end of their confinement, the vine hammocks they used while they were
on the raid, along with the scratching sticks, were taken out of the village and tied to
a particular kind of tree. The hammocks were placed about 6 feet above che ground and
separated from each other by about 1 foot. Afrer this was done, the men resumed their
normal activities.
K~obawa felt rhat he had sarisfied his obligation to avenge Damowa's death.
The Monou-teri, however, wanced to prosecute the war further and continue raiding. Ic
was at this point chac Paruriwa of K~obawa's group began to emerge as one of the more
prominent men in the village. He stepped forward and actively prosecuted the war
against the Patanowa-teri, encouraged by the esteem in which the Monou-teri held him.
Still, he was noc enthusiastic enough for the Monou-teri. On one raid he subsequendy
led, he elecred co turn back and go home when the Patanowa-teri were not found at
their main garden. The Monou-teri insisted that the parry should continue on until they
canoe was hidden in che brush by K~obawa's son-in-law, who lives in a village up che Orinoco. ·He had
come co Bisaasi-ceri chat day to visit and hid his canoe so chat che Bisaasi-teri would not borrow it.
3 The

Fig. 5-4. Blowing drugs (ebene) on the pulverized bones o/ Damowa, slain Monou-teri headman.

located the enemy, but Paruriwa refused to go any further. When he rumed back, so
did che encire parcy.
The Monou-teri and Bisaasi-ceri raided againsc che Pacanowa-teri six rimes while
1 lived with chem, and each time the preparacions for che raid closely followed rhe description given above. The Monou-ceri rerurned to their producing site only when the
jungle was inundated; only at chat címe could chey exisc wichout che support of their
allies. The remainder of the year they had to take refuge with members of allied villages
or expose themselves to the risk of being atcacked by superior forces by remaining in
their own producing garden.
The Monou-teri also raided t'he Patanowa-teri without aid from their allies. One
of the raids was conducred near the end of the rainy season, and 1 was sraying in their
village at the rime the raid was held.
A special ceremony took pl'ace the day before the raid. The gourds containing
che ashes of the slain Damowa were put on the ground in front of his brother's house.
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Everyone in the village gathered around the ashes and wept aloud. The bamboo quiver
of the dead man was brought co che gourds, smashed, che points taken ouc, and che
quiver icself burned. While chis was going on, the mourners were in a scace of frenzy,
pulling at their hair and striking chemselves, screaming and wailing. One of his brothers
cook a snuff cube and blew some of the drug inco. the gourds concaining che ashes ( see
Fig. 5-4). The tube was then cuc in half, one of che dead man's arrow poincs being used
to measure the point at which che snuff cube was cut. I was never able to determine
whether the arrow points taken from the quiver were possessions of che dead man or
were, in face, the poincs removed from his body. There were ten of chem, and my informants were coo touchy about the matter to be q.uescioned in decail: I received affirmacive nods to both questions. ln any event, the cen bamboo points were discributed to che
raiders, who fondled them and examined them carefully. Each man brought one with
him on the raid that followed this ceremony. The severed snuff cube and the gourds of
ashes were wrapped in leaves and put back in the thacch of che brocher's house.
Thac nighc I chink I became emotionally dose to th~ Y~omamo for the fust
time. I remained in my hammock and gave up collecting genealogies. As darkness fell
Damowa's brochers began weeping in their hammocks. I lay chere and listened, not
bothering co tape record it or phocograph it or write notes. One of che others asked me
why I was not making a nuisance of myself as usual, and I cold him that my innermosc
being (buhii) was cold-that is, I was sad. This was whispered around the village, andas
each person heard it, he looked over at me. The children who inevitably accumulace
around my hammock were told by their elders to go home and not bother me anymore.
I was hushuo, in a stace of emocional disequilibrium, and had finally begun to act like
a human being as far as they were concerned.
The nexc day che raiders lined up, shouced in che direccion of the Patanowa-ceri,
heard the echo come back, and lefc the village to collect cheir provisions and hammocks.
I allowed them co calk me into taking the entire raiding party up che .Ma.vaca River in my
canoe. There, they could find high ground and reach the Patanowa-ceri wichout having
to cross the numerous swamps chat lay between the cwo villages. There were only cen
men in che raiding party, che smallesc the war party can gec and scill have maximum
effectiveness. As we craveled up the river, the younger men began complaining. One
had sore feet, and cwo or chree ochers daimed to have mala.ria. They wanced co turn
back because I had forgotcen co bring my malaria pills wich me as I had promised. Hukoshikuwa (Fig. 5- 5), a brocher of the slain headman, silenced their complaincs wich an
angry leccure on cowardice. I let them ali out ac the mouth of a scream chey intended
to follow. They unloaded their seemingly enormous supply of plantains and policely
waited for me to leave. I sac among them and chacced, thinking chat they were doing
essencial casks as chey fiddled with arrows and recied their provisions. Finally, one of
them hinced that I should be leaving because I had a long crip and mighc noc get home
before dark. lt was chen thac I discovered chey were dallying, crying to be police to me.
They all thanked me for caking them upstream in my canoe, the only time Y~omamo
ever expressed gratitude to me, and I got in my canoe co leave. Hukoshikuwa carne down
to untie my rope for me and shove me off the bank. He wacched, silently, as my canoe
got caught up in the current and drifted away. He looked frightened, reluctant, anxious,
but decermined. Afcer I had gotten my motor started and was under way, I looked back
to see him turn, pick up bis plantains and weapons, and disappear into the jungle. Even

Fig. 5-5. Hukoshikuwà' leading a raiding party against the Patanowa-teri.
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he was not enthusiastic about going on the raid, despite the face thar he lecrured rhe
younger members of rhe raiding party about their overr reluctance and cowardice. He
was older, however, and had to display the ferocity that adule men are supposed to show.
ln short, although Hukoshikuwa probably had very little desire as an individual to participate in the raiding, he was obliged to do so by the pressures of the entire system. He
could ill afford to remain neutral, as bis very own kinsmen-even K~obawa-implied
by word and action that it was disgusting for him not to avenge the death of his brother;
and some of his kinsmen in orher villages openly accused him of cowardice for not chasing the raiders when they shot Damowa. Again, his erstwhile allies, when they complained about having to feed him and his relatives, were blunt and discourteous. The
Shamatari allies even managed to demand a number of woinen from Hukoshikuwa's
group in payment for girls they had given them earlier, when the Monou-teri were
superordinate in the alliance pecking order. ln short, if Hukoshikuwa failed to put on
a show of ferocity and vindictiveness, ir would nor be long before his friends in allied
villages would be taking even greater liberties and demanding more women. Thus, the
system worked against him and demanded that he be fierce. Since his own group was
small, it had to protect its sovereignty even more rigorously, or be absorbed by a greedy
ally whose protection would be tendered ar the price of women.
Hukoshikuwa and his raiders did not locate the Patanowa-teri on this raid, although they searched for over a week. They knew i t would be difficult to find them in
the rainy season, largely because they would have to take many detours around impassable
swamps. lt was with this in mind that they brought their larger-than-usual supply of
plantains.
The war was still being conducted, but on a lesser scale, when I returned to
Monou-teri a year later. They had managed to kill two Paranowa-teri and abduct two
women. The Patanowa-teri only killed one Monou-teri, the headman. Hence, the Monoureri, at least for the rime being, carne out ahead. The Patanowa-teri will not cease raiding
them until they kill at least one more Monou-teri, but then the Monou-teri will be
obliged to avenge this death when i t occurs.
There will probably be a respire to the raiding because rhe Patanowa-teri group
fissioned and subsequendy lost a significant fraction of their numbers. The Monou-teri
have completed rheir move to the new garden and now live rhere. If the raiding stops,
they will be able to live alternatively between their two gardens at any season. Otherwise,
they can only occupy their old site in the peak of the wet season. Having two gardens
makes them more independent of their allies, and they can again be aggressive in their
political dealings with them. Since they have exchanged women with one of their
Shamatari allies and are now living only a half-day's journey frorri them, they most likely
will bind their political face to the face of this ally. Their relationships to the two Bisaasiteri groups, on the ocher hand, will probably grow cool. Already, che Monou-ceri have
caken sides wirh rheir Shamatari allies .in club fights againsc che Upper Bisaasi-ceri, and
they still resent the face that the Lower Bisaasi-ceri forcefully took one of the abducted
Patanowa-teri women away from them. Despite the face that
, the Monou-teri share a common history and common blood with the two Bisaasi-teri groups, they are now entering
inro a political siruation chat frequently leads such related groups to mutual hostilities.

,
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Glossary

AFFINES: Relatives by marriage. These can also include blood relatives when, for example, a man marries his mother's brother's daughter. The word ncognate" is used
to describe those blood relatives who are related by marriage. Cognates also include
kinsmen who have a common ancestor.
AGNATES: Persons who trace their relationships to each other through males. This
is distinct from cognatic kinship; where the relationship may be traced through
either males or females.
BANANA, WILD: A distant relative to the common banana, but producing a fruit pod
that is very different from the banana. The pod contains seeds that taste like maize.
It is the only American member of the Musaceae family. Plantains and bananas now
cultivated by the Y:inomamo were probably introduced to rhe Americas after
Columbus.
BIFURCATING MERGING: A term used to describe rhe widespread rype of kinship systern
in which an individual's paternal relatives are distinguished (bifurcaced) from maternal relatives in the terminology. Furthermore, a single term is used in reference
to, for example, father and father's brother; chat is, they are merged terrninologically
into the sarne kinship category. The Y~nornamo have the most commonly found
variant of this type, rhe Iroquois systern. See Iroquois kinship terrns.
BILATERAL CROSS-COUSINS: ln practical terms, an individual's mother's brother's children together with his father's sister's children. Unilateral cross-cousins are mother's
brother's children or father's sister's children, but not both. These cwo terms are
frequendy ued in discussions of types of marriage rules found in primitive societies.
Mother's brother's daughter is a unilateral cross-cousin; properly speaking, she is
a matrilateral cross-cousin. ln Y~homamo (Iroquois) kinship chis person is simultaneously father's sister's daughter. Some societies have rules forbidding marriage
with the latter type of cousin, thac is, they have a unilateral cross-cousin marriage
rule. See Cross-cousins.
COGNATES: Individuals who are related to each other through either males or females.
See Affines, Agnates.
CoRPORATION; A group of people sharing some estate, having definite. rights with respect
to each other and to the estate, and able to demonstrate their membership to that
group by citing a recognized rule concerning recruitment.
CROSS-COUSINS: The children of a rnan and his sisrer are cross-cousins to each other.
The children of a man and his brother are parallel cousins to each other. Similarly,
the children of a woman and her sister are parallel cousins.
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DEMOGRAPHY: The study of populations with the intention of gathering certain kinds
of vital statistics, such as birth rate, death rate, and family size.
DEMONSTRATED KINSHIP: Tracing relationships to kinsmen by citing the putative
biological links. See Lineage.
lROQUOIS KINSHIP TERMS: Classifying both kinds of cross-cousins (matrilateral and
patrilateral) into the sarne kinship category and distinguishing them from brothers
and sisters and parallel cousins. ln most lroquois systems the parallel cousins are
called by the sarne terms that are used for brothers and sisters.
LEVIRATE: A rule enjoining a man to marry the widow of his dead brother.
LINEAGE: A kinship group comprised of people who trace relationships to each other
through either males or females, but not both. lf the relationship is traced through
males, as among the Y~nomamo, the group so defined is a patrilineage. The distinctive feature of the lineage is that the relationships are demonstrated by citing genealogical links. ln a clan, relationships are merely stipulated by citing the face that
the cwo individuais in question belong to the sarne named kinship group. ln short,
a clan is a named lineage the members of which do not remember or do not care
how they are related to each other biologically. See Demonstrated kinship.
LocAL DESCENT GROUP: Among the Y~nomamo, a group of people who are related to
each other patrilineally, who live in the sarne village, and one of whose major funcIt is usually the
tions is to arrange marriages for the younger members of the group.
,
older males of the group who arrange che marriages.
MACHETE: A broad-bladed, long knife commonly used throughout South America for
cutting brush. The closest English equivalent is the cutlass.
MA.TRILATERAL: Tracing relationships on the mother's side.
PATRILATERAL: Tracing relarionships on the father's side.
PLANTAIN: A member of the banana family. The fruir looks like the common banana,
but is considerably larger. When ripe, the fruit resembles the common banana in
taste, but differs in that its texture is crude and scringy. Plantains are usually eaten
cooked. Green plantains resemble raw potatoes in taste, even after cooking. Plantains
appear to have been introduced to the Americas after the arrival of Europeans, but
they spread with such rapidity that many early travelers described them as being
native crops. ( See References, Reynolds, 1927.)
SrBLINGS: One's brothers and sisters.
SORORAL POLYGYNY: A type of marriage in which a man marries two or more women
who are related to each other as sisters.
TEKNONYMY: The practice of addressing an individual by the name of one of his children rather than by his own personal name. A kinship term is used in combination
with the child's name, such as f ather of so-and-so.
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Film
An echnographic film with synchronous sound in color will be available for
classroom use late in 1968. lt will illustrace Y~nomamo crading and feasting practices
as described in Chapcer 4. The movie was filmed by Timothy Asch, D irector of the
Center for Ethnographic Film Studies of the D epartment of Anthropology, Brandeis
Universicy, and Napoleon A. Chagnon, in conjunccion with the Program in Echnographic Films (P.I.E.F.) of H arvard Universicy.
ln addicion, 8 mm film loops depicting various aspects of Y ~omamo behavior
are currently available chrough the Ealing Corporacion of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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MIDDLETON, THE LUGBARA OF UGANDA
NEWMAN, KNOWING THE GURURUMBA
NORBECK, CHANGING JAPAN
OPLER, APACHE ODYSSEY: A JOURNEY
BETWEEN TWO WORLDS
O'TOOLE, WATTS ANO WOODSTOCK: IDENTITY ANO
CULTURE IN THE UNITEO STATES
ANO SOUTH AFRICA
PARTRIDGE, THE HIPPIE GHETTO

PIERCE , LIFE IN A TURKISH VILLAGE
PILCHER, THE PORTLAND LONGSHOREMEN:
A OISPERSED URBAN COMMUNITY
Pl -SUNYER, ZAMORA: CHANGE ANO
CONTINUITY IN A MEXICAN TOWN
FAKHOURI, KAFR EL·ELOW: AN EGYPTIAN
POSPISIL, THE KAPAUKU PAPUANS
VILLAGE IN TRANSITION
OF WEST NEW GUINEA ,
FARON, THE MAPUCHE INOIANS OF CHILE
QUINTANA and FLOYO, iQUE GITANO!:
FRASER, FISHERMEN OF SOUTH THAILANO:
GYPSIES OF SOUTHERN SPAIN
THE MALAY VILLAGERS
RICHARDSON , SAN PEDRO, COLOMBIA:
FRIEDL, VASILIKA: A VILLAGE IN MOOERN
SMALL TOWN IN A DEVELOPING SOCIETY
GREECE
'
RIVIERE,
THE FORGOTTEN FRONTIER:
FRIEDLAND and NELKIN. MIGRANT: AGRICUL·
RANCHERS OF NORTH BRAZIL
TURAL WORKERS IN AMERICA'S NORTHEAST
ROHNER and ROHNER. THE KWAKIUTL:
GAMST, THE QEMANT: A PAGAN-HEBRAIC
INDIANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
PEASANTRY OF ETHIOPIA
SPINDLER, BURGBACH: URBANIZATION ANO
GARBARINO. BIG CYPRESS: A CHANGING
IDENTITY IN A GERMAN VILLAGE
SEMINOLE COMMUNITY
SPINDLER and SPINOLER. OREAMERS
HALPERN and HALPERN, A SERBIAN VILLAGE
WITHOUT POWER: THE MENOMINI INDIANS
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
TRIGGER, THE HURON: FARMERS
HART and PILLING, THE TIWI OF NORTH
OF THE NORTH
AUSTRALIA
TURNER, THE HIGHLAND CHONTAL
HITCHCOCK, THE MAGARS OF BANYAN HILL
UCHENDU, THE IGBO OF SOUTHEAST NIGERIA
HOEBEL, THE CHEYENNES: INDIANS
VOGT, THE ZINACANTECOS OF MEXICO:
OF THE GREAT PLAINS
A MODERN MAYA WAY OF LIFE
HOGBIN, A GUADALCANAL SOCIETY:
THE KAOKA SPEAKERS
VON FÜRER ·HAIMENOORF. THE KONYAK NAGAS:
AN INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBE
HOROWITZ, MORNE-PAYSAN: PEASANT
VILLAGE IN MARTINIQUE
WILLIAMS. THE DUSUN: A NORTH BORNEO
SOCIETY
HOSTETLER and HUNTINGTON, THE HUTTERITES
IN NORTH AMERICA
HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.

.

383 Madison Avenue, New York 10017
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